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Magnolia, 76 min., in
English & Japanese w/
English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

Yayoi Kusama ( b.
1929) always wanted
to be a painter. Growing up in pre-war Japan, she was actively
discouraged from pursuing her passion by
her parents, and her journey was further
complicated by a dysfunctional upbringing.
Filmmaker Heather Lenz’s profile charts
Kusama’s career of breaking barriers and
boundaries, sometimes at great personal
cost. Exposed to childhood trauma (not
covered in depth here), Kusama was plagued
by obsessions and mental problems, and in
later years made several suicide attempts
(the face she presents to the world is often
inexpressive and unsmiling). Early on, she
was inspired by American artist Georgia
O’Keeffe, even writing to her to seek advice.
Limited by sex stereotypes in Japan, Kusama
moved to New York in the 1950s, but found
it hard to attract a patron, land a solo artist
gallery opening, and generally deal with the
male-dominated art world. Kusama: Infinity
illustrates the artist’s recurring motif of polka
dots, which carry a tactile, hypnotic feel, as
well as her later soft sculpture and perfor-

mance art, which included late 1960s nude
anti-war happenings that earned her the label
of “scandal lady” (Andy Warhol became a
fan). Kusama returned to Japan in the early
‘70s, where her mental problems continued,
but she kept working, and even checked into
an institution “managing madness” through
art therapy. Now approaching age 90, she
seems to have found contentment. Featuring
interviews with Kusama, critics, and friends,
this is an engaging portrait of one artist’s
slow climb to international recognition and
success. Recommended. (S. Rees)
A nother colorf ul
Japa nese a r t ist is
profiled in Cutie and
the Boxer (VL-3/14),
f i l m m a ke r Z a c h a ry Heinzerling’s Oscar-nominated documentary, which begins
with an arresting title sequence as
diminutive 80-year-old avant-garde Japanese emigrant artist Ushio Shinohara
creates one of his trademark “boxing”
paintings—methodically beating the bejeezus out of a huge rectangular canvas
with his paint-drenched boxing gloves.
Cover Photo: Courtesy of Magnolia Home
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Video Newsbriefs
PBS Distribution Releases
“Documenting Hate” Frontline
Investigation

T H E S P E L L B I N D I N G D O C U M E N TA RY
DEBUT BY

SHAWN CONVEY
“A stunningly human portrait of an
altruistic Bosnian biker club that
protects wild horses in the mountains
where they once fought.”
—Center for Russia, East Europe, and
Central Asia, UW—Madison

Required viewing for fans of both art
cinema and the next wave of crafted
international docs. Featured at
Chicago International, St. Louis
International, Wales international, Big
Sky, RiverRun and more, winning
awards including Best Director, Best
Do
Documentary Film, and Best of Fest,
Among Wolves is at home in
conversation
with
docs
like
Cameraperson, the Act of Killing, and
Fire at Sea. A strong new voice in
American filmmaking.
“Convey has crafted an evocative
depiction of the struggle to find peace
and resolution after communal trauma.”
— Chicago International Film Festival

“A consistently surprising and
entrancing portrait.”
—Matt Fagerholm, RogerEbert.com
95 min ● Bosnian w/ English Subtitles ● Color ● MSRP $24.95

Available through AEC, Baker & Taylor, Ingram
Entertainment, Midwest Tape, Amazon and more.
PPR/DSL available at
www.soundviewmediapartners.com.
SPECIAL FEATURES
-Director’s Commentary
-Stills Gallery
PPR: $200
SKU: MVD1960D
UPC: 760137196099
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PBS Distribution has just released Frontline: Documenting Hate (DVD: $24.99),
an in-depth, two-part investigation into
today’s white supremacy groups in the U.S.
and related violent attacks. Documenting
Hate includes “Charlottesville,” in which
correspondent A.C. Thompson methodically tracks down individuals at the center
of the infamous and deadly 2017 rally in
Charlottesville, VA, revealing that local law
enforcement was ill-prepared to handle an
influx of white supremacists from across
the country, including some who had
taken part in earlier violent confrontations
in California and came to Charlottesville
specifically to fight. And “New American
Nazis” offers a wider investigation of white
supremacist groups in America, specifically
Atomwaffen Division, a cell that has actively recruited inside the U.S. military.

Jackie Chan Double-Bill, Jim
Jarmusch on Blu-ray, and
Gillian Armstrong’s “My
Brilliant Career” on Criterion’s
April Slate
The Criterion Collection’s April slate
kicks off April 9 with two beloved Jim
Jarmusch films: the minimalist 1984
masterpiece Stranger Than Paradise (Bluray: $39.95) and the 1991 taxicab odyssey
Night on Earth (Blu-ray: $39.95), the latter
starring Gena Rowlands, Winona Ryder,
and Armin Mueller-Stahl. Available April
16 is a 4K restoration of Jan Nemec’s
haunting and hallucinatory 1964 feature debut Diamonds of the Night (DVD:
$29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95), one of the most
visionary films of the Czechoslovak New
Wave, adapted from the novel by Arnost
Lustig, about two boys who escape from
a concentration-camp transport and flee
into the surrounding woods. Coming
April 23 is the Blu-ray debut of Elia Kazan’s eerily prescient 1957 satire A Face in
the Crowd (DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95),
which chronicles the rise and fall of Larry
“Lonesome” Rhodes (Andy Griffith), a
boisterous entertainer—discovered in
an Arkansas drunk tank by a local radio
producer (Patricia Neal)—who reaches
heights of TV stardom and political
demagoguery. Arriving on April 30 is a
double-bill edition of Jackie Chan’s 1985
and 1988 action-comedy classics Police
Story and Police Story 2 (DVD: 3 discs,
$39.95; Blu-ray: 2 discs, $49.95), with
the director/star/one-man stunt machine
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playing Ka-Kui, a
Hong Kong police
inspector with unorthodox methods.
A lso coming on
April 30 is Australian auteur Gillian
Armstrong’s 1979
coming-of-age classic My Brilliant Career (DVD: $29.95,
Blu-ray: $39.95), adapted from teenage
author Miles Franklin’s novel about
headstrong young Sybylla Melvyn (Judy
Davis), who bemoans her stifling life in
the backcountry.

“Never-Ending Man” Hayao
Miyazaki Documentary Available April 30 from GKIDS and
Shout! Factory
GKIDS and Shout! Factory have announced the release of the documentary
feature Never-Ending Man: Hayao Miyazaki, available in a Blu-ray/DVD Combo
edtion on April 30. Offering a new look
at the rarely-interviewed filmmaker as he
faces the challenges of working with unfamiliar CGI technology to create a new
short film, Never-Ending Man focuses on
Academy Award-winning film director
and animator Hayao Miyazaki’s sudden
2013 announcement of his retirement
at the age of 72. But he can’t shake his
burning desire to create, and after an
encounter with young CGI animators,
Miyazaki embarks on a new project using
CGI to make his short film Boro the Caterpillar. Along the way, the artist confronts
many challenges that threaten to capsize
the film. This release includes both the
70-minute documentary in Japanese with
English subtitles as well as a 48-minute
broadcast version with English narration
and alternate footage.

Correction
In our review of filmmaker Brent
Winebrenner’s Guatemala: On the Edge
of the Discovery in the January/February
2019 issue, we erroneously referred to
Guatemala as a “Caribbean” nation.
Although it does border the Caribbean,
Guatemala is a Central American country. Also, during final editing an editor
changed the reviewer’s description of
Antigua as a “city” to an “island.” While
there is indeed an island named Antigua, in this context it is clearly a city in
Guatemala. We apologize for the errors,
which have been corrected in the online
version of the review.
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New Releases from PBS
THE DICTATOR’S
PLAYBOOK

From Mussolini to
Saddam Hussein,
dictators have shaped
the world we live in.
How did they seize and
wield power? What
forces rose up against
them or resisted them
in secret? How did they
finally come to the bitter end? This series answers those
questions in six immersive hours, each a revealing
portrait of brutality and power.

MRS. WILSON

It’s 1963, and Alison
Wilson returns home to
find husband Alexander
dead. Soon afterwards,
a woman arrives at
the door, claiming to
be Alec’s “real wife.”
Alison embarks on a
mission of discovery to
try and find out who her
husband really was; but from their wartime romance to
a mysterious period in India—it soon becomes clear that
Alec died holding his secrets close to his chest.

APOLLO’S
DARING MISSION

Apollo astronauts and
engineers tell the inside story
of how the first mission to the
moon, Apollo 8, pioneered
groundbreaking technologies
that would pave the way to
land a man on the moon and
win the space race.

CHARM CITY

Charm City delivers
a candid portrait
of citizens, police,
community advocates,
and government
officials on the
frontlines during three
years of unparalleled,
escalating violence
in Baltimore, and
highlights the positive actions undertaken by groups
and individuals, who come together to rebuild, heal,
and forge a better way forward.

EQUUS: STORY OF THE HORSE

From the moment humans mounted horses
6,000 years ago, these magnificent animals
helped shape our world by allowing mankind
to explore, conquer, and flourish on horseback.
Join anthropologist Niobe Thompson on a
global journey to examine the evolution of
horsepower, discover the mysterious origins
of our incredible partnership, and witness our
enduring love of 400 breeds of horses today.

JUST FOR KIDS

READY JET GO!:
CHASING THE SUN

WORDWORLD:
FUN AND GAMES!

DANIEL TIGER’S
NEIGHBORHOOD:
SCHOOL TIME FUN!

CAILLOU:
CAILLOU VISITS
THE DOCTOR

Find these and other educational
DVDs at Teacher.Shop.PBS.org
The PBS Logo is a registered trademark of the Public Broadcasting Service. Used with permission. CR5057.

Books Into Movies
The following films based on books are
slated to open during March and April.
Movie release dates are subject to change.

Coming in March
Boy Who Harnessed
the Wind (Mar. 1) is
ba s e d on t he 2 0 0 9
memoir by Malaw ian engineer William
Kamkwamba. Star Chiwetel Ejiofor’s directorial debut, this Netflix
drama also features
Maxwell Simba and Noma Dumezweni.
Transit (Mar. 1) is
adapted f rom A nna
Seghers’s 1944 novel.
Set in France during
WWII, director Christian Petzold’s drama
stars Franz Rogowski
and Paula Beer.
The Aftermath (Mar.
15) is director James
Kent’s adaptation of the
2013 novel by Rhidian Brook. The postwar
Germany drama stars
Keira Knightley, Alexander Skarsgård, and
Jason Clarke.
Five Feet Apart (Mar.
15) is based on the 2018
YA romance novel by
Rachael Lippincott. Directed by Justin Baldoni, the film stars Haley
Lu Richardson and Cole
Sprouse.
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Coming in April
The Best of Enemies
(Apr. 5) is an adaptation
of Osha Gray Davidson’s
1996 nonfiction book.
Directed by Robin Bissell, the film stars Taraji
P. Henson, Sam Rockwell, and Anne Heche.
Pet Semetary (Apr. 5)
is a new adaptation of
Stephen King’s 1983 classic supernatural horror
novel. Directed by Kevin
Kölsch and Dennis Widmyer, the film stars Jason
Clarke, Amy Seimetz,
and John Lithgow.
After (Apr. 12) is based
on the 2014 first book in
Anna Todd’s romantic
series. Directed by Jenny
Gage, the film stars Josephine Langford, Hero
Fiennes-Tiffin, and Peter
Gallagher.
Breakthrough (Apr.
17) is based on Joyce
Sm it h’s (a long w it h
Ginger Kolbaba) 2017
nonfiction book The Impossible: The Miraculous
Story of a Mother’s Faith
and Her Child’s Resurrection. Directed by Roxann
Dawson, the Christian dramedy stars Josh
Lucas, Dennis Haysbert, and Chrissy Metz
as Smith.

Looking Ahead

Nancy Drew and
the Hidden Staircase
(Mar. 15) is an adaption
of Carolyn Keene’s 1930
YA mystery novel. Directed by Katt Shea, the
film stars Linda Lavin,
Sam Trammell, and Sophia Lillis as the iconic
eponymous super sleuth.

Slated for May is A
Dog’s Journey, author
W. Br uce Cameron’s
2012 sequel to his earlier 2010 A Dog’s Purpose.
Directed by Gail Mancuso, the family film stars
Dennis Quaid, Abby Ryder Fortson, and Josh
Gad as the voice of Bailey.

Out of Blue (Mar.
15) is based on Martin
Amis’s 1997 novel Night
Train. Directed by Carol
Morley, the detective
mystery parody stars Patricia Clarkson, Aaron
Tveit, and James Caan.

Also coming in May
is The Sun is Also a Star,
an adaptation of Nicola
Yoon’s 2016 romantic
drama. Directed by Ry
Russo-Young, the YA film
stars Yara Shahidi and
Charles Melton.
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New!

Breathtaking Landscapes.
Fascinating Cultures.
Captured in High Definition.

Utah’s beautiful landscape and
colorful limestone caves make up its
incredible nature and diversity.

Releases April 23, 2019

Puerto Rico offers beautiful beaches,
bioluminescent bays, and colorful
history.

Releases April 23, 2019

Learn more at

Explore the Yukon’s wild spaces, unique
fauna, and some of the highest mountains
in Canada.

Releases March 26, 2019

The beautiful Loire Valley is made
up of majestic religious history and
remarkable cuisine.

Releases May 28, 2019

Library digital
available on

Mixed Media
Mixed Media features new release
information on upcoming video
games and TV series on DVD/Blu-ray,
as well as notable older titles that are
re-priced or new to DVD/Blu-ray.

Video Games
Note: Entertainment Software Ratings
Board (ESRB) ratings for video games are: E
(Everyone), E10+ (Everyone 10+), T (Teen),
M (Mature), and RP (Rating Pending).
Some titles are not rated until just prior to
release date.

Available Now
The LEGO Movie 2 Videogame (WB
Games, PS4/Switch/XOne: $39.99, Rated:
E10+). In this third-person action-adventure movie tie-in game, players must save
their Bricksburg friends from the strange
inhabitants of the Systar System.

March 3—March 9

Tom Clancy’s The Division 2 (UbiSoft, PS4/XOne: $59.99, Rated: M). The
fate of the free world is on the line in
this third-person action sequel in which
players lead a team of elite agents into
a post-pandemic Washington, D.C., to
restore order and prevent the collapse
of the city.

March 17—March 23
Sekiro: Shadows Die
Twice (Activision, PS4/
XOne: $59.99, Rated:
M). From the creators of
Bloodborne and the Dark
Souls series, this third-person action-adventure
game is set during the
late 1500s in Sengoku Japan, where players
come face-to-face with larger-than-life foes.
SNK 40th Anniversary Collection
(NIS America, PS4: $39.99, Rated: T). This
collection of 24 classic retro games features
updated graphics and redesigned control
schemes for a more modern feel.

Devil May Cry 5 (Capcom, PS4/XOne: $59.99,
Rated: M). This third-person entry in the overthe-top series features
the franchise’s signature
blend of high-octane
stylized action and otherworldly characters as the threat of demonic power returns to menace the world
once again.

March 24—March 30

Left Alive (Square Enix, PS4: $59.99, Rated: M). In this third-person survival-action
shooter set during a devastating surprise
invasion, three survivors must endure and
unravel the truth about the war.

MLB The Show 19 (Sony, PS4: $59.99,
Rated: E). This year’s iteration of the
popular baseball simulation game offers
new gameplay improvements and more
personalization options.

March 10—March 16
Bomber Crew: Complete Edition
(Merge Games, PS4/Switch: $29.99-$34.99,
Rated: E10+). In this aerial management-sim
game, players complete high-risk missions
and earn bonuses and upgrades, strategizing their way to victory by assembling the
best crew for the task.
O ne P ie ce: World
Seeker (Bandai Namco,
PS4/XOne: $59.99, Rated: T). The Straw Hat Pirates are back in a new
third-person action-adventure game that puts
players in the role of Luffy as he explores
an expansive and dangerous world.
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Zanki Zero: Last Beginning (Spike
Chunsoft, PS4: $59.99, Rated: M). In this
third-person action-RPG game from the
creators of the Danganronpa series, players
explore dungeons, towers, and islands to
uncover the deadly sins of the eight protagonists’ pasts.

Yoshi’s Crafted World
( Ni ntendo, Sw itch:
$59.99, Rated: E). In this
third-person action-platforming game featuring
the popular character of
Yoshi, players navigate a
handcrafted world made
of everyday objects such
as boxes and paper cups.

March 31—April 6
Super Dragon Ball Heroes: World
Mission (Bandai Namco, Switch: $59.99,
Rated: T). In this strategic card battle game
featuring characters from across the entire
Dragon Ball series, players collect cards and
build their deck as they play through an
all-new Dragon Ball story.
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April 21—April 27
Days Gone (Sony, PS4:
$59.99, Rated: M). In this
third-person open-world
action-adventure game
set in a harsh wilderness
two years after a devastating global pandemic,
players step into the role
of Deacon St. John, a drifter and bounty
hunter who fights to survive while searching for a reason to live.
Mortal Kombat 11 (WB Games, PS4/
XOne: $59.99, Rated: M). The latest entry
in the long-running and famously brutal
fighting game series features an all-new
Custom Character Variation System that
gives players creative control to customize
versions of the entire character roster.
UglyDolls: An Imperfect Adventure
(Bandai, PS4/Switch/XOne: $39.99, Rated:
E). In this third-person action-adventure
franchise entry, gamers play as heroes
Moxy or Ox as they band together with
their UglyDolls friends to thwart a troupe
of malfunctioning robots.

New on DVD/Blu-ray
Available Now
40 & Single: Season
1 (Acorn, DVD: 2 discs,
$24.98). This six-episode
2018 series centering on
a bisexual mixed-race
bridal fashion designer
in post-colonial Ghana
stars Marie Humbert,
Leon Robinson, and Vanessa Williams.
Channel Zero—The Dream Door: Season Four (Universal, DVD: 2 discs, $29.98).
This 2018 fourth and final season of the
Syfy-aired horror anthology series features
a couple who come across a secret basement
door, and stars Brandon Scott, Maria Sten,
and Steven Weber.
Crashing: The Complete Second Season (HBO, DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98).
Co-executive produced by Judd Apatow,
this 2018 sophomore season following
a down-and-out standup comic (Pete
Holmes) includes guest appearances by
Dave Attell, Gilbert Gottfried, Wale, and
Whitney Cummings.
Doctor Who: Resolution (BBC, DVD:
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98). Aired on New
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“Exquisite”

“Explosive”

The Guardian

7

Metro

“A must stee”
Bloodguts.co.uk

60137 20289 9

VENGEANCE A LOVE STORY

0n the Fourth of July, single mother
Teena is brutally assaulted by a local
gang in front of her 12-year-old daughter Bethie. Despite Bethie’s ability to
identify the attackers, the defense
hires a local hot-shot attorney who
manipulates the law to their advantage. When the criminals are set free,
Gulf War veteran and detective John
Dromoor (Nicolas Cage) is dismayed at
the lack of justice and plots revenge
against the men on Teena’s behalf.

VENGEANCE
A LOVE STORY

BASED ON THE NOVEL
“RAPE: A LOVE STORY” BY
MVD2028D
2.0 STEREO

Approx. Runtime: 1 Hour 40 Minutes / Color / MVD2028D

1.85 : 1

© 2017 Justice Ever y where Productions, LLC© 2017 Fisher Klingenstein Ventures, LLC. All Rights Reser ved. This product is authorized
for sale only in the countr y where originally sold (i.e., only in the U. S., or only Canada, respectively). Unless expressly authorized in writing by
the copyright owner, any copying, exhibition, expor t, distribution or other use of this product or any par t of it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions expressed in this product are not necessarily the view of Fisher Klingenstein Ventures, LLC or its af f iliates. w w w.FilmRise.com

SKU: MVD1774BR + MVD1773D
$19.95 (DVD) $24.95 (BR)

SKU: MVD2029BR + MVD2028D
$19.95 (DVD) $24.95 (BR)

“Insanely compelling”

“Wonderful”

Empire

SKU: MVD2032BR
$24.95

SKU: MVD2034BR + MVD2033D
$19.95 (DVD) $24.95 (BR)

“Superb”

The Humane Society

SKU: MVD2025BR + MVD2024D
$19.95 (DVD) $24.95 (BR)

For more visit FILMRISE.COM

FilmRise

LA Times

SKU: MVD2027BR + MVD2026D
$19.95 (DVD) $24.95 (BR)

FilmRiseTV

WeAreFilmRise

Year’s Day 2019, this special episode marking the
only entry in the sci-fi series broadcast until 2020
stars Jodie Whittaker as
the Thirteenth Doctor
time traveler.
We’ll Meet Again: Season 2 (PBS, DVD:
2 discs, $34.99). Co-executive producer
Ann Curry hosts this 2018-19 second
season of the PBS series centering on
true stories of poignant reunions, which
includes the episodes “Saved in Vietnam”
and “Surviving the Holocaust.”

March 5

Shakespeare & Hathaway—Private
Investigators: Season One (BBC, DVD: 2
discs, $34.98). Produced by the BBC, this
2018 debut season stars Jo Joyner and Mark
Benton as odd couple detectives.

March 12
The Last Ship: The
Complete Fifth Season
(Warner, DVD: 3 discs,
$29.98; Blu-ray: 2 discs,
$39.99). Inspired by Willia m Br ink ley ’s 1988
postapocalyptic novel,
this 2018 fifth and final
season of the Navy destroyer-set drama
stars Eric Dane and Adam Baldwin.
The Simple Heist: Series 1 (Acorn, DVD:
2 discs, $39.99). Lotta Tejle and Sissela Kyle
join forces as senior women who adopt
drastic measures to improve their finances
in this 2017 first season of the Swedish-language black comedy series.

The Heart Guy: Series
3 (Acorn, DVD: 3 discs,
$59.99). Small-town heart
surgeon Hugh Knight
(Rodger Corser) is nearly done with his forced
probation and discovers
a hefty inheritance in
this 2018 third season of the Australian
drama series.
Rake: Series 5 (Acorn, DVD: 3 discs,
$39.99). Disbarred bad boy barrister Cleaver Greene (Richard Roxburgh) still fools
around after being elected senator in this
2018 fifth and final season of the dramedy
that also features Russell Dykstra.

April 9

The Brokenwood Mysteries: Series
5 (Acorn, DVD: 4 discs, $59.99; Blu-ray:
2 discs, $59.99). Starring Neill Rea, Fern
Sutherland, and Nic Sampson, this 2018
fifth season of the New Zealand detective
drama includes “Scared to Death,” “Bride
Not to Be,” “Tontine,” and “The Dark
Angel.”

March 19

The Dick Cavett Show: Inside the
Minds of… Volume 3 (S’more, DVD: 2
discs, $24.95). This third volume of segments from Dick Cavett’s iconic talk show
shines the spotlight on comedy superstars
including Eddie Murphy, Richard Pryor,
Redd Foxx, and Dick Gregory.

Condor: Season One (New Video Group,
DVD: 4 discs, $24.99). Based on a 1974
novel by James Grady and a subsequent
film adaptation, this CIA-based thriller
series stars Max Irons, William Hurt, Leem
Lubany, and Mira Sorvino.

Doctor Who—Tom Baker: Complete
Season Seven (BBC, Blu-ray: 8 discs,
$69.99). Tom Baker’s 1980-81 final season
as the Fourth Doctor time-traveler is showcased in this restored collection, newly
available on high-definition Blu-ray.

Ray Donovan: Season Six (Paramount,
DVD: 4 discs, $39.98). Professional fixer
Ray Donovan (Liev Schreiber) reinvents
himself in the Big Apple in this 2018-19
sixth season of the Showtime crime drama
series that also features Jon Voight.

Fear the Walking Dead: The Complete
Fourth Season (Lionsgate, DVD: 4 discs,
$39.98; Blu-ray: 4 discs, $44.99). Apparently
refuting the notion that a series can’t really
be beat like a dead horse—even if it’s about
the undead—this 2018 fourth season of
the spin-off from the popular horror series
introduces Lennie James as a new character.

March 26

April 23

Midnight, Texas: Season Two (Universal, DVD: 2 discs, $39.98). Supernatural
outcasts congregate in the Lone Star State
in this 2018 second and final season of the
series based on books by Charlaine Harris
and starring François Arnaud, Arielle Kebbel, Peter Mensah, and Jason Lewis.

A Place to Call Home: Season 6 (Acorn,
DVD: 3 discs, $59.99). A long-sought
wedding and family secrets flesh out the
storyline for this 2018 sixth and final
season of the Australian 1950s-set period
drama starring Marta Dusseldorp, Noni
Hazlehurst, and Brett Climo.

House of Cards: The
Final Season (Sony, DVD:
3 discs, $38.99; Blu-ray:
3 discs, $45.99). Robin
Wright takes center stage
as the first female U.S.
President in this 2018
sixth and final season of
the Netflix-aired political drama series.
Krypton: The Complete First Season
(Warner, DVD: 2 discs, $24.98; Blu-ray: 2
discs, $29.98). Adding to the plethora of
comic book spin-offs, this 2018 debut season of the Syfy series trots out Superman’s
grandfather (Cameron Cuffe).
Safe House: The Crow (BBC, DVD:
$24.98). Stephen Moyer and Zoe Tapper
star in this 2017 second season of the serial
killer crime drama series broadcast on ITV1.
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Victoria & Albert: The
Wedding (PBS, DVD:
$24.99). Historian Lucy
Worsley presents this
two-part BBC-produced
restaging of the nuptials
of Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert through the
use of details from archival materials and
monarch diaries.

April 2
Archer: Danger Island—The Complete
Season Nine (Fox, DVD: $29.98). Aired
on FXX and set in the Pacific islands in
the 1930s, this 2018 ninth season of the
animated secret-agent sitcom features the
voices of H. Jon Benjamin, Aisha Tyler, and
Jessica Walter.
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Re-priced or New to DVD/Blu-ray
Canine Soldiers (Juno, DVD: $19.95).
Newly re-priced for home video, filmmaker
Nancy Schiesari’s documentary (VL-7/18
HHH) serves up an emotionally complex
overview of dogs being integrated into
dangerous field operations.
The Wandering Muse
(IndiePix, DVD: $24.95).
Jewish musicians from
around the globe who use
everything from a ram’s
horn to a beatbox are paid
tribute to in filmmaker
Tamás Wormser’s documentary (VL-5/16 HHH), newly re-priced
for home video.
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Hudson Taylor:
Into the Heart of the Dragon

Café Diego:
The Cost of a Dream

James Hudson Taylor was one of the most
influential missionaries of the nineteenth
century. Founder of China Inland Mission, he
spent a total of 51 years working in China,
adopting the dress and customs of the
Chinese people and showing great respect
for their culture. This striking docudrama
paints an intimate portrait of Taylor’s life and
legacy. 59 minutes.

Café Diego: The Cost of a Dream is a
documentary that follows the life of a
Nicaraguan coffee farmer named Diego
Chavarria. It is a story of great hardship, faith,
risk, poverty, and perseverance. It is a story
about being faithful with what we have and
believing God has a dream that is bigger
than our own. 30 minutes.
#501819D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01819 5

#501792D, $19.99, UPC 7 27985 01792 1

Adopted at birth and raised in Louisiana,
David Scotton is on a journey to Indiana to
meet the birth parents he’s never known. His
tattooed birth mother, Melissa, and reserved
birth father, Brian, anxiously wait for him,
concerned David will reject them for decisions
they made before he was born. This
documentary is about a mother’s agony in
choosing what’s best, the joy of a couple
starting a family, and a young man’s search for
where his life began. 30 minutes.
#501830D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01830 0

The Whole Sex Talk Series

Heavens to Betsy 2

This six-session multimedia program
empowers parents to have healthy, ongoing
conversations with their kids about love, sex,
and relationships. The sessions utilize
poignant short films, mini documentaries,
graphics and animations, brutally honest
parent and teen testimonials, expert panel
interviews, roundtable discussions, and
more. Documentary, 186 minutes.

Author Betsy Simon finally finds career
success when her new novel, Heavens to
Betsy, is published. It tells the story of a
young woman who is transported to an
alternate universe where all the prayers she
ever prayed are answered all at once. Betsy
risks her career and her credibility when she
claims that the events portrayed in the book
actually happened to her. A heartfelt followup to Heavens to Betsy. Drama, 111 minutes.

#501813D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01813 3

I Lived on Parker Avenue

#501823D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01823 2
NOTE: All titles above include English subtitles

Vision Video
PO Box 540
Worcester, PA 19490
1-800-523-0226 • 610-584-3500
Fax: 610-584-6643
E-mail: info@visionvideo.com
Web: www.VisionVideo.com

Flying High for the Glory of
God: The Orville Rogers Story
This one-hundred-year-old pilot and world
champion runner trained bomber pilots in
World War II, flew the B-36 on secret missions
during the Korean Conflict, ferried airplanes
to remote regions, and squeezed in a 31-year
career as a pilot with Braniff Airways. As if
that weren’t enough, Orville took up running
at age 51, ran his first marathon six years
later, and broke two world records at age 90.
Be inspired by his extraordinary life.
Documentary, 44 minutes.
#501804D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01804 1

OUR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE:
If, for any reason, a product does not meet your expectations,
return it to us, and we will exchange it or give you a refund.
All DVDs are guaranteed against any defects. Available from
Baker and Taylor, Midwest Tape, or directly from Vision Video.

Video Movies
This section features reviews of current and
classic studio, independent, and foreign feature
films. Each review includes pricing information,
as well as running time, rating, subtitling information, and street dates for yet-to-be-released
titles. Most titles reviewed here are widely
available through most distributors.

HHHH= Excellent
HHH= Good
HH= Fair
H= Poor

Current Films
24 Frames HHH1/2

Criterion, 114 min., not rated,
DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

The late Iranian director
Abbas Kiarostami’s (19402016) f inal f ilm, made
during his terminal illness
and completed by his son
Ahmad after his death, is a blending of still
photography and cinematic technique that
was at one point envisaged as a museum
installation of separate items rather than a
continuous work. It consists of 24 segments
running between four and five minutes, each
shown from a single perspective. The first is
a painting by Pieter Bruegel in which a few
elements, such as smoke from a chimney or a
crow on a tree branch, are animated; another
shows a group of people standing immobile
on a Paris bridge, observing a light show
against the Eiffel Tower as a street musician
strolls singing behind them. Most, however,
are shots of animals—horses, dogs, birds,
wolves, goats, lions, deer—as they gambol
about in fields during snowfalls or on a beach
as waves crash in the background. These
shots are taken either from windows that
frame the images or from a static position
on the shore, with some accompanied by an
eclectic assortment of music cues (including
an aria from Madame Butterfly and music
from Andrew Lloyd Webber), although most
feature only ambient sounds. 24 Frames will
appeal primarily to Kiarostami devotees and
viewers who embrace film’s possibilities as a
non-narrative art form, but anyone can appreciate the haunting effect of this collage of
vignettes that—taken together—point toward
the power of nature and the fragility of life.
Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

1985 HH1/2

Wolfe, 85 min., not rated, DVD: $26.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

Yen Tan’s coming-out story, set at the
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height of the AIDS epidemic, would have been
groundbreaking in the titular year, but now comes
across like a throwback to
an earlier time. Twentysomething Adrian (Cory
Michael Smith) returns to
small-town Texas from New York City to
spend Christmas with his parents Dale (Michael Chiklis) and Eileen (Virginia Madsen),
and younger brother Andrew (Aidan Langford). Eileen is welcoming, but Dale is gruff
and distant, and Andrew is going through
a rough adolescent patch, with classmates
taunting him. Adrian arrives with expensive
gifts and he gushes about his promotion at
work, but his manner suggests it is all a pose,
and the truth comes out when he visits his
erstwhile girlfriend (Jamie Chung) in Dallas.
Before long we know the reality of Adrian’s
life in New York and his likely fate. One can
admire 1985 for its good intentions: Adrian’s
final gesture of leaving a note behind for
Andrew—encouraging him to be himself
and assuring him that things will get better—
serves as a time-capsule message to young
people of today who might be struggling with
their sexual identity, making for a positive
conclusion to a poignant story. Yet much of
the film feels stiff, with Smith so rigid in the
role of Adrian that he comes across more as
a symbol than a person. A strong optional
purchase. (F. Swietek)

half of the film becomes rather repetitive and
hectoring, An Afghan Love Story does provide
a glimpse into the culture of a country still
bound by a repressive patriarchy. A strong
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

An Afghan Love Story
HH1/2

The Apparition HHH

Film Movement, 83 min., in
Persian w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.95

Barmak Akram’s film
centers on a subject that is
the stuff of soap opera—an
unmarried young woman’s unanticipated
pregnancy—but it is set in contemporary
Afghanistan, where such an event can be
ruinous to a family’s honor, giving the story
particular force. Wajma (Wajma Bahar), a fairly liberated woman from a middle-class family, is preparing to go to law school, but also
conducting a clandestine affair with Mustafa
(Mustafa Habibi), a slick waiter from a wellto-do family. When Wajma informs Mustafa
of her pregnancy, he dumps her, suggesting
that the child is some other man’s, and after
Wajma’s father (Hadji Gul) hears the news,
he returns to Kabul from his job of sweeping
the countryside of land mines and beats his
daughter savagely for bringing shame on him.
Although he also threatens Mustafa, there is
little he can do legally to compel the cad to
shoulder his responsibilities. The clear victim
in all this is Wajma, who is caught between
her desire to live a freer life and her father’s
commitment to society’s traditions. The title,
of course, is ironic, since love has nothing to
do with the situation. Although the second
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Agony H1/2

IndiePix, 93 min., in German
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $17.99

A glorified gimmick substitutes for a real story in
writer-director David Clay
Diaz’s dreary drama about
two colorless, emotionally stifled young
men, one of whom viewers know is going to
commit a murder at some point. The question is which one will do this heinous act?
From the start, the film charts the parallel
lives of the two suspects—Christian (Samuel Schneider), a taciturn student studying
to become a judge, and Alex (Alexander
Srtschin), a rebellious slacker lout—who are
surrounded by clueless adults and having
opposite relationships with women. After a
while, it becomes obvious who will be the
killer, making any further hints superfluous,
and needlessly subjecting the audience to
appalling behaviors that serve no purpose.
Agony has the feel of a personal catharsis story
(it is based on the killing of a Diaz acquaintance), but it is not a catharsis that translates
into release or illumination for others. Not
recommended. (T. Keogh)
Music Box, 144 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99

Although the title might
suggest a horror movie,
writer-director Xavier Giannoli’s The Apparition is a
thoughtful, provocative tale
about the investigation of a purported miracle—a vision of Mary outside a small town
in southern France—by a team of experts
sent by the Vatican. They are led by Jacques
(Vincent Lindon), an agnostic reporter who
has returned traumatized from a Middle
Eastern war zone. Jacques is fascinated by
the supposed visionary, an 18-year-old novice named Anna (Galatéa Bellugi), who has
become the center of attention for throngs of
pilgrims believing that she has witnessed a
true apparition. Protected by her fellow nuns
and the local priest, Anna appears before
the believers to offer messages of peace and
love, which an aggressive clerical promoter
wants to use to create Internet demand for
associated merchandise. In researching
Anna’s past, Jacques uncovers discrepancies
that raise serious questions about whether
she is telling the truth, questions that lead
him back to the Middle East. Clocking in at
well over two hours, The Apparition moves
with almost glacial slowness and studiously
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N E W O N DV D F R O M

Award-Winning Cinema Since 2002

OVER THE LIMIT (AVAILABLE 3/12)
At the age of twenty, rhythmic gymnast
Margarita Mamun is soon to retire but has
one final goal: winning Olympic gold. This
nail-biting documentary looks at the grueling
Russian system for training athletes.
Psychology, Russian studies,
Sports, Women’s studies
DVD only: $24.95 / PPR: $200
DRL: $499 / PPR + DRL: $599
UPC: 859686006857

THE CHARMER (AVAILABLE 4/9)
Torn between self-preservation and
self-respect, an Iranian immigrant sets
out on a desperate search for a marriage
partner in order to secure his citizenship
status, but falls in love instead.
Scandinavian, Middle Eastern studies,
Immigration
DVD ONLY: $24.95 / PPR: $200
DRL: $499 / PPR + DRL: $599
UPC: 859686006901

Born into poverty, Marquise (Sophie Marceau)
uses her exquisite beauty and resourceful
guile to become one of the most celebrated
actresses in the court of Louis XIV. Directed
by Véra Belmont.

The incredible, true story of the 18th century
opera singer, who was castrated to preserve
his voice, comes to life in this Oscar-nominated
drama of high notes and even higher passions.

Inspired by Norman Ohler’s bestseller
Blitzed: Drugs in the Third Reich, NAZI JUNKIES
reveals the dependency on cocaine, opiates
and speed that turned Hitler and the Nazi
Germany into full-fledged addicts.

MARQUISE*
Film studies, French, Theater studies
DVD only: $29.95 / PPR: $200
DRL: $499 / PPR + DRL: $599
UPC: 850003924045
*ALSO AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY™

FARINELLI* (AVAILABLE 4/23)
Film studies, Italian, Music, Classical Music, Opera
DVD only: $29.95 / PPR: $200
DRL: $499 / PPR + DRL: $599
UPC: 850003924120
*ALSO AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY™

NAZI JUNKIES (AVAILABLE 4/2)
WWII, History, Addiction, Documentary
DVD only: $24.95 / PPR: $200
DRL: $499 / PPR + DRL: $599
UPC: 850003924144

INDIVIDUAL TITLES AVAILABLE WITH PPR AND DRL. TO ORDER OR LEARN MORE,
contact Maxwell Wolkin maxwell@filmmovement.com • 212.941.7744 x211 • filmmovement.com/educational

avoids melodramatic excess, opting instead
for a gently probing approach that keeps the
viewer as much in the dark as Jacques. An
ambitious film in which Giannoli entertains
the possibility that the sacred sometimes
intervenes in human affairs, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

Await Further
Instructions HH

Dark Sky, 91 min., not rated,
DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

A thriller with a decent
Twilight Zone-like premise but u ninspired follow-through, Await Further
Instructions finds a British family—the Milgrams—full of pathological crossfire between
generations (as well as between siblings,
significant others, husbands and wives, etc.)
gathering for a miserable Christmas holiday.
Estranged son Nick (Sam Gittins) shows up after being away for several years, accompanied
by his British-Indian girlfriend (Neerja Naik),
a medical student. Her brown skin sets off racist invective that only escalates this crowd’s
overall cruelty and dysfunction. Ready to split
early from the madness, Nick discovers that
the Milgrams’ house is mysteriously sealed
inside some sort of impenetrable black metal
container that appeared overnight. Phones
and online access are blocked, leaving the
panicking Milgrams without information or
assistance—except via cryptic instructions
that appear on a television screen. Director
Johnny Kevorkian keeps things moving at an
edge-of-your-seat clip, piling horror atop horror, and his cast proves adept at peeling away
the characters’ layers of rage, barbarity, and
grievance to reveal a stultifying fear within.
But it’s the resolution of the core dilemma—
who encased the house and why—that ultimately lacks inspiration (and perhaps logic).
Still, this weird drama should be considered
a strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Bel Canto HH1/2

Screen Media, 102 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

Loosely based on an incident that occurred in Lima,
Peru, in 1996, Paul Weitz’s
adaptation of Ann Patchett’s titular 2001 novel is a
hostage drama starring Julianne Moore as an
American opera singer who is taken prisoner
along with others when rebels assault the
Japanese embassy during an international
reception that they wrongly believe will be
attended by the country’s president. The result is a stand-off that drags on for months,
although the film is not very successful
in suggesting such a long passage of time.
Against the backdrop of the continuing
crisis—with a Swiss Red Cross negotiator
(Sebastian Koch) shuttling back and forth be-
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tween the rebel commander (Tenoch Huerta)
and government representatives—romances
blossom within the besieged compound, both
between diva Roxane Coss (Moore) and Japanese businessman Hosokawa (Ken Watanabe),
who arranged her performance at the gala,
and between Hosokawa’s young translator
Gen (Ryo Kase) and Carmen (María Mercedes
Coroy), one of the rebel soldiers who begins
to question the wisdom of prolonging the
mission. Bel Canto has suspenseful moments,
well-choreographed action sequences, and
fine singing by Renée Fleming, who provides
Roxane’s vocals. Overall, however, the film
is surprisingly flaccid and emotionally wan,
despite the talent on both sides of the camera.
A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Bohemian Rhapsody
HHH

Fox, 135 min., PG-13, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.99

Named after rock band
Q u e e n’s i n nov at ive,
six-minute, genre-melding
musical masterpiece anthem, Bohemian
Rhapsody chronicles the rise-and-fall of the
band’s flamboyant, yet enigmatic frontman,
Freddie Mercury (Rami Malek). In 1970,
young Farrokh Bulsara was a Heathrow
Airport baggage-handler whose conservative Indian Parsi family fled from war-torn
Zanzibar to Middlesex, London. Born with
four extra incisors, Farrokh/Freddie brazenly
tells his future bandmates, “More space in
my mouth means more range.” Since they
need a lead singer, Freddie is immediately
accepted by guitarist Brian May (Gwilym Lee)
and drummer Roger Taylor (Ben Hardy), and
they are later joined by bassist John Deacon
(Joe Mazzello). Queen went on to deliver a
string of hits and audience faves, including
“Killer Queen” and their classic-rock staple
“We Will Rock You,” as well as ballads such
as “Love of My Life,” which was poignantly
tied to Mercury’s long-term fiancée Mary
Austin (Lucy Boynton). But his anguished
relationship with conniving manager/lover
Paul Prenter (Allen Leech) causes continual
conflict, since the droll Mercury carefully
closets his hedonistic bisexuality up to his
death from AIDS-related pneumonia in
1991. Formulaically scripted by Anthony
McCarten, this chaotic, cliché-filled biopic
features Queen’s spectacular 1985 Live Aid
performance at London’s Wembley Stadium,
concluding with a rendition of their iconic
“We Are the Champions.” The awkward
direction is attributed to Bryan Singer, who
was fired during production and replaced by
Dexter Fletcher. But what is most memorable
here is the amazing Golden Globe-winning
Best Actor performance by Malek, who energetically mimics Mercury’s strutting bravado.
A multiple Oscar nominee (including Best
Picture), this is recommended. (S. Granger)
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The Bookshop HHH

Universal, 113 min., PG, DVD:
$22.98

While the liberating power of books is one theme in
Isabel Coixet’s adaptation of
Penelope Fitzgerald’s titular
1978 novel, The Bookshop is
really about nasty small-town politics, set in
a Suffolk coastal village in 1959, although
one can imagine the story being transplanted almost anywhere. Mousy war widow
Florence Green (Emily Mortimer) settles in
the aptly-named Hardborough, purchasing
a decrepit property called the Old House
and transforming it into a bookstore. Unfortunately, the town’s self-proclaimed social
leader and arbiter of culture, Violet Gamart
(Patricia Clarkson), who hosts exquisitely
planned parties on her rich husband’s estate,
wants the Old House to be converted into an
arts center, and she enlists others to aid her
in undermining the bookstore. Florence is
supported by a few locals, even some who
rarely read, but her greatest champion is
Hardborough’s only real book-lover, Edmund
Brundish (Bill Nighy), a reclusive widower
around whom rumors swirl. Although he
avoids people, Edmund invites Florence to
supply him with books that she thinks are
worth his time, and their connection grows
into something verging on romance. But even
though he haltingly comes out of seclusion
to plead her case, his intervention might not
be enough to save Florence’s shop in the face
of opposition from Gamart, who even enlists
Parliament in her schemes. There is much
to enjoy here, especially the performances
of Mortimer and Nighy, who invest their
moments together with a degree of fragile,
incipient affection that is quite moving.
They make The Bookshop well worth a visit.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Boy Erased HHH

Universal, 115 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $34.98

The tortuous turmoil of
Garrard Conley’s “homosexual conversion” therapy
ordeal is chronicled in filmmaker Joel Edgerton’s respectful drama. After struggling with sexual
insecurities for years, 19-year-old Jared Conley Eamons (Lucas Hedges) was outed as gay
to his devout, conservative Southern Baptist
parents (Nicole Kidman, Russell Crowe). “Do
you swear to God you’re not gay?” his stern
Arkansas pastor father asks him. “No, I can’t
do that,” Jared confesses. “Because I do have
those feelings.” At his parents’ insistence,
Jared begins conversion therapy at the Love
in Action ministry detention facility, where
sinister therapist Victor Sykes (Edgerton)
claims that sexuality is a choice that is influenced by poor parenting. He urges attendees
to embark on secretive “moral inventories”
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of themselves and their families. During indoctrination, flashbacks reveal that Jared had
disturbing homosexual encounters during
his freshman year in college. And there’s a
cruel ordeal as another young man, Cameron
(Britton Sear), is openly humiliated by Sykes,
forcibly dunked in a bathtub, subjected to
a fake funeral, and beaten with bibles by
therapists and his own family. Knowing he’s
next, Jared defiantly phones his protective
mother to take him home. Soon after, Jared
discovers that Cameron committed suicide.
Based on Conley’s revelatory 2016 memoir,
this is sensitively adapted by writer-director-actor Edgerton, who tackles a timely
and controversial issue with admirable, if
also understated, emotional depth. Pop star
Troye Sivan and Canadian auteur Xavier
Dolan appear in strategic supporting parts.
Recommended. (S. Granger)

Call Her Ganda HHH1/2
Breaking Glass, 93 min., in
Filipino & English w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$19.99

PJ Raval’s documentary
details the murder of Jennifer Laude, a transgender
woman who was killed in 2014 by a U.S.
Marine named Joseph Scott Pemberton who
was stationed in the Philippines. Laude’s
death unleashed a wave of controversy—both
in the Philippines and the U.S.—regarding
homophobia and violent behavior by U.S.
military personnel in the Pacific Rim. According to Pemberton’s account, he hired
Laude as a sex worker and took her to a motel
room, where the discovery of her transgender
status revolted him to the point of homicide.
Laude was found dead with her head in a
toilet and Pemberton was quickly arrested
afterwards, but the case raised old concerns
over whether Pemberton would be subject to
Philippines law or would be tried by a U.S.
military tribunal. “Ganda,” which is Tagalog
for “beauty,” was the nickname bestowed
by Laude’s mother Julita, who emerged as
a human rights activist in the aftermath of
Laude’s death. The film also shines a spotlight on transgender journalist Meredith
Talusan, whose articles on Laude received
prominent attention on both sides of the
Pacific. A compelling documentary about a
tragic death with larger repercussions, this is
highly recommended. (P. Hall)

Can You Ever Forgive
Me? HHH

Fox, 106 min., R, DVD: $29.98

Melissa McCarthy delivers a snarling Oscar-nominated performance as a
cranky, slovenly, misanthropic Manhattan author
who is unable to pay her rent or care for her
ailing cat. In 1991 after her unauthorized
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biography of Estée Lauder flops, Lee Israel
(McCarthy) can’t get an advance on a new
book about vaudevillian Fanny Brice (aka
Funny Girl). Indeed, her long-suffering literary
agent (Jane Curtin) suggests that she find a
new line of work. Doing library research,
frustrated Lee runs across a letter from
Fanny Brice. Surreptitiously tucking it away,
Lee peddles it and discovers—to her amazement—that a big memorabilia market exists.
Since collectors prefer literary spice over stock
correspondence, Lee begins embellishing
forged letters with caustic witticisms, cleverly
channeling Noel Coward, Lillian Hellman,
and Dorothy Parker. For authenticity, she collects vintage typewriters and old stationery,
dutifully practicing celebrity signatures until
she is able to replicate them perfectly. Surly,
scotch-swilling Lee reveals her criminal enterprise to her drinking buddy, amiable Jack
Hock (Oscar nominee Richard E. Grant), a
flamboyantly gay British hustler who takes
some of Lee’s counterfeit documents to used
bookstores where she might be recognized.
Eventually, the FBI catches on, taking Lee to
court. Adapting Lee’s titular 2008 memoir
(she died at age 75 in 2014), Oscar-nominated screenwriters Nicole Holofcener and Jeff
Whitty have crafted a dandy crime caper,
which is insightfully directed by Marielle
Heller. Hovering between comedy and tragedy, this poignant and engrossing film is
recommended. (S. Granger)

Daughter of Mine
HH1/2

Strand, 97 min., in Italian w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $27.99, Mar. 12

A young girl is compelled
to choose between her reckless birth mother and the
loving but stern woman who has raised her
in Laura Bispuri’s Daughter of Mine, a gritty
but manipulative melodrama set in an impoverished coastal village on the island of
Sardinia. Tina (Valeria Golino) is preparing
a party to celebrate the 10th birthday of her
adopted daughter Vittoria (Sara Casu), but
what promises to be a happy occasion is
threatened by the intervention of Angelica
(Alba Rohrwacher), the girl’s biological mother, who carelessly gave Vittoria to Tina and
her husband as an infant in return for their
financial support of her dissolute lifestyle.
Now, Angelica’s circumstances have grown
desperate: about to lose her ramshackle house,
she decides to search for a reputed buried treasure, and enlists Vittoria, whom she has just
accidentally met, in the dangerous scheme.
Vittoria is attracted by her free-wheeling
spirit, leading Tina to worry that she will
abandon the family she has known for a life
that is superficially more liberating. Bispuri
captures a strong sense of place in Daughter
of Mine, but despite the evocative locations
and committed performances, the calculating
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plot is very old-fashioned and not much more
convincing than a Fannie Hurst novel—or
a Hollywood movie based on one. Still, the
pluses make this a strong optional purchase.
(F. Swietek)

Eating Animals HHH

MPI, 94 min., not rated, DVD:
$24.98

Based on a 2009 book
by Jonathan Safran Foer
and narrated by Natalie
Portman, Christopher Dillon Quinn’s documentary
illustrates the deplorable ways in which chickens, turkeys, and pigs are raised in what are
euphemistically called concentrated animal
feeding operations (CAFOs). Within these
overpacked assembly-line factories, the animals are fatted up for slaughter on diets that
include heavy doses of antibiotics, which can
have an adverse impact on human consumers
(the avian flu epidemic in China is cited as
an example). Huge amounts of waste matter
are also released into rivers and streams, polluting the environment in ways that directly
endanger both fish and people. Quinn is able
to demonstrate how these plants function,
even though pressure from the meat industry
has led many states to pass so-called “Ag-gag”
legislation criminalizing any photography
or filming by outsiders. Whistleblowers are
also interviewed, including a struggling
contractor who found himself in increasing
debt to a company, a scientist whose life was
destroyed when he revealed experiments in
genetic engineering at a government-sponsored research center, and members of a
watchdog group who are studying the contamination of rivers by CAFOs upstream.
Quinn briefly discusses individuals—such as
Harland Sanders and John Tyson—who have
been instrumental in developing techniques
of mass production, as well as farmers who
eschew these practices, although his ultimate
aim is not to persuade viewers to stop eating
meat but rather to encourage the revival of
private-farm production. While it underplays
some important issues of cost and demand,
this committed documentary makes a compelling case by appealing to both reason and
emotion. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Fantastic Beasts: The
Crimes of Grindelwald
HH1/2

Warner, 134 min., PG-13,
DVD: $28.98, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $35.99, Mar. 12

This is the weakest installment in J.K. Rowling’s wizarding world
franchise, thanks to confusing characters
and a convoluted plot. In New York, circa
1927, shy, gentle Newt Scamander (Eddie
Redmayne), the eccentric magizoologist, is
recruited when diabolical Gellert Grindelwald (Johnny Depp) escapes from captiv-
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ity in America. Grindelwald is a fascistic
shape-shifter who believes that only PureBloods should have power, not Half-Bloods
or Muggles. Although he has been forbidden
to travel, Newt goes to London, where his
ambitious brother Theseus (Callum Turner)
is now engaged to Leta Lestrange (Zoë Kravitz), who was Newt’s crush when they were
Hogwarts students. Theseus wants Newt to
become an Auror (elite wizard catchers). “I
don’t do sides,” Newt declares. But then he
is implored by Professor Albus Dumbledore
(Jude Law) to go to Paris to find mysteriously
orphaned Credence Barebone (Ezra Miller),
who is desperate to discover his lineage. Complicating matters further are Newt’s estranged
Auror girlfriend Tina (Katherine Waterston),
along with his amiable Muggle pal Jacob Kowalski (Dan Fogler), who is (illegally) engaged
to Tina’s sister, telepathic Queenie (Alison
Sudol). Plus there’s circus performer Nagini
(Claudia Kim), morphing into a gigantic
snake; Yusuf Kama (William Nadylam), a
French-African wizard who’s been tracking
Credence for years; and alchemist Nicolas
Flamel (Brontis Jodorowsky), who created
the Sorcerer’s Stone. The concept comes from
Rowling’s slim 2001 bestiary, Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them, with this being the
second film in a projected series, both so
far directed by David Yates. Unfortunately,
screenwriter-turned-producer Steve Kloves,
who simplified much of Rowling’s work, was
not involved in the writing here; perhaps he
could have made the jumbled storyline more
coherent. Due to all things being popular in
the Potterverse, this should be considered a
strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Far From the Tree
HHH

MPI, 93 min., not rated, DVD:
$24.98

Andrew Solomon wrote
his titular bestselling 2012
book to come to terms with
his mother’s hostile attitude
after he came out as gay. How do parents react
to children who prove different from their
hopes, Solomon asked, and more importantly,
how should they? Rachel Dretzin’s documentary cannot convey the near-1,000-page
book’s breadth and complexity; instead it
offers a few case studies to illustrate the basic
theme, most of which are touching and even
uplifting. The film profiles Jason, a 41-yearold man with Down syndrome struggling to
live a normal life, and his devoted mother,
Emily; Jack, an autistic teen believed to be
uncommunicative until it was discovered he
could write on a computer; Loini, whose life
with dwarfism was a lonely one until she was
persuaded to attend a Little People of America
meeting and was liberated by the camaraderie; and Leah and Joe, who met one another
at a previous little people convention, became
romantically involved, and are now planning
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to have a child. The final subject is the outlier
among the group, a teen named Trevor who
murdered an 8-year-old boy, a crime that
shocked his family, who now grapple with
the possibility that he might suffer from
some genetic abnormality. This last case fits
with the emphasis on how parents deal with
children who have fallen “far from the tree,”
but it seems fundamentally different from
the others, involving a choice that might be
inexplicable but was still a behavioral choice
rather than an identifiable biological reality.
Regardless, Far From the Tree is a worthy
cinematic attempt to reflect the theme of
Solomon’s book, even in much-condensed
form. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Favourite HHH

Fox, 119 min., R, DVD: $29.98,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.99,
Mar. 5

Snagging 10 Oscar nominations (including Best Picture), Greek-born director
Yorgos Lanthimos’s sumptuous 18th-century costume drama relates
scandalous rumors that have circulated for
years about Queen Anne, who reportedly
indulged in lesbian liaisons with two of her
closest sycophants. After losing 17 children,
portly, peevish, petulant Queen Anne (Olivia
Colman) is no longer interested in waging war
with France. Instead, she’d rather eat sweets,
play with her pet rabbits, and dawdle with
pretty young ladies. So it’s up to sublimely
scheming Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough (Rachel Weisz), to make the Queen’s
pivotal political decisions along with Prime
Minister Godolphin (James Smith)—until
suddenly Sarah’s cherubic and shrewdly conniving cousin Abigail (Emma Stone) shows
up, having fallen on hard times. “Favour is
a breeze that shifts direction all the time,”
warns haughty, duplicitous Robert Harley,
1st Earl of Oxford (Nicholas Hoult). Playing
complicated court games, ambitious Abigail
learns to make herself indispensable to the
volatile, yet vulnerable, gout-stricken Queen,
as a spiky power-shift occurs. A naughty,
nasty showcase for the three leading ladies
(all Oscar nominees) that incorporates Fiona
Crombie’s lavish production design, Sandy
Powell’s elegant costumes, and Robbie Ryan’s
sweeping cinematography (again, all Oscar
nominees), this bizarre historical farce is
recommended. (S. Granger)

The Front Runner HH1/2
Sony, 113 min., R, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

I can’t recall being as angry at a protagonist as I was
watching former Senator
Gary Hart (Hugh Jackman)
foolishly throw away the
opportunity to be president of the United
States for an alleged adulterous affair. The
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Front Runner chronicles the three weeks
during the 1988 election when the senator
from Colorado (whose rumors of infidelity
had circulated for years) imploded his career
by inviting Miami Herald reporters to follow
him around to see what an uninteresting
life he led. They discovered that Donna
Rice (Sara Paxton) was flying from Miami to
meet him in Washington, D.C., which led
to the unearthing of that infamous photo
of Rice sitting on Hart’s lap near the Monkey
Business yacht. When the subsequent scandal
caused Hart to withdraw his presidential bid,
it signified a new era in predatory political
reporting. Previously, the press had ignored
the extramarital affairs of FDR, JFK, and
Lyndon Johnson. Years later, Bill Clinton
would survive a similar scandal. Director
Jason Reitman’s film captures the moment
when “politics went tabloid,” creating the
celebrity culture surrounding the presidency,
with Trump becoming the logical endpoint.
But even an actor as appealing as Jackman
cannot make Hart a palatable character. A
strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

The Girl in the Spider’s
Web HH

Sony, 115 min., R, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.99

The formidable Swedish
vigilante Lisbeth Salander
from Stieg Larsson’s Millennium thriller trilogy is back, here portrayed
by Claire Foy, best known as young Queen
Elizabeth II in the Netflix series The Crown.
Her story opens with an ominous flashback
as adolescent Lisbeth and her sister Camilla
are summoned to the bedroom of their Russian crime lord father. Aware of his perverted
intentions, Lisbeth jumps off a high balcony
into a blizzard to escape. After suffering a
traumatic childhood, motorcycle-riding Lisbeth—armed with a Taser—terrorizes Stockholm as a defender of abused women. The
only men she trusts are her ex-lover, married
journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Sverrir Gudnason), who wrote and published her story, and
high-tech hacker “Plague” (Cameron Britton).
Contacted by terrified, soon-to-be-killed
programmer Frans Balder (Stephen Merchant), intrepid Lisbeth acquires his pilfered
“Firefall” software that controls the world’s
nuclear weapons. But only Balder’s 6-year-old
autistic savant son (Christopher Convery)
knows how to decipher the access code. Lisbeth is supposed to deliver Firefall to an NSA
security expert (Lakeith Stanfield), but the
briefcase is stolen by a sinister crime syndicate
called the Spiders, which is connected to her
estranged sister Camilla (Sylvia Hoeks) and
Gabriella Grane (Synnøve Macody Lund),
deputy director of the Swedish Secret Service.
After Larsson’s death in 2004, author David
Lagercrantz transformed Lisbeth’s character
into a bisexual super sleuth, and his titular
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CELEBRATING 40 YEARS
Moynihan
104 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 917810D
ON DVD APRIL 9

Daniel Patrick Moynihan (1927-2003)
did not just live in the twentieth
century, he strode across it: a
colossus of ideas and a man of deeds.
He was an influential sociologist,
policy specialist, ambassador and
long-serving senator. In an age of
rigid ideologies, he embraced the
contradictions and complexity of
public policy without ever despairing
of the role of government in the lives
of its citizens. Fifteen years after his
death, as the nation sinks further into
hyper-partisanship and politics has
become dominated by the frenzy of
social media, the first documentary
about his life captures Moynihan as
never before.

Patrimonio
83 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 917674D
ON DVD MARCH 19

A multi-billion dollar American
development is poised to engulf a
small coastal community in Mexico.
Tres Santos is marketed to affluent
Americans as ‘mindful’ and ‘holistic’ but threatens the dwindling
water supply and the beaches.
Facing this threat, local townspeople band together in an attempt
to save their livelihoods and the
delicate ecosystem on which
they all depend.
“A superb documentary.
Reveals in microcosm a growing
global phenomenon. Riveting.”
-The Times Weekly

“A David vs. Goliath battle.”

OF INDEPENDENT CINEMA

“A sterling portrait of
a singular American
statesman.”
-Los Angeles Times

“Intelligently crafted and
enlightening. Joyously
brings to life one of the
most colorful, brainy
characters in 20th-century
American politics.”
-Film Journal

“Takes the full,
fascinating measure of
the charismatic maverick
that Moynihan was.”
-Variety

The Second Time
Around
107 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 917803D
ON DVD MARCH 19

Katherine, a widowed yet vibrant
senior, wasn’t looking for love a
second time – not at her age, and
certainly not with grumpy Isaac.
In the residence where Katherine
convalesces after breaking her hip,
she and Isaac warm to each other
over their shared love of music.
Against the odds, their love
blooms and together they set out
to fulfill Katherine’s lifelong dream
of going to the opera in Milan.
“Linda Thorson and Stuart Margolin
are a revelation in this gently
exuberant and inspiring romancer.
Elegant, sophisticated, refreshing!”

-El Proceso

-Screen Anarchy

Anote’s Ark

That Way Madness
Lies

77 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 917827D
ON DVD APRIL 16

The Pacific island nation of Kiribati
is one of the most remote places
on the planet, far-removed from
the pressures of modern life.
Yet it is one of the first countries
that must confront an existential
dilemma of our time: imminent
annihilation from sea-level rise.
With striking cinematography,
this Sundance documentary captures the shifting dynamics of
climate change while crafting a
portrait of the Kiribati people that
reveals their strength as they confront the looming waters head on.
“Sweeping yet intimate.
Captures the struggle on scales
both personal and political.”
-POV Magazine

101 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 917834D
ON DVD APRIL 30

What do you do when your sibling
descends into a mental black hole
– falling for a Nigerian email scam
and eventually winding up in the
hospital made famous by One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest?
Director Sandra Luckow unflinchingly turns her camera on her own
family as they try to navigate the
broken mental health system in an
effort to save their brother, whose
iPhone video diary reveals an unfiltered look at the mind of a man
with untreated schizophrenia.
“If this subject has touched your
life even minimally, you ought to
see this movie.” -New York Times

To purchase, please contact John Bione at 800.229.8575 x13 or sales@firstrunfeatures.com
For Non-Theatrical/Institutional PPR, contact Marc Mauceri at 212.243.0600 x20 or edsales@firstrunfeatures.com

2015 novel is here adapted by director Fede
Álvarez. Foy is a far more skilled actress than
2011 feature film predecessor Rooney Mara,
but Álvarez is no David Fincher, and Gudnason cannot effectively replace Daniel Craig.
An unfocused, far-fetched, and ultimately
forgettable espionage-thriller, this is an optional purchase. (S. Granger)

The Great Battle HH1/2
Well Go USA, 136 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray/
DVD Combo: $29.99

Grandly mounted and
filled with sweeping battle scenes, filmmaker Kim
Kwang-sik’s South Korean
costume epic retells the true story of the invasion of Goguryeo—a kingdom on the Korean
Peninsula—by the Chinese Yang Empire in
the 600s. Korean pop star Zo In-sung stars as
General Yang, commander of the Ansi Fortress, who refuses to abandon his post despite
orders. His 5,000 soldiers are all that stand
between the 200,000-strong Yang army and
the Goguryeo capitol and he holds the enemy at bay as the latter construct a towering
wall from which to launch an assault on the
fort. The story features a garrison of female
archers, a royal oracle taken prisoner by the
invaders, and a holy crossbow that, according
to legend, can only be wielded by a god—all
of which give this real-life incident a decidedly larger-than-life treatment. The physical
production is impressive, with long shots
filled with thousands of soldiers in battle (a
mix of physical crowds and CGI additions),
and numerous epic fights that are directed
with a sharp eye for detail and design, but
the script is built on familiar tropes (the loyal
lieutenants and soldiers who heroically sacrifice their lives in doomed missions), and the
characters lack personality or depth. So while
being colorful and swiftly paced enough to
satisfy fans of Asian period epics, it also lacks
the dramatic punch or visual poetry of the
best Chinese battle dramas. A strong optional
purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Green Book HHH1/2

Universal, 130 min., PG-13,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $34.99, Mar. 12

An Academy Award nominee for Best Picture and
Best Original Screenplay,
this fascinating true story
of an unlikely friendship begins by introducing “Doc” Don Shirley (Oscar-nominee
Mahershala Ali), an elegant, educated Jamaican-American classical pianist who lives in
an apartment above Manhattan’s Carnegie
Hall. In 1962 when his record company
sends him on a concert tour of the Deep
South, Shirley hires a gruff, gluttonous,
street-wise bouncer from the Copacabana
nightclub as his driver/road manager. Known
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as “Tony Lip” (Viggo Mortensen), he’s an
admittedly racist Italian. Married to Dolores
(Linda Cardellini), Tony lives in the Bronx
with two kids and extended family. Even
though this job will take him away for two
months, the pay is good, and he’ll be home
for Christmas. So chain-smoking Tony hits
the road in a turquoise Cadillac with starchy,
stoic Shirley. Along the way, they discover
much about one another, overcoming their
personal differences while facing inevitable
humiliations and indignities involving racial
prejudice. After many years of collaborating
with brother Bobby on gross-out comedies
(including the Dumb and Dumber franchise),
this is Peter Farrelly’s first solo directing job.
An inspiring, uplifting drama, this is highly
recommended. (S. Granger)

Halloween HHH

Universal, 106 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.99

John Carpenter’s 1978
film about a masked maniac
stalking teens on Halloween was a frightening little
thriller, far more dependent on suspense and
suggestion than blood and gore, but its slasher
sequels and imitators were mostly atrocious.
In resurrecting the franchise, filmmaker David Gordon Green proves surprisingly adept
at restoring the original luster to the title,
melding respect for Carpenter’s template with
the contemporary demand for more explicit
violence. Ignoring all of the intervening
sequels, this Halloween finds Michael Myers
finally escaping confinement in a mental
hospital after 40 years and returning to
Haddonfield to resume his murderous activities, pursued by his long-time doctor (Haluk
Bilginer). Ready to confront him is Laurie
Strode (Jamie Lee Curtis), Carpenter’s last girl
standing, who has spent her life preparing to
protect herself and her family, especially her
estranged daughter (Judy Greer) and loving
granddaughter (Andi Matichak). The body
count is far higher than in the original, but
Michael’s real targets are Laurie and her family, who he tracks down to Strode’s fortified
rural house for a final confrontation. Curtis
reclaims her old title of “scream queen” (although she is challenged by Matichak), and
the film wisely utilizes the brilliantly simple
score that Carpenter originally composed.
This new Halloween can’t match the punch
the story carried four decades ago, but it
comes surprisingly close. Recommended.
(F. Swietek)

Heavy Trip HHH

Doppelganger, 91 min., in Finnish w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $29.99

A mischievous comedy from Finland,
Heavy Trip tells the very funny story of what
may be the most hapless heavy metal band
in history: a nameless group without an
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original guitar riff or any
prospect of a gig in its tiny,
one-cop town. The lead
singer is mocked for his long
hair, and during a death
metal rehearsal in a basement somebody’s creaky
old mom comes downstairs
to announce reindeer for dinner. When a
misunderstanding with a rock festival promoter leads to rumors that the band (finally
calling themselves Impaled Rektum) is going
to perform for a crowd of thousands in Norway, their neighbors, family, and tormentors
suddenly change their tune, proud for suddenly being placed on the map. Co-directors
Juuso Laatio and Jukka Vidgren are so good
at getting laughs from simple acts of timing
that the mere sight of a reindeer entering a
shot after a fatal road accident is irresistibly
hilarious. The cast is outstanding, particularly
Johannes Holopainen as Impaled Rektum’s
voice-from-the-grave lead singer, who is so
shy and retiring on stage that he projectile-vomits at every show. Recommended.
(T. Keogh)

Hippocrates: Diary of a
French Doctor HH

Icarus, 101 min., in French w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $26.98

This French drama about
a young doctor at his first
hospital internship plays
like an American TV medical drama by way
of a French realist drama. Vincent Lacoste is
Benjamin, son of the hospital’s veteran head
of surgery, who begins his rotation in the
internal medicine department by getting
his scrubs and a tour of his new home for
the next six months. He’s soon joined by
Abdel (Reda Kateb), an experienced doctor
from Algiers who is forced to go through
the same internship before he can practice
medicine in France. After a tense beginning
they become friends as well as colleagues,
but that relationship becomes complicated
when a patient under Benjamin’s care dies
and his father helps cover up a mistake that
could leave him (and the hospital) liable.
Along with the big dramatic moments (Abdel
defies hospital orders to ease the suffering
of an elderly patient), the film observes the
mundane day-to-day activities and matter-offact doctor’s routine with a handheld camera,
lending some scenes a documentary realism.
This is a film that, between dramatic beats,
follows the trail of hospital trash disposal
because it is part of what keeps a hospital
running. There are also periodic criticisms
of hospital management and policy practices,
and a scene of overworked staff voicing their
grievances about cost-cutting, downsizing,
and failing equipment, while also rallying
to support a doctor unfairly fired by the administration. Given all that, it’s frustrating
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that this well-intentioned medical drama
is so dramatically unmemorable. Optional.
(S. Axmaker)

Hunter Killer HH

Lionsgate, 121 min., R, DVD:
$29.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.99

Deep under the Arctic
Ocean, American submarine Captain Joe Glass (Gerard Butler) is searching for a
sunken U.S. submarine when he hears distress
sounds emanating from a nearby Russian
sub that has been sabotaged from within.
After a daring mission that rescues Captain
Andropov (Michael Nyqvist), Glass discovers
that the destruction of both the U.S. and
Russian subs was part of a coup, a power ploy
by the Russian Defense Minister (Mikhail
Gorevoy), who is holding their president
(Alexander Diachenko) hostage. Meanwhile
in the Situation Room at the White House, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs (Gary Oldman)
is urging the president (Caroline Goodall) to
retaliate, an impetuous move that might start
World War III. But Rear Admiral John Fisk
(Common), supported by the NSA advisor
(Linda Cardellini), has another idea. If Glass
and a crack team of black-ops Navy SEALS can
kidnap the Russian president and bring him
safely back on the American sub, a nuclear
catastrophe will be avoided. So Glass and his
apprehensive crew will try to sneak through
a booby-trapped Russian fjord under Captain
Andropov’s guidance. Based on the 2012
novel Firing Point, director Donovan Marsh’s
Hunter Killer is both cliché-ridden and hampered by Butler’s usual wooden performance.
Optional. (S. Granger)

I Miss You When I See
You HHH

Breaking Glass, 93 min., in
Cantonese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $24.99

Hong Kong filmmaker
Simon Chung has made an
interesting, insightful film
about the pain of suppressing personal authenticity for the sake of conventional mores.
Kevin (Jun Li) and Jamie (Bryant Mak) are
first seen as schoolboys, inseparable despite
Jamie’s self-protecting unwillingness to stand
up for his friend when Kevin is bullied. When
Kevin’s mother decides to relocate the family,
the boys give in to longtime sexual desire
for one another but are traumatized by the
police, who find them together, after which
Jamie distances himself from Kevin. Cut to
a decade later: Kevin has returned to Hong
Kong, suffering from depression, and is now
living in a group home. A reunion with Jamie
proves stilted, and the two navigate through a
daily awkwardness that includes other people
and separate obligations. As each man moves
forward toward a false destiny, privately
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wrestling with a gay identity and unfulfilled
longing for one another, the hollowness
of their choices becomes painfully glaring.
Chung nails the precise details of each
character’s world, including Jamie’s ties to a
girlfriend (Candy Cheung) who is awaiting a
marriage proposal, and Kevin’s ill-fitting job
as an English-language teacher and his even
more unsuitable relationship with a young
oddball. When those worlds collide during
something as simple as a dinner, Chung
captures the unspoken tensions and crossed
wires with a keen eye for the humiliation and
humor in such moments. A compelling story
about people circling the truth of a love that
goes unacknowledged, this is recommended.
(T. Keogh)

Instant Family HHH

Paramount, 117 min., PG-13,
DVD: $26.99, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $39.99, Mar. 5

Inspired by the personal
story of co-writer/director
Sean Anders and his wife
Beth, this is a gentle, warmhearted comedy about a
couple who fostered and then adopted three
children. When house-flippers Pete (Mark
Wahlberg) and Ellie (Rose Byrne) decide to
start a family, they stumble into the world
of foster care adoption, where conscientious
social workers (Tig Notaro, Octavia Spencer)
try to prepare them for the emotionally complicated hurdles they will have to overcome.
Attending an “adoption fair” for prospective
parents to scope out children, they wind
up with 15-year-old Lizzie (Isabela Moner),
her younger brother Juan (Gustavo Quiroz),
and little sister Lita (Julianna Gamiz). At
first, the kids are on their best behavior. But
then reality rears its disruptive head as they
learn boundaries and establish trust. Overwhelmed, Pete and Ellie realize that they have
taken on a tremendous responsibility. Late at
night, they muse about how their lives would
be sublimely uncomplicated if they gave the
children back. Anders (Daddy’s Home, That’s
My Boy, Horrible Bosses 2) has previously
indulged in silly, immature humor, better
suited to TV sitcoms. But after an awkward
start, Instant Family settles into a poignant
film that tackles the foibles and frustrations
of our American foster care system (albeit
skirting the touchy topics of race, class, and
privilege) while also serving up a cautionary
subplot about Lizzie sexting with the school’s
predatory janitor. An endearing, inspirational
film, this is recommended. (S. Granger)

films drawn from Italian
exploitation movies. Let
the Corpses Tan turns an
adaptation of a 1971 cult
pulp novel by Jean-Patrick
Manchette and Jean-Pierre
Bastid into a tribute to the
poliziotteschi (the violent
Italian cop and gangster movies of the 1970s)
with flourishes from spaghetti Westerns, Italian horror films, and even Japanese pop-art
spy and crime movies. A violent gang robs an
armored car and hides out in the ruins of a
mountain villa that is occupied by an eccentric artist (Elina Löwensohn), a tired novelist,
and a scheming lawyer. The police stumble
across their hideout and the shooting begins,
igniting a siege that soon sets the criminals
against one another as well. The whole thing
has the quality of a dream, complete with
lurid visions that haunt multiple members of
the gang. Much of the film is shot in extreme
close-up, creating a sense of abstraction and
dislocation as the big picture is slowly pieced
together like a puzzle (with the narrative
jumping forward and backward in time to offer alternate perspectives on the same scene).
All of this makes the intertwining storylines,
unexpected alliances, and conflicts in the
chaos hard to follow but does give the action
a riveting immediacy and stylistic excitement. Likely to appeal to fans of cult movies
and stylized foreign cinema, this is a strong
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Little Witch HHH
Breaking Glass, 103 min.,
English-dubbed, not rated,
DVD: $17.99

A Swiss-German production dubbed into English,
The Little Witch is not so
much about a little witch
as a young one: 127-years-old; a mere kid by
spellweaver standards. Karoline Herfurth is
the unnamed titular heroine, a kindhearted
witch who nevertheless wants to participate
in an annual night of reverie with older,
meaner witches. Advised that she needs to
learn to be bad, the little witch can’t help
but visit her village’s outdoor market and
do a lot of nice things with surreptitious,
positive magic. In time, the conflict within
her precipitates a crisis, forcing her to finally
come into her own. The fairy-tale setting is
full of eye-catching scenes and action (an
orchestra of music-making appliances offers
a clever update on Disney’s Fantasia). A fine
family film, this is recommended. (T. Keogh)

Let the Corpses Tan HH1/2

Luciferina HH

The Belgian filmmaking team of Hélène
Cattet and Bruno Forzani are carving a
distinctive and specialized career melding
stylized art movies with flamboyant genre

Argentinean writer-director Gonzalo
Calzada’s horror film features some intriguing imagery, but is fatally undercut by
sacrificing intelligibility for atmosphere. The

Kino Lorber, 92 min., in French w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $34.99
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Artsploitation, 114 min., in Spanish w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $24.99
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heroine is Natalia (Sofia
del Tuffo), a novice who
is called home from the
Catholic convent after her
mother dies and her father
is seriously injured. Met
with hostility from her sister
Angela (Malena Sánchez),
who insists that the family is being assaulted
by an evil force, Natalia agrees to accompany
Angela, her nasty boyfriend Mauro (Francisco
Donovan), and her pretentious friends Abel
(Pedro Merlo), Osvaldo (Gastón Cocchiarale),
and Mara (Stefanía Koessl) to a cave in the
jungle where a shaman (Tomás Lipan) conducts a ritual in which the administration of
ayahuasca forces the participants to confront
disturbing episodes from their past. Ultimately this unleashes the sexual lust that Natalia
has been struggling to repress—as well as an
explosion of violence—while revealing that
Natalia is fated to fulfill a role with Satanic
overtones. Luciferina has clear ties to The Exorcist and Rosemary’s Baby, but features its own
distinctive spin on the possession narrative.
Unfortunately, while stylish, the film is also
ultimately incoherent. Not recommended.
(F. Swietek)

Martyr HHH

Breaking Glass, 84 min., in
Arabic w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

A haunting Lebanese drama that is more an emblematic parable about death
and sanctification than a
realistic story, Martyr concerns a young Beirut
slacker named Hassane (Hanza Mekdad). Cycling through his neighborhood on the way
to the beach, Hassane interacts with old mates
he doesn’t hang out with anymore, as well as
one or two well-wishers. Meeting up with a
couple of similarly attitude-challenged buddies on a sunny shore, Hassane dives, swims,
argues with his companions, and joins in a
turf war with another group. But then this
rudderless boy-man anti-hero drowns, and
his body is taken up and transported via car
to his parents, after which Hassane becomes
in death the figure of esteem and purpose
that eluded him in his curious idleness. But
Martyr is much more about both formal traditions and the informal spontaneous rituals
attached to communal grief and preparations
for burial. Filmmaker Mazen Khaled blurs the
border between the actual and the poetic, incorporating choreography, theatrical silences,
and surreal tableaux to infuse moments of
familial shock and (among friends) a homoerotic regard for the topography of Hassane’s
cleansed flesh. There is a mesmerizing, almost
trance-like quality even to ordinary passages—such as prolonged shots of Hassane’s
friends wordlessly driving his corpse to his
parents—that suggests the otherworldliness
of chance events, and our inadequate reaction
to them. Recommended. (T. Keogh)
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Memoir of War HH1/2

Music Box, 126 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.95

La Douleur (1985), Marguerite Duras’s rumination
on her life in Paris under
German occupation and
after France’s liberation, receives respectful
but rather chilly and remote treatment from
writer-director Emmanuel Finkiel. The first
half of his adaptation is devoted to 194445, when Duras (Mélanie Thierry) becomes
involved with Rabier (Benoît Magimel), a
collaborationist French cop, as she tries to
get information about her husband Robert,
a Resistance leader now captive in the internment camps. Rabier promises to help her
in exchange for details about her husband’s
comrades, and the pair engage in a subtle
cat-and-mouse game, with their last meeting
occurring just as Paris is falling to the Allies.
Rabier departs, never to be seen again, and the
second half of the film follows the subdued,
somber Duras as she solemnly awaits Robert’s
possible return. She walks the streets in a
daze, observes how the Gaullists are taking
charge even as the poor and dispossessed
continue to suffer, and occasionally receives
reports that her husband might still be alive.
The most incisive aspect here is the story of
Mrs. Katz (Shulamit Adar), an elderly Jewish
widow who stays with Duras, hoping that
her handicapped daughter will be among the
returnees. Adar expresses the desolation—the
piercing pain of the book’s title—to a degree
that the film as a whole fails to capture. Still,
one has to admire the ambition that inspired
Finkiel to take on the task of bringing La
Douleur to the screen. A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

A Moment in the Reeds
HH

Wild Beast Productions, 107
min., in English & Finnish w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $17.99, Blu-ray: $21.99

This Finnish drama stars
Janne Puustinen as Leevi,
the prodigal son of failing businessman Juoko
(Mika Melender), who disapproves of his son’s
academic life in Paris, which includes studies
in French literature. Despite their conflicts
and Juoko’s awareness that Leevi blames him
for the death of the latter’s mother, Juoko
brings the reluctant young man home to help
make repairs on the family’s rustic, lakeside
cottage. Their truce is brief, and Leevi’s lack
of handyman skills annoys Juoko, forcing
the older man to hire Tareq (Boodi Kabbani),
a Syrian refugee and architect performing
manual labor until he masters the Finnish
language. Leevi and Tareq both speak English
(Juoko barely does), allowing for a sudden
sexual and passionate relationship to flourish
when dad has to leave for a couple of days.
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Filmmaker Mikko Makela brings an admirable restraint to much of the story, allowing
the intensity of crossfire emotions between
the three characters to rumble rather than
rage, while also giving the actors plenty of
room to explore their quiet desperation (although the sexual scenes are rather intense).
But aside from those positive qualities, the
story proves to be rather predictable. Optional. (T. Keogh)

My Best Friend HHH

Breaking Glass, 92 min., in
Spanish w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

Lorenzo (Angelo Mutti Spinetta) is a closeted
gay teen attending high
school, keeping his head
down among peers about his sexuality. A
good student—smart, assertive, and caring—
Lorenzo is having sex with a girl from school
just to take some pressure off his abstinence
from gay intimacy. While this may sound
like the setup for a movie about first love
and a painful coming out, that’s not quite
what happens here. Lorenzo’s quiet routines
are disrupted when his father agrees to take
in Caito (Lautaro Rodriguez), the troubled
son of an ailing friend. The heavily-tattooed,
initially reserved Caito brings unease into the
house, and Lorenzo is tasked with keeping
an eye on the adolescent. A non-romantic
odd-couple relationship blossoms between
the two, partly defined by Lorenzo’s efforts
to keep his friend out of trouble. At the same
time, however, Lorenzo is falling for Caito,
telegraphed only through the former’s occasional nanny-sniping when Caito demonstrates minor thoughtlessness. Writer-director
Martín Deus circles around the more obvious
tropes in a story about boys experiencing
emotional intimacy for the first time, opting
instead for a complex character study of Lorenzo as he deals with the conflicting inner
forces he has long avoided or sublimated.
Deus creates a narrow world in which strong
feelings are kept under wraps by all sides: at
the dinner table, while camping, and with
other kids who are ambivalent about Lorenzo’s company. But he opts for airiness and
sunshine once Lorenzo and Caito become
pals, opening up the world with the promise
of a disruptive love. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

My Big Gay Italian
Wedding HHH

Breaking Glass, 90 min., in
Italian w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

After Antonio (Cristiano
Caccamo) pops the question
to boyfriend Paulo (Salvatore Esposito) while they are both living in
Berlin, the wedding is quickly a go, but that’s
where the complications begin. Antonio—
who has never told his parents that he’s gay—
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is dreading bringing Paolo to visit them in the
small Italian town of his birth. Meanwhile,
Paulo faces his own crisis at home: when he
told his mother three years prior about his
sexuality, she rejected him, and she is hardly
likely to accept him now with his fiancé in
tow. There’s also a second level of chaos: Antonio and Paulo’s sort-of-nutty friend Benadetta
(Diana Del Bufalo) has hopped aboard this
potential train wreck. And a good-natured
but off-the-wall cross-dresser, Donato (a
very funny Dino Abbrescia), has managed
to insert himself into these private matters
after meeting the others only days before.
Untangling all of this and trying to salvage
some semblance of goodwill towards the wedding becomes a huge task that realigns some
relationships. Based on a 2003 off-Broadway
musical, this sweet, screwball comedy is sharp
and clever, with director Alessandro Genovesi
clearly having fun. And armchair travelers
will certainly enjoy the rural Italian sights.
Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Nelly HH1/2

Cinema Libre, 100 min., in
French w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

Canadian writer-director
Anne Émond’s biographical
film about Nelly Arcan, the
Quebecois prostitute-turned-novelist who
based her books on her own experiences
in the sex trade and committed suicide in
2009 at age 36, tries to communicate Arcan’s
complexity by treating the various aspects
of her life in a fractured form. Employing
different wardrobes and hairstyles, actress
Mylène Mackay displays enormous versatility as the film repeatedly shifts from one
element of Arcan’s personality to another
by juxtaposing episodes portraying her as a
street-smart escort-for-pay called Cynthia, a
drug-addicted woman battling with a snarky
boyfriend, intensely serious writer Nelly, and
an alluring celebrity socialite. Scenes of her
as a child suggest that Arcan’s psychological
problems stemmed from a desperate need for
love and validation that persisted throughout
her life, but Émond refuses to explain her subject’s multifaceted persona through any such
simple diagnosis. In theory, that decision is
admirable, emphasizing how elusive she was,
but this approach also leaves Nelly feeling
disjointed, often frustratingly so. Thoughtful
rather than titillating—despite the subject
matter—this is a challenging portrait of a
controversial figure in Canadian literature. A
strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Night School H1/2

Universal, 111 min., PG-13, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray/
DVD Combo: $34.99

As flat and generic as its title, Malcolm D.
Lee’s dreary comedy comes off like a cruelly
extended episode of a bad classroom-based
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network sitcom, albeit with
rougher language. Kevin
Hart plays Teddy, introduced
as a very old-looking highschool student flunking out
after being harassed by his
classmate Stewart (Taran
Killam). Years later, Teddy is
a BBQ grill salesman who loses his job when
he literally blows up the store and then must
go back to school to earn the GED he needs
to secure a new one. Now a principal, Stewart
reluctantly allows Teddy to join a night class
taught by dedicated, tough-talking Carrie
(Tiffany Haddish), and featuring predictably
misfit students: Mac (Rob Riggle), a total
lunkhead; Theresa (Mary Lynn Rajskub), a
harried housewife; Jaylen (Romany Malco),
a conspiracy buff; Mila (Anne Winters), an
apathetic teen; Luis (Al Madrigal), a waiter;
and Bobby (Fat Joe), a burly convict who joins
the class via Skype. With such a talented cast,
one might reasonably expect a few good moments, but they are very rare, and the episodic
sketches never coalesce into a coherent whole.
Certainly the worst scenes come toward the
close, when Teddy’s difficulty in mastering
material is abruptly explained by a diagnosis
of multiple learning disabilities, which Carrie
helps him overcome by having him beaten up
until they disappear—a baffling and insulting
message for people who are actually afflicted
with learning disabilities. Not recommended.
(F. Swietek)

The Nutcracker and the
Four Realms HH

Disney, 99 min., PG, DVD:
$29.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.99

Disney’s adaptation of
E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 1816
fantasy and Tchaikovsky’s
ballet is a muddled mess. On Christmas Eve
in Victorian London, young Clara Stahlbaum (Mackenzie Foy) is demonstrating her
elaborate Rube Goldberg-type mousetrap
to her younger brother. Although their
mother recently died, their father (Matthew
Macfadyen) and older sister (Ellie Bamber)
are determined to celebrate the holiday.
Clara’s gift is an ornate egg-shaped box with
a cryptic message “Everything you need is
inside.” But there’s no key. Clara’s eccentric
godfather, Drosselmeyer (Morgan Freeman),
creates an elaborate treasure hunt, so that
each child can find his/her own gift. Clara’s
is the key, which is promptly snatched by
a mischievous mouse, leading her into an
Alice in Wonderland-ish parallel world where
she’s befriended by a Nutcracker soldier
(Jayden Fowora-Knight), who reveals that
her mother was Queen of the Four Realms.
So Clara is greeted as Princess by Sugar
Plum (Keira Knightley) from the Land of
Sweets, Hawthorne (Eugenio Derbez) from
the Land of Flowers, and icicle-bearded
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Shiver (Richard E. Grant) from the Land of
Snowflakes. The fourth realm belongs to
towering Mother Ginger (Helen Mirren),
who has declared war and Clara is expected to stop it. Yet things are not what they
seem. Meanwhile, lovely ballerina Misty
Copeland twirls on a picture-book stage
set and a gigantic CGI mouse is comprised
of a multitude of tiny mice moving as one.
So what went wrong? Perhaps it began with
Ashleigh Powell’s revisionist script, which
was subsequently changed by director Lasse
Hallström, who was replaced at the helm
by Joe Johnston. Lacking a unified vision,
this is mostly just a chaotic extravaganza.
Optional. (S. Granger)

Of Fathers and Sons
HHH

Kino Lorber, 102 min., in
Arabic w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $29.95, Mar. 5

Berlin-based filmmaker
Talal Derki returned to his
Syrian homeland where he
posed as a war photographer and gained
the trust of a radical Islamist family who
he filmed over a two-year period. Of Fathers
and Sons—nominated for this year’s Best
Documentary Feature—is a powerful and
often shocking portrait of fortysomething
patriarch Abu Osama, a member of the Al
Qaeda-affiliated Al Nusra Front, and two of
his sons: 12-year-old Osama and his younger brother Ayman. Derki adopts a detached,
non-judgmental, mostly cinema vérité approach, filming Abu in a makeshift sniper
perch as he shoots (off-camera) someone
on a motorbike (the victim is apparently
dragged off before Abu can deliver a killshot), and in another scene captures Abu
playing an endearing game of peek-a-boo
with the toddler in the family. But Derki
spends most of his time on the two boys,
who clearly love their father yet are brought
up in an atmosphere of religious hate and
misogyny. Osama, who looks like a very
young Sean Penn, jokes with other kids
(and gets in a fight), helps make soda bottle
bombs, and cries when his father is badly
injured. As time goes on, viewers see Osama
preparing to join Al Nusra Front: donning
camo fatigues and a ski mask, performing
war exercises (while an instructor shoots
live rounds around the kids), and eventually
learning to fire a gun himself. Ayman, on
the other hand, is more interested in pursuing his studies in school. Near the end of
the film, Osama and friends splash about in
a makeshift pool—a particularly poignant
scene, given that childhood is nearly over
for these young males, who will soon be
killing and dying in the senseless name of
jihad. A deeply disturbing and heartbreaking film about the terrible legacy of hate
being handed down over generations, this
is recommended. (R. Pitman)
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Outrage Coda HH1/2

Film Movement, 104 min., in
Japanese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $24.99, Bluray: $34.99

Takeshi Kitano writes,
directs, and stars as former
Yakuza boss Otomo in this
third and final film in the crime series that
began with the 2010 action thriller Outrage.
After surviving a mob war in Beyond Outrage
(2014), Otomo now works for a South Korean
crime boss with ties to the Japanese underworld. When a reckless soldier with Otomo’s
old gang—the Hanabishi clan—kills one of
Otomo’s men, Otomo defies orders and returns to Japan to lay waste to the entire group.
The clan chairman, a former businessman
who runs the organization like a corporation,
isn’t trusted by the yakuza soldiers and when
he pits two underbosses against each other, a
power struggle ensues. Outrage Coda is talky
for a gangster thriller and the complicated
plot of schemes, alliances, and betrayals
is often hard to follow, although there is a
bitter edge of humor to the vicious plots of
the gang members and a brutal directness to
the violence (which includes a machine gun
massacre). Kitano is absent for much of the
first hour of the film, which focuses on the
machinations within the Hanabishi clan,
and the deliberate pacing and deadpan direction may frustrate American viewers used
to splashy action movies. But Kitano’s fans
will appreciate his unmistakable presence
both behind the camera and onscreen as he
applies the yakuza code to the power-hungry
members of his corrupted old gang. A strong
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Possession of
Hannah Grace HH1/2

Sony, 85 min., R, DVD: $30.99,
Blu-ray: $34.99

Diederik Van Rooijen’s
horror movie is based on
an affliction that might
be termed post-exorcism
possession syndrome. The exorcism occurs
in a brief prologue in which Hannah (Kirby
Johnson) is possessed by a demon that two
priests are unable to expel as she lies writhing
tied to a bed, and her distraught father smothers her to death. Months later, Megan (Shay
Mitchell), an ex-cop and recovering addict,
confronts a crisis on her first night shift as
a morgue attendant when she identifies the
corpse of a badly disfigured young woman as
Hannah, who shows signs of reanimating and
endangering members of the staff. A mysterious intruder explains what is happening and
how it can be stopped. The scenes of Hannah
attacking her victims don’t display much
variety, but the production design is eerie
(Van Rooijen uses light and shade skillfully)
and the special effects are good, particularly
Hannah’s spider-walk as she makes her way
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about the hospital. But even though The Possession of Hannah Grace delivers a few genuine
shocks and Mitchell makes a likable heroine,
the film eventually becomes repetitive. Still,
this should be considered a strong optional
purchase. (F. Swietek)

A Private War HHH

Universal, 111 min., R, DVD:
$22.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

Marie Colvin (Rosamund
Pike) was a fearless British
journalist who put her life
on the line to chronicle the
horrors of war. She often
said that war reporting wasn’t about armaments or troops, but rather about innocent
civilians whose lives were being destroyed.
Colvin grew up in Oyster Bay, Long Island.
After graduating from Yale, she landed a job
with United Press International, eventually
rising to Paris bureau chief. In 1986, she
became the Middle East correspondent for
London’s Sunday Times, landing exclusive interviews with Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi and
Yasser Arafat. In 1999 in East Timor, Colvin
was barricaded with refugees in a U.N. compound, surrounded by the Indonesian army.
While other journalists fled, she dispatched
reports. Eventually, the government relented
and evacuated the refugees, and Colvin was
credited with saving some 1,500 lives. Known
as a gregarious hard-drinking chain-smoker,
Colvin loved wearing expensive La Perla
lingerie beneath her combat khakis. After she
lost an eye in a grenade blast with the Tamil
Tigers in Sri Lanka, a jaunty black eyepatch
became her trademark. Married and divorced
three times, Colvin suffered from PTSD and
died in 2012 at age 56 in Homs, Syria, while
reporting about Bashar al-Assad’s mass bombing of civilians. Pike ably replicates Colvin’s
distinctly husky voice, her gestures, urgency,
and intensity, and she is well supported by
Jamie Dornan and Stanley Tucci. Adapted
from Marie Brenner’s 2012 Vanity Fair profile,
director Matthew Heineman’s compelling
biopic is recommended. (S. Granger)

Scaffolding HHH

Breaking Glass, 94 min., in
Hebrew w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD; $24.99

In a blue-collar town
north of Tel Aviv, a remedial student named Asher
(Asher Lax, who appears to
be in his early 20s but is playing a 17-yearold in this award-winning Israeli drama)
has several problems. He is semi-literate.
His father, Milo (Yaacov Cohen), is about
to undergo serious surgery and wants Asher
to take care of the family scaffolding business. Asher is facing matriculation exams,
a huge hurdle for his learning problems
and impulsiveness. In his literature class,
he frequently breaks into fights and ends
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up in the principal’s office. But there is a
saving grace: despite his disorderly behavior
and his father’s dismissive attitude towards
education, Asher is developing a raw passion
for literature and writing. The reason is his
unexpected affinity for his instructor, Rami
(Ami Smolartchik), whose soulful, personal
approach to stories sharply contrasts with
the mechanical, indifferent style of other
teachers. As the film’s title suggests, the
gradual building of a structure attaining
higher and higher heights is a strong metaphor for the elevation of a learning mind.
Former-teacher-turned-filmmaker Matan
Yair (star Lax was once his student) delivers a compelling portrait of a boy-man for
whom an awakening of the mind is a beautiful thing. As the story develops momentum
through a wary yet deeply felt relationship
between Asher and Rami, one might expect
Scaffolding to turn sentimental, but a thirdact twist puts a different kind of challenge
in front of Asher, forcing him to take a
stand. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Sex Weather HHH

Breaking Glass, 90 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.99

A one-night stand turns
into something more substantial in writer-director
Jon Garcia’s two-hander.
After a couple wakes up in
the morning, Darrel (Al’Jaleel McGhee), a
director visiting from out of town, expects
to gather up his belongings and leave,
except that he can’t find his cell phone.
Sydney (Amber Stonebraker) grudgingly
allows him to stay until he hears back from
the ride-hailing service they took to her
basement apartment. Initially, she’s irritable
and he’s apologetic. While he waits, they
ask each other the sorts of questions they
probably should’ve asked before they got together. As they talk about sex, relationships,
work, and social media, their defenses start
to melt away. Both participants, who’ve
known each other for a few years, regret
that the night didn’t go better, so they try
a few new things (nothing too explicit).
Garcia sums up their differences by the fact
that Darrel, who just premiered his latest
film, prefers scripted material, whereas
Sydney has been working in reality television. He doesn’t see the attraction, but she
prefers the security of a regular paycheck.
As the hours pass, they eat breakfast, order
takeout, and talk some more. If they don’t
ignore race—she’s white and he’s black—it’s
also never the focus of their conversation.
Garcia’s film follows in the wake of Richard Linklater’s Before Sunrise and Andrew
Haigh’s Weekend, which also dealt with
youthful characters at similarly transitional
places in their lives, and the actors have a
relaxed and convincing rapport. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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Sgt. Stubby: An American
Hero HHH
Paramount, 84 min., PG, DVD:
$16.99, Blu-ray: $24.99

Just in time for the 100th
anniversary of Armistice
Day in 1918, comes this unusual story—animated, but
based on fact—about a canine hero serving
in the trenches of World War I. Stubby, a
mascot for the 102nd Infantry Regiment,
was shipped off to the 26th Division to
fight the Germans in France, helping to save
lives, warn of incoming mustard gas, and
much else for 18 months. Both a charming
and gripping movie for families (though not
suitable for very young kids, given the various wartime horrors depicted), Sgt. Stubby
is all heart and a reminder that many dogs
need to feel like they matter in their given
circumstances. The vocal cast includes Helena Bonham Carter as the story’s narrator,
and Gérard Depardieu as a French soldier
with large appetites and much experience
on the battlefield. The animation is realistic
and younger viewers who don’t know much
about the “War to End All Wars” will learn a
lot here about what soldiers had to endure.
Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Skate Kitchen HHH

Magnolia, 105 min., R, DVD:
$26.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

A skateboard-loving girl
from Long Island angers
her disapproving mother
by sneaking off to New York
City to join up with a bunch
of like-minded street kids in this first fiction
feature by Crystal Moselle (The Wolfpack). Despite her naïveté, Camille (Rachelle Vinberg)
is quickly adopted by the other girls, who are
constantly dismissed by the skateboarding
boys as poseurs, even moving in with Janay
(Dede Lovelace) after she’s thrown out of
her house by her mother. The girls’ camaraderie is infectious, and the film is at its best
when it merely eavesdrops on their candid
conversations or follows them as they skate
around the city. Skate Kitchen becomes more
conventional—and less interesting—when
Camille connects with Devon (Jaden Smith),
a sensitive co-worker who just happens to be
Janay’s old boyfriend, and then has to choose
between sisterly solidarity and the pangs of
young love. Regardless, the exuberance of the
young cast—who are all, except for Smith,
non-professionals Moselle met on a train—
makes this a compelling coming-of-age tale.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Sicilian Ghost Story
HHH1/2

Snowflake HHH

In 1993, a Sicilian boy
named Giuseppe di Matteo was k idnapped and
held captive for more than two years by
Mafia thugs in a vain effort to dissuade his
father, a former confederate, from providing information to the police. Eventually
the boy was killed and his body dissolved
in acid. That gruesome story provides
the background to this film by Fabio
Grassadonia and Antonio Piazza, which
depicts the seizure, captivity, and death of
Giuseppe (portrayed by the angelic Gaetano Fernandez) in moving terms. But the
filmmakers also employ elements of a grim
fairy tale by adding a fictional character—Luna (Julia Jedlikowska), a classmate
who enjoys an idyllic adolescent romance
with the boy before his disappearance and
doggedly insists on continuing to search
for him despite the code of silence that
stymies everyone else, including the police
and her own parents. It is her last letter to
Giuseppe, which he keeps secreted in his
cell, that provides the boy’s only comfort
during his long, brutal confinement. Some
may feel that Sicilian Ghost Story is too refined and artful a telling of such a ghastly,
pointless tragedy, but those attuned to its
strangely lyrical approach may well find it
to be a deeply affecting experience. Highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)

A lust for revenge suffuses everything and everyone in filmmaker Adolfo J.
Kolmerer’s wildly violent,
gruesomely funny thriller, which might be
described as a cross between the work of
Charlie Kaufman and Quentin Tarantino.
Javid and Tan (Reza Brojerdi and Erkan
Acar) are partners in crime in a dystopian
Germany who stumble upon a screenplay
that records what they have just said and
done and prophesies their unhappy end. The
pair track down its author, a sad-sack dentist
(Alexander Schubert), and they demand he
rewrite it. Their story is juxtaposed with
that of Eliana (Xenia Assenza), who is intent
on avenging the killing of her parents by
Javid and Tan, and—accompanied by a loyal
guardian (David Masterson)—seeks hit-men
to perform the deed. Over the course of their
independent quests the quartet will encounter some very weird folks, including two
cannibal brothers who wear animal masks;
assassins with a robot in tow; a superhero
with electrical powers; an egomaniac intent
on becoming the new Hitler; a singer wearing
fluffy angel’s wings; and an old man who
claims to be God. Although events seem to
be happening willy-nilly, the plot strands
eventually converge at the doorstep of an
anti-immigrant politician whose declarations
periodically punctuate the action. The wacky,

Strand, 120 min., in Italian
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $27.99
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Artsploitation, 110 min., in
German w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $24.99
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blood-splattered goings-on in Snowflake—
which continue into the closing credits—will
frustrate as many viewers as they delight,
but this surprisingly well-made film actually
winds up making a sort of loony sense. Recommended to those looking for something
a little different. (F. Swietek)

A Star Is Born HHHH
Warner, 136 min., R, DVD:
$28.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$35.99

In this multi-Oscar-nominated (including Best Picture) contemporary version
of the enduring Hollywood
classic, Bradley Cooper stars as Jackson Maine,
a country rock star plagued by alcohol/drug
addiction. Needing a drink after leaving a gig,
Jackson stumbles into a bar, where he watches
Ally (Lady Gaga), a wannabe-but-insecure
singer/songwriter, warbling Edith Piaf’s
“La Vie en Rose.” Their chemistry instantly
ignites. When Jackson brings Ally to one of
his concerts, he summons her onstage, where
the audience instantly responds to her natural artistry. But their romantic relationship
becomes rocky when her career trajectory
soars to superstardom, just as his declines.
As part of her record deal, Ally’s manager
(Rafi Gavron) insists that she discard her
makeup-free, down-to-earth persona and
assume a glitzy pop star image. Making his
directorial debut, Cooper filmed at actual
music festivals (Stagecoach, Glastonbury,
Coachella), where the leads sang live instead
of lip-syncing to pre-recorded tracks. The film
adds two additional characters who provide
pivotal support: Sam Elliott as Jackson’s older
brother/manager and Andrew Dice Clay as
Ally’s limo-driving father. This story was first
told in 1932 as What Price Hollywood?, with a
veteran director (Lowell Sherman) transforming a waitress (Constance Bennett) into a star.
It was followed in 1937 as A Star Is Born with
Janet Gaynor and Fredric March, and remade
in 1954 with Judy Garland and James Mason,
and in 1976 with Barbra Streisand and Kris
Kristofferson. Highly recommended. Editor’s
Choice. (S. Granger)

Summer of ’67 HHH

Mainstreet Productions, 83
min., not rated, DVD: $18.99

Set in 1967—pointedly
during the Vietnam War—
Summer of ‘67 is a Christian
faith-based drama about
the personal costs of war
on the families and friends of those who are
fighting half a world away. Three women
face agonizing uncertainty about how their
men are faring in Vietnam: Milly (Rachel
Schrey), pregnant with her second child,
lives with her judgmental mother-in-law
while husband Gerald (Cameron Gilliam) is
gone. The younger Kate (Bethany Davenport),
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intrigued by the era’s anti-war counterculture,
is fond of Gerald’s cousin, Peter (Christopher
Dalton), who has enlisted unexpectedly. And
Ruby Mae (Sharonne Lanier), housekeeper
to Milly and Kate, has just found her life
partner, Reggie (Jerrold Edwards), only to
see him snatched away by the draft. The
strains and pressures of the Vietnam years on
the homefront are well captured here, with
thoughtfulness and a careful eye for detail,
as writer-director Sharon Wilharm evokes the
look and feel of the late ‘60s without resorting
to kitsch. Her camera unobtrusively swoops
and circles through rooms during scenes
of dialogue and action, absorbing the era’s
style, atmosphere, and sensibility almost on
a subliminal level. And the Christian aspect is
equally seamless in its overall fit with the story, as pastor characters reflect on the nature of
sacrifice and love. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Tea with the Dames
HHH

MPI, 84 min., not rated, DVD:
$24.99

From time to time, four of
the leading lights of British
stage, screen, and TV meet
at a country estate to reminisce about their careers, marriage, and families. Now in their 80s, Judi Dench, Maggie
Smith, Joan Plowright, and Eileen Atkins have
nothing left to prove. On the occasion captured here, the women—honored as Dames
(for “services to drama”)—have allowed cameras to record their visit. With wit and just a
trace of melancholy they talk about starting
out, dealing with stage fright, critics, reviews,
working with husbands (Plowright was
married to Laurence Olivier), and balancing
motherhood and family life with the strain
of maintaining successful careers. Between
old film clips, they contemplate advice they
would give to their younger selves (“listen
more!”), note the perils of getting old, and
think about the prospect of retirement. Most
plan to continue acting, although Plowright’s
failing eyesight makes this difficult. Most
of them have worked at monuments to the
British theater, notably the “Old Vic,” and
with a touch of whimsy they recall living
through the excesses of London’s “Swinging
Sixties.” The women exhibit a bit of British
reserve and self-deprecation, but also a quiet
and justified pride in their accomplishments
in this entertaining profile. Recommended.
(S. Rees)

The Third Murder HH1/2
Film Movement, 124 min., in
Japanese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $24.99, Bluray: $39.99

In this languid Japanese
courtroom drama/murder
mystery, viewers actually only see one murder—
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during the first five minutes of the film. The
rest of the running time is spent in slow expository mode, as a team of Japanese legal eagles attempts to mold an appropriate defense
around their client Misumi (Koji Yakusho).
Misumi has already served a long prison term
for two murders he committed while in his
20s; here, he has confessed to the crime but
can’t seem to decide on a motive for it. It’s unclear whether Misumi is simply a thick doofus
or a shrewd con artist attempting to play an
angle. Most of the film is a meditation on
the arbitrariness of what constitutes “truth,”
which is certainly an admirably timely topic
in our post-truth age. But director Hirokazu
Kore-eda drags this truth vs. illusion conceit
past its tolerable limits, offering up multiple
possible scenarios as to the motive behind
Misumi’s killing of his boss. Still, the patient
viewer will be rewarded: it’s interesting to observe Misumi’s lawyer Shigemori (Masaharu
Fukuyama) as his attitude to the real story
behind his client’s crime slowly transforms
from a cynically manipulative one to what
eventually becomes an all-out quest for the
absolute truth. A strong optional purchase.
(M. Sandlin)

Un Traductor HHH

Film Movement, 107 min., in
Spanish & Russian w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$24.99

Based on a true-life experience of the father of sibling
co-directors Rodrigo and
Sebastián Barriuso, Un Traductor is a powerful
story set in Cuba, circa 1989. Following a Havana visit from the Soviet Union’s then-leader
Mikhail Gorbachev, the Cuban government
pulls Malin (Rodrigo Santoro)—a professor
of Russian literature still working on his
doctoral thesis—from his university faculty
position, reassigning him to a children’s
hospital, where he is expected to serve as a
translator for Russian kids being treated for
diseases linked to radiation from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. Woefully unprepared
either emotionally or instinctively to be a
crucial link between medical staff and dying
kids, Malin is initially resistant to this task
that takes its toll on his life and well-being.
In time, however, he ends up at the other
extreme: far too attached to the children’s
tragedy and estranged from his artist wife
and young son. An Argentine nurse (Maricel Alvarez) alternately chides and comforts
Malin, who wallows in perpetual grief. Also
featuring Nikita Semenov as a dying boy, and
Genadijs Dolganovs as the latter’s father, this
visually compelling film alternates between
tropical beauty and antiseptic starkness.
It is also rich in detail about the Cuban
middle-class, which is routinely buffeted by
forces beyond their control: food shortages,
gas shortages, government whims. In a particularly memorable moment, Malin’s wife,
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an artist who has spent months organizing
a gallery exhibition, watches helplessly as a
crowd of opening night invitees are more
interested in filling hungry bellies at a refreshment table than looking at paintings.
Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Vox Lux HH

Universal, 114 min., R, DVD:
$22.98, Blu-ray: $29.98, Mar. 5

This garish, gaudy mess
of a musical melodrama
begins on Staten Island in
1999, when teenage Celeste
(Raffey Cassidy) sustains a
life-threatening spinal injury trying to talk
down a shooter during a harrowing school
massacre. Comforted by her older, more
talented sister Eleanor (Stacy Martin), the
pair write “Wrapped Up,” a tribute ballad
mourning the tragic violence. When the
song goes viral, they are courted by a sleazy
manager (Jude Law) who seems both paternal and predatory. Confronted by sudden
fame and fortune, Celeste and Eleanor are
plunged into a glitzy world that is totally
foreign: they’ve become pop stars, recording
in Stockholm and shooting videos in Los
Angeles. “I don’t want people to have to
think too hard,” Celeste says, “I just want
them to feel good.” Skipping ahead 18 years,
scandal-ridden, substance-addicted Celeste
(now played by Natalie Portman) has done a
Britney Spears-like crash-and-burn. But she
is determined to make a comeback with an
extravagant show to promote her new album
Vox Lux. Foul-mouthed, leather-clad Celeste—
still wearing a neck brace—now has her own
estranged teenage daughter, Albertine (also
played by Raffey Cassidy), who has more
rapport with resentful Aunt Eleanor. On the
morning of Celeste’s spectacular comeback
show, a foreign tragedy takes place that is
tied to Celeste’s work. Writer-director Brady
Corbet’s cynical, overly ambitious script at
times seems almost incoherent, which seems
to be why the plot points are dutifully narrated by Willem Dafoe. Flashy, deeply flawed,
pretentious poppycock, this is an optional
purchase. (S. Granger)

What Will People Say
HHH

Kino Lorber, 106 min., in
Norwegian & Urdu w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$29.99

Written and directed by
Iram Haq, What Will People
Say offers a convincing microcosmic version
of a broader clash of civilizations through the
domestic melodramas of a strict Muslim Pakistani family living in Norway. The film focuses on Nisha (Maria Mozhdah), a 16-year-old
free spirit who is by far the most Westernized
member of her family. Unfortunately, Nisha’s
ambitions to straddle two vastly different
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cultures catch up with her. One night, Nisha’s
father finds her in bed with a boyfriend and
goes nuts, beating his daughter’s poor suitor
to a pulp. Next thing you know, Nisha’s dad
cruelly drags her off to Pakistan to live with
extended family in a small village. Although
Nisha initially appears to adapt to her new
life, she soon cracks. Again she’s caught in
the act of heavy petting—but this time the
consequences are far worse. The interesting
overarching idea pursued by Haq is that
religious dogma is destructive, but it can’t
absorb all the blame for the merciless filial
oppression directed at Nisha as it becomes
clear that her family doesn’t want what’s best
for her, but rather what’s best for them: a life
dedicated to patriarchal-driven preservation
of the squeaky-clean nuclear family. In this
respect, the film presents a more oppressive
fundamentalist version of “keeping up with
the Joneses.” A searing portrait of parental
hubris gone mad that boasts a courageous
young heroine who is desperate to preserve
her basic human autonomy, this is recommended. (M. Sandlin)

Who We Are Now HHH
FilmRise, 99 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $24.99

Australian actor-director Matthew Newton has
made a prestige film (with
some heavyweight actors in
supporting parts) that also
serves as a platform for a virtuoso starring
performance by Julianne Nicholson (I, Tonya;
Masters of Sex). Always a slightly enigmatic
actor, Nicholson has never been better than
she is here playing ex-convict Beth, whose
child—born in prison—has been raised by
her sister. Tormented over pretending to be
an aunt to her son, Beth makes a legal move
for custody, jeopardizing her case with a prison-bred explosive temperament. The story
follows Beth as she tries hard to build the
foundation of a new, responsible life, even if
it means allowing herself to be exploited and
abused. Hope appears for Beth when she is
not only represented by a feisty young lawyer
(Emma Roberts) but also begins a romance
with a troubled veteran (Zachary Quinto).
Nothing is simple, judgement is clouded,
and the viewer roots for this grim, angry
and vulnerable woman to just get a break.
Although the film often looks amateurish,
Newton excels as an actor’s director (the film
also features Jimmy Smits, Jason Biggs, and
Lea Thompson). A powerful drama, this is
recommended. (T. Keogh)

Widows HHH

Fox, 129 min., R, DVD: $29.98, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $34.99

Oscar-winning director Steve McQueen (12
Years a Slave) and novelist Gillian Flynn (Gone
Girl) have crafted a compelling crime caper
that has more twists and turns than a cork-
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screw. Living in a luxurious
penthouse on Chicago’s
Lake Shore Drive, elegant,
educated Veronica Rawlings (Viola Davis) has never
paid much attention to her
felonious husband Harry’s
(Liam Neeson) shady business. But when one of his robberies goes awry,
she’s left a widow, along with the wives of his
crew. In her grief, Veronica’s accosted by an
ambitious politician (Brian Tyree Henry)—
and his psychotic/enforcer brother (Daniel
Kaluuya)—who is in a heated campaign for
local alderman against corrupt Jack Mulligan
(Colin Farrell), who hopes to inherit the seat
recently vacated by his ailing father (Robert
Duvall). Left with little choice but to settle her
late husband’s debt, Veronica assembles the
other despairing, penniless wives (Michelle
Rodriguez, Elizabeth Debicki) in a posh
sauna, where they begin to plot a $5 million
theft, following an intricate strategy that
Harry left in a meticulously detailed notebook. Based on a British TV series, the gritty
script tackles issues of poverty, race, gender,
class, politics, religion, and police brutality, as
the savvy women use other people’s clichéd
expectations to their own advantage. An empowering tale of women who steal the show,
this is recommended. (S. Granger)

Winter Brothers HH1/2
KimStim, 94 min., in Danish
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99

A remote limestone
quarry in the frigid wilds
of Denmark is the setting of
Hlynur Pálmason’s visually
arresting but emotionally pallid film, a character study that proves as chilly as the locale.
The central figure is Emil (Elliott Crosset
Hove), who works at the mine with his brother Johan (Simon Sears). The two could hardly
be more different: although they engage in
friendly competition—at one point having
a literal pissing contest—Johan is a regular
fellow, while Emil is an oddball whose only
contact with most of the other men comes
from supplying them with an alcohol standin he brews from chemicals filched from the
company storeroom. That sideline gets him
into trouble with the bosses when one of the
workers falls seriously ill from drinking the
concoction, and his mental equilibrium deteriorates further when he fights with Johan
over Anna (Victoria Carmen Sonne), the only
woman on the scene. Emil acquires a rifle
from a neighbor and watches old military
instructional tapes, sometimes in the nude,
to learn how to use it. Winter Brothers is very
atmospheric—from its lengthy light-deprived
sequences in underground shafts, to repeated
shots of huge clanking machines towering
over the workmen—but despite Hove’s frenzied performance, the human dimension
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feels lacking and the film ultimately comes
across as an enigmatic stylistic exercise. A
strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Wobble Palace HH1/2

Breaking Glass, 86 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.99

This millennial dramedy
doesn’t do itself any favors
by presenting its story in
disjointed chronology. Even
with occasional calendar
markers—Halloween, the presidential elections in 2012 and 2016—it takes a long time
for the viewer to find a coherent narrative and
emotional context for the film’s two major
characters. The first half of Wobble Palace
is focused on Eugene (Eugene Kotlyarenko,
co-writer and director), an oddball who has
forgotten how to dress like a grown-up, and
who overcompensates for tending towards
baldness by piling his remaining hair atop
his scalp, like cotton candy—an absurd sight.
Eugene spends the day and night texting
with women through a hookup website, but
coming across as desperate and weird, so
nothing works out. The second half concerns
Jane (co-writer Dasha Nekrasova), who commandeers the same artsy-whimsical home
we just watched Eugene floundering in the
day before. Trying to enjoy a first date with a
young tech industry success story, Jane repeatedly confronts feelings of inauthenticity and
misery. What’s happening is that Jane and
Eugene have broken up following a long relationship, but haven’t actually let go enough to
head in separate directions. But even though
the narrative could have been much clearer,
both Nekrasova and Kotlyarenko prove so
compelling in their characters’ disillusionment and pain that viewers won’t want to
leave them before their problems make sense.
A strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Classic Films
The 7th Day HHH

Olive, 100 min., in Spanish w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

“This film is based on real
events. The characters are
fictitious. The crimes, however, were real.” So ends this
powerful 2004 film from the great Spanish
director Carlos Saura, a revenge drama about
feuding families in a remote Spanish village
that ends in a brutal massacre. Best known
to international audiences for glorious dance
films such as Tango and Flamenco, Flamenco (as
well as dance-influenced dramas like Carmen),
Saura began his career with intense, emotionally volatile films about life under the oppressive Franco dictatorship and The 7th Day
marks a return to those cinematic roots. The
conflict begins when young Luciana Fuentes
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is jilted by her lover, Amadeo Jimenez, and
Luciana’s brother murders Amadeo, which
begins a cycle of violence fueled by the fury
of Luciana (played by Victoria Abril as an
adult) as she poisons the hearts and minds of
her brothers. The story is set in modern times
(the real-life massacre occurred in 1990), but
the portrait of small-town isolation and the
culture of family clans, machismo, honor,
and hard times in a desert village could be
anytime in the past century. It is narrated by
the teenage girl Isabel (Yohana Cobo), niece
of the murdered Amadeo, as she reflects on
the events with a mix of loss, regret, and
her own attempts to make sense of senseless violence (“Small villages never forget,”
she ruminates). It’s a provocative story and
Saura directs it with an austere poetry and
hard-edged clarity, although it remains one
of his lesser-known films. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Bogart & Bacall: The
Complete Collection
HHH1/2

Warner, 4 discs, 420 min., not
rated, Blu-ray: $39.99

Humphrey Bogart was a
45-year-old acting veteran
only a few years into leading-man stardom
and Lauren Bacall a 19-year-old model with
no acting experience when Howard Hawks
paired them in To Have and Have Not (1944),
loosely adapted from Ernest Hemingway’s
novel from a script co-written by William
Faulkner. The story is set during World War
II, as Bogart’s cynical fishing boat captain
reluctantly helps out the French Resistance
and falls in love with Bacall’s smoky singer.
Hawks directs masterfully, bringing a conventional tale to life with beautifully crafted
scenes and colorful dialogue that has the
quality of lyrics. Bogart and Bacall fell in love
during the production and appeared together in three more films. Bogart plays Philip
Marlowe in The Big Sleep (1946), Hawks’s
adaptation of Raymond Chandler’s classic
detective novel. It’s a film noir masterpiece
with a snappy script and witty dialogue (by
Faulkner and screenwriting greats Leigh
Brackett and Jules Furthman) that is rife with
sexual metaphors. In Dark Passage (1947),
Bogart stars as an innocent man who escapes
from death row with the help of Bacall. The
plot is a stretch but the film is compelling,
with a clever visual twist (we see the escape
almost entirely through Bogart’s eyes) and
excellent use of San Francisco locations. Key
Largo (1948) is a tropical film noir set almost
entirely in the confines of a rundown hotel
in the Florida Keys, where an exiled gangster
(Edward G. Robinson) takes war veteran
Bogart and young widow Bacall hostage as a
hurricane hits. Directed by John Huston, it
earned costar Claire Trevor an Oscar for her
poignant turn. All four are American classics
and showcase one of the great screen teams of
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American cinema. Previously all available in
separate editions, extras on this set—spread
across the discs—include behind-the-scenes
featurettes, vintage cartoons, and a radio
adaptation of To Have and Have Not. Highly
recommended, for those who don’t already
own the titles individually. (S. Axmaker)

Charlie Steel HH1/2

IndiePix, 87 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.99

Another of the so-called
“B-scheme” films subsidized
by the South African government during the apartheid era as entertainment
for blacks who were excluded from theatres
showing regular fare, 1984’s Charlie Steel—
written and directed by Bevis Parsons—delivers a riff on hard-boiled American detective
movies, especially of the blaxploitation
variety. Sol Rachilo stars as Charlie, a private
investigator hired by a rich friend to rescue
his daughter Dudu (Sonto Mazibuko), who
has been kidnapped and is being held for
ransom. Charlie tries to infiltrate the gang,
only to be recognized by one of the villains
and taken captive himself. After escaping,
he reverts to his old military commando
mode to attack their hideout, setting up a
face-off with the thuggish Boss (Thapelo
Mofokeng). Rachilo, who comes across as a
weird combination of suave Shaft and scruffy
Columbo, brings an agreeably raffish air to
what is obviously a very low budget effort. As
with other releases in this series, Charlie Steel
holds greater interest as an artifact of a grim
era in recent African history than for any
inherent cinematic quality. A strong optional
purchase. (F. Swietek)

De Niro & De Palma: The
Early Years HH1/2
Arrow, 3 discs, 267 min., not
rated, Blu-ray: $69.95

B e fo r e he e m b r a c e d
Hitchcock ian thr illers,
Brian De Palma was a social satirist with an experimental flair and
a counterculture take who worked with
Robert De Niro in three films. The Wedding Party (1969), a broad social satire of a
working-class groom on the estate of a society bride was made in collaboration with
filmmakers Wilford Leach and Cynthia
Munroe, and it features broadly exaggerated characters, class commentary, and bad
behavior all around. De Niro has a small
role and Jill Clayburgh costars as the bride.
Greetings (1968) gets more political in its
episodic story of three buddies—two men
(Jonathan Warden and De Niro) trying to
avoid the draft and a Kennedy conspiracy
theorist (Gerrit Graham)—in chapters that
play like offbeat skits, and it takes a bizarre
turn when De Niro’s character becomes an
amateur porno filmmaker (Greetings was the
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first film to receive an “X” rating, for nudity
and language). Hi, Mom! (1970) is a loose
sequel that features De Niro’s character after
his tour of duty in Vietnam as he continues
his interest in voyeuristic “peep art” porn
films and gets involved in a radical theater
group. The “Be Black, Baby” sequence—an
immersive, interactive theater experience
that puts the white, middle-class audience
through a degrading ordeal—is still one of
the most radical works of social satire and
race commentary in American cinema.
These are overlooked independent works
with social commentary and satirical wit,
fascinating examples of 1960s radical cinema from a director who isn’t considered a
radical filmmaker. Extras include audio commentary by film critic Glenn Kenny on Greetings, and interviews with producer Charles
Hirsch and film critic Howard S. Berger. A
strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Forty Guns HHH

Criterion, 80 min., not rated,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99

There was no director
like Samuel Fuller, the former journalist, pulp writer,
and soldier who became a
director of genre pictures
bursting with mad passion and driving
energy. He was America’s kino-fist with a
tabloid sensibility and his 1957 Western
Forty Guns is his purest blast of cinematic
thunder and melodramatic excess. Barbara
Stanwyck stars as the “high riding woman
with a whip” (as she’s described in the
film’s theme song) Jessica Drummond, a
black-clad rancher baroness who hires a
private army of gun-toting cowboys to
protect her Arizona empire. Barry Sullivan
is Griff Bonnell, the cynical gunfighter who
signs on as town marshal and immediately
clashes with the territory queen. The plot
plays like a whacked-out variation on the
Earp-Clanton feud (with Gene Barry and
Robert Dix lining up on the “Earp” side as
Bonnell’s brothers), but the story is just a
setting for the sexual energy and psychotic
violence in the power plays over territorial
authority that explodes onscreen in staccato editing, darting camerawork, and the
maddest expressions of love this side of Duel
in the Sun. Fans of classic Westerns may be
confounded by the mix of operatic emotion
and pulp style in this minor entry in the
canon of Western movies, but fans of Fuller
and maverick filmmaking should embrace
it. Mastered from a new 4K restoration, this
Criterion release features extras including
the 2013 documentary A Fuller Life on the
director, new interviews with Christa Lang
Fuller and Samantha Fuller (the director’s
widow and daughter) and critic Imogen
Sara Smith, an audio archival interview
with Sam Fuller from 1969, and a booklet.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)
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The Grissom Gang
HHH

Kino Lorber, 128 min., R, DVD:
$19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

The success of 1967’s
Bonnie and Clyde kicked
off a small wave of Depression-era gangster films and
crime thrillers. Robert Altman’s The Grissom
Gang (1971) was the second film based on
James Hadley Chase’s 1939 novel No Orchids
for Miss Blandish, and it takes the story about
the kidnapping of an heiress by a brutal
gang out of the urban noir New York setting
of the first adaptation and into the dusty,
arid atmosphere of 1920s Missouri. Kim
Darby is the target Barbara and Scott Wilson
is the unstable Slim Grissom, a borderline
simpleton with a psychotic streak who grabs
her from the hapless kidnappers. Slim falls
in love with Barbara and becomes both her
jailer and protector from the Ma Barker-like
gang run by his mother, who wants to kill
Barbara after receiving the ransom. Wilson
(coming off his career-making role in In Cold
Blood) is excellent as Slim, whose juvenile
crush carries a sexual threat, and Darby (True
Grit) deftly evolves her character from a state
of shock into survival mode, which means
aligning herself with the lovesick Slim. It’s
a well-directed but brutal and sometimes
unpleasant film about cold-blooded outlaws,
a hard-edged drama that offers few admirable
characters (the closest is a private eye, played
by Robert Lansing, hired by Barbara’s father).
Tony Musante costars as the gang’s most
strong-willed (and least sentimental) member
and Connie Stevens appears as a nightclub
singer. Extras include audio commentary
by film historians Howard S. Berger, Steve
Mitchell, and Nathaniel Thompson, and a
2018 interview with late actor Wilson. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Killing of Sister
George HH

Kino Lorber, 140 min., R, DVD:
$19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

The “Sister George” of
the title is Britain’s bestloved soap-opera character,
a sweet old Miss Marple-ish
nurse who putters around her quaint little
village on a motor scooter. Actress June Buckridge (Beryl Reid) has become so identified
with her TV character that she’s known as
George to her friends, but outside the studio
she’s a hard-drinking, hot-tempered, foulmouthed lesbian living with an immature
young thing she’s nicknamed “Childie”
(Susannah York, who makes her memorable
entrance in a sheer Baby Doll nightie). At her
worst, June is an abusive monster but beneath
the bluster is an insecure actress who desperately clings to her young lover when the
studio decides to kill her character off, and
a predatory studio executive (Coral Browne)
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makes a play for Childie. Director Robert Aldrich, best known for his tough action films
and gothic thrillers, brings his fierce vision
of human nature to this adaptation of the
stage play by Frank Marcus. For all her crude,
alcoholic, and abusive behavior, Aldrich has
sympathy for June as she desperately holds on
to the character that has become her life. In
its best moments the film simmers in angry
suspicion and helpless frustration, brought to
life by Reid’s vivacious performance, but other scenes are overlong and stage-bound, and
the caricatured portrayals of lesbian life have
aged rather poorly. Extras include two audio
commentary tracks (one by film historian Kat
Ellinger, the other by film historian David Del
Valle and actor-director Michael Varrarti),
and an interview with camera operator Brian
West. Optional. (S. Axmaker)

Little Annie Rooney
HHH

Flicker Alley, 114 min., not
rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.99

Mary Pickford became
one of the biggest superstars
of the silent era playing plucky girls and innocent teenagers who triumph over adversity.
At the age of 33, after her attempts at more
adult roles resulted in declining box office,
she wrote (under a pseudonym), produced,
and starred in Little Annie Rooney as the titular
12-year-old tomboy daughter of a benevolent
Irish cop in the slums of New York. When
her father is killed by a gangster, Annie’s
brother goes on a mission of revenge while
she and her friends sleuth out the real killer.
There’s also a puppy love romance between
Annie (a child played by an adult actress)
and young gangster Joe (William Haines)—a
silent movie convention that hasn’t aged well.
Director William Beaudine, who was gifted
with young performers, delivers an energetic
production filled with action and humor. The
kids of Annie’s ethnically diverse New York
gang—along with the Irish and Italians, there
are children of Jewish, African American,
Chinese, and Greek immigrants—all live
together in the same overcrowded tenement
building like a Bowery version of the United
Nations, and while the ethnic clichés are unsophisticated, it is a rare silent film to embrace
such a rainbow coalition. It was one of the
biggest hits of 1925 and returned Pickford
to the top of the box office. Restored from
Pickford’s personal 35mm print in 2014, the
film features an original score composed by
Andy Gladbach. Recommended. [Note: the
1915 Mary Pickford film Fanchon the Cricket is
also newly available in a Blu-ray/DVD Combo
set.] (S. Axmaker)

Made for Each Other HH1/2

Kino Lorber, 93 min., not rated, DVD: $19.99, Bluray: $29.99

This story of a young lawyer named John
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(James Stewart) who impulsively marries bubbly young
Jane (Carole Lombard) after
a single day combines romantic drama, light comedy, and tearjerker elements
into a film that never quite
settles on any one of these
genres. Made for Each Other (1939) follows
the struggling couple as they face real-world
challenges, with John taken for granted by
the boss of his law firm (Charles Coburn)
and forced to take a pay cut in the tight
economy, and Jane constantly criticized by
John’s overbearing mother (Lucile Watson),
who lives with the couple. Stewart’s character
goes through a crisis of self-worth as he deems
himself a failure and questions whether he
has been good for Jane, and the story takes a
sudden melodramatic turn when their infant
becomes critically ill and their only hope is
a serum being flown across the country in
the midst of a blizzard. Directed by drama
specialist John Cromwell and produced by
David O. Selznik, this is not what you would
expect from easygoing everyman Stewart and
screwball heroine Lombard, but their charm
and chemistry help anchor the awkward mix
of light drama and heavy-handed twists. But
while the star power may interest film buffs,
the drama suffers from tonal inconsistency
and a happy ending that feels contrived.
Extras include audio commentary by film
historian Lee Gambin. A strong optional
purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Magnificent
Ambersons HHHH

Criterion, 88 min., not rated,
DVD: 2 discs, $29.99; Blu-ray:
$39.99

The second feature by
Orson Welles is a counterpoint to the dense narrative
and complex storytelling devices of his debut
film, Citizen Kane. Adapted from the 1918
novel by Booth Tarkington, which surveys
the evolution of American society and culture
from the tranquility of 19th-century life to
the mechanization and industry driving the
20th century, this 1942 film tells the story of
a wealthy family that loses position, power,
and money as it fails to evolve with the times.
Joseph Cotten stars as Eugene Morgan, an
automobile inventor who helps transform the
American city with his creation. He loves Isabel Amberson (Dolores Costello), who marries
a dull husband and raises a spoiled son named
George (Tim Holt), the latter growing into a
shallow young man who sacrifices his and
his mother’s happiness for family reputation.
Welles appropriates imagery and techniques
from silent movies and shoots numerous
scenes with graceful, elaborate long takes. As
the Amberson clan remains stuck in the past,
the world moves on outside of their grand
mansion, subtly seen in the background in
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journeys through the local town. It’s both a
celebration of a way of life lost in the modern
world and a critique of the idealization of that
life. The film was taken from Welles’s hands
and edited down by over 40 minutes, with
new bridging scenes added, but what’s left is
still a masterpiece and considered by some
to be his greatest film. Beautifully presented
in a new 4K digital restoration, this Criterion
edition features extras including two audio
commentary tracks with scholars Robert L.
Carringer and James Naremore and critic
Jonathan Rosenbaum, interviews with film
historians Simon Callow and Joseph McBride,
archival footage of Welles, radio plays, and
a booklet. Highly recommended. Editor’s
Choice. (S. Axmaker)

Mame H

Warner, 131 min., PG, Blu-ray:
$21.99

Somewhere in a parallel
universe, the 1974 film adaptation of the hit Broadway musical Mame (based
on the 1958 movie Auntie
Mame, which was inspired by an earlier
novel) was completed by its original, legendary director George Cukor (The Philadelphia
Story). Cukor’s star, playing Mame, the freethinking guardian of her orphaned nephew,
was none other than Angela Lansbury, who
won a Tony Award for her performance on
the Great White Way. Sounds pretty good,
no? Sadly, in our universe, Cukor had to drop
out of the production before it started (and
was replaced by actor-director Gene Saks),
and Lansbury—incredibly—was passed over
for Lucille Ball. The result is a plodding Technicolor beast with no hint of charm, grace,
or the mixed blessings of time’s passage (the
latter also being an element in the story,
which takes place over 20 years). Viewers
meet Mame as a high society diva in the Jazz
Age, a reckless partier whose friends include
well-heeled bankers and a well-connected
judge. The good times slow down when Mame’s 9-year-old nephew, Patrick (a flat Kirby
Furlong), comes under her care, basking in
her largess and bohemian lifestyle. But the
intervention of a conservative trustee, along
with the financial impact of the Great Depression, the death of a spouse, and much
else, redirects the course of Mame and
Patrick’s lives over and over. Ball, in a word,
is terrible in her last big-screen movie role,
haunted by the ghost of her former slapstick
glory on TV, and a nightmare to listen to
when she sings. Saks, who did decent work
directing The Odd Couple and Cactus Flower
has trouble negotiating the possibilities of a
widescreen image, opting instead for stagebound shots. Saks’s then-wife, Bea Arthur,
reprising her Tony Award-winning role, is
the best thing going in this disaster. Extras
include a vintage featurette. Not recommended. (T. Keogh)
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Old Ironsides HH1/2

Kino Lorber, 114 min., not
rated, DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

The silent naval spectacle Old Ironsides (1926)
is a romantic adventure
set against the battle that
inspired the line “to the Shores of Tripoli”
in the “Marines’ Hymn.” Charles Farrell
stars as a Midwest lad who answers a call
for sailors to form the first American Navy
and is shanghaied by Bos’n (Wallace Beery),
a merchant seaman who turns him into a
master sailor. Along the way, there’s romance
and a battle with Barbary pirates who capture
the crew and passengers to sell into slavery.
The American Naval battleship USS Constitution, one of the “Old Ironsides” of the title,
arrives in the third act for the grand battle
finale. These are not the Caribbean pirates
of Errol Flynn movies but Corsairs from the
Mediterranean Middle East with turbans,
robes, and curved swords, and the Barbary
kingdom looks like an Arabian Nights fantasy
out of Rudolph Valentino silent movies. The
story plays on racist clichés of dark-skinned
foreigners trafficking in white slavery and the
patriotic fervor of stalwart American heroes
saving women from being defiled. It is also
a grandly mounted spectacle with lavish sea
battles and, for all of its xenophobia, a rousing
piece of action moviemaking from director
James Cruz. Restored and remastered and
presented with a piano score performed and
adapted by Rodney Sauer from the original,
extras include select scene commentary by
historian Toby Roan, and a booklet. A strong
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Panique HHH

Criterion, 98 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99

Julien Duvivier returned
to France after his brief Hollywood career during World
War II with this dark 1946
drama based on the 1933 novel Monsieur Hire’s
Engagement by the prolific Georges Simenon.
Michel Simon stars as the eccentric Monsieur
Hire, an aloof, misanthropic character in an
unnamed French town who surreptitiously
takes snapshots of townsfolk in acts that
reveal the worst in mankind. He becomes
infatuated with Alice (Viviane Romance), a
beautiful new arrival in town, and practically
stalks her as she reunites with her criminal
lover Alfred (Paul Bernard), who has murdered a local woman and (with the help of
Alice) frames Hire for the crime by rousing
the town’s suspicions of their brusque, cynical neighbor. Duvivier and co-screenwriter
Charles Spaak make significant changes to
Simenon’s story, turning Hire into a more
sympathetic figure and portraying certain
townsfolk as poisonous personalities who en-
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joy scapegoating their odd neighbor. Duvivier
shoots Hire through windows to emphasize
his distance from the rest of the populace
and he shows how willingly people turn on
him in the face of unfounded gossip. Made
just after the war, Panique was an indictment
of Vichy France and Nazi collaborators, as
well as a metaphor for France’s treatment of
Jewish citizens. The novel was more faithfully
remade by Patrice Leconte in Monsieur Hire
(1989), but this film offers a striking, dramatically satisfying, and contemporarily relevant
noir-tinged portrait of ordinary people roused
to a veritable lynch mob by playing on their
prejudices and suspicions. Extras include a
short documentary on subtitling, a new interview with Simenon’s son Pierre, a critical
discussion about Duvivier, and a booklet.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Pioneers: First Women
Filmmakers HHH1/2

Kino Lorber, 6 discs, 1,320
min., not rated, DVD: $79.99,
Blu-ray: $99.99

Kino Lorber follows up its
landmark release Pioneers of
African-American Cinema (VL-9/16) with an
even more expansive six-disc set devoted to
the pioneering women filmmakers of the
silent era, a major step in correcting film
histories that have generally overlooked their
important contributions to cinema. The discs
are organized by theme rather than strict
chronology. The American films of French director Alice Guy-Blaché, who directed the first
narrative film and ran two major film studios,
are featured on disc one. Lois Weber, one of
the most respected and ambitious filmmakers
of the 1910 and early 1920s, tackled social
issues in sophisticated and often provocative
dramas and was one of the most financially
successful directors of her era. Her films are
featured on disc two as well as two additional
discs devoted to social commentary. Another
disc presents “Pioneers of Genre” such as
comedy director Mabel Normand and ethnographic filmmaker Zora Neale Hurston.
The collection features Westerns, thrillers,
action pictures, romantic dramas, comedies,
“artistic productions,” and cliffhangers from
women directors and producers, presenting
a vast range of productions while also showcasing the work of Francis Marion, Dorothy
Davenport Reid, and superstar actress Alla
Nazimova, as well as forgotten artists Cleo
Madison, Ruth Ann Baldwin, and Marion
E. Wong, who directed the first American
film with an all-Asian cast: The Curse of Quon
Gwon (1916). While some of the 50-plus films
compiled here only exist in fragments, most
have been remastered and are presented with
high-quality musical scores. Extras include
interviews with historians and archivists,
and a booklet with essays and notes. An
essential addition to any serious collection
of landmark films and cinema history, this
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is highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Serpent’s Egg HH
Arrow, 114 min., R, Blu-ray:
$39.99

Ingmar Bergman made
his only English-language
film after leaving Sweden
over tax issues. The Serpent’s
Egg, a drama set in 1923 Berlin during the
depths of the postwar Depression, is produced
by Dino De Laurentiis and shot in Germany
with a cast of actors who (apart from longtime collaborator Liv Ullmann) had never
worked with the director. David Carradine
is Abel Rosenberg, a Jewish-American circus
performer who sinks into alcoholism and
apathy after the suicide of his brother, and
Ullman is Manuela, Abel’s brother’s widow,
who performs in a cabaret by night and a
brothel by day. The plot involves a police
inspector (Gert Fröbe) who suspects Abel in
a series of mysterious murders, and a mad scientist performing diabolical experiments on
often unwitting subjects. Bergman attempts
to create a Kafka-esque sense of paranoia and
an atmosphere of anguish and hopelessness
that lays the foundation of the Nazi takeover
later in the decade (the film ends with a failed
attempt by the Nazi party to seize power), but
the result is a languid, often turgid film that
seems to stumble along without narrative
shape—a rare misstep in the career of one of
the greats of 20th-century cinema. Extras include audio commentary by actor Carradine,
the new featurette “Bergman’s Egg” with an
appreciation by critic and author Barry Forshaw, archival featurettes, a stills gallery, and
a booklet. An optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

A Story from Chikamatsu
HHH1/2

Criterion, 102 min., in Japanese
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99

Based on an 18th-century play that was originally written for Bunraku
puppet theater and released with the title
The Crucified Lovers in the U.S., A Story from
Chikamatsu turns a drama of doomed lovers
into a portrait of hypocrisy in feudal Japan.
The plot involves Mohei (Kazuo Hasegawa),
a loyal apprentice in the printing house of
the wealthy Grand Scroll Master Ishin, and
Osan (Kyoko Kagawa), the young wife of
Ishin, who is in need of money to save her
reckless brother from prison. The pair flee
when they are accused of adultery, a crime
punishable by death, but they are innocent
while the rich and powerful Ishin is himself
guilty of forcing himself on a young female
servant—the most blatant example of the
double standards at play in this cruel, unforgiving society. The great Japanese filmmaker
Kenji Mizoguchi directed this tragic drama in
the midst of a fertile creative period and it has
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been overshadowed by his masterpieces The
Life of Oharu, Ugetsu, and Sansho the Bailiff.
Mizoguchi’s direction is sensitive and lyrical,
from contrasting the earnest Mohei and Osan
against the scheming figures in the bustling
printing house, to the ominous beauty of
the countryside as they fall in love while
fleeing the merciless hands of feudal justice.
A thankfully resurrected classic presented in
a gorgeous Criterion edition, extras include
an interview with actress Kagawa and an
illustrated audio essay by film scholar Dudley
Andrew. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Tarzan’s Greatest
Adventure HHH

Warner, 87 min., not rated,
Blu-ray: $21.99

Gordon Scott plays Tarzan in his fourth appearance as the jungle man
created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. Anthony
Quayle is the villain Slade, a cold-blooded
hunter and tracker leading a group of mercenaries to a hidden diamond mine in the
jungle. Tarzan takes up Slade’s trail after the
latter kills innocent villagers while stealing
dynamite from a village depot. Sara Shane
costars as a jet-setting model and pilot who
crashes her plane in the wilderness and is
taken along the journey by Tarzan, and Sean
Connery is one of the criminals, part of a
greedy, cutthroat group that turns on each
other as Tarzan tracks them up the river. The
Tarzan films had been low-budget B-movies
for a couple of decades, but Sy Weintraub, who
made his debut as a producer with this 1959
film, gave this production a more impressive
budget, a solid supporting cast, and a grittier
sensibility to appeal to more adult audiences.
Where Scott previously played the character
in a simple-speaking mode in the Johnny
Weismuller tradition, he’s more articulate
here, which is closer to the original creation
in the novels, and the violence has a harder
edge as one character after another dies a
gruesome (if non-explicit) death and Tarzan
himself suffers major injuries. Director John
Guillermin went on to helm such prestigious
productions as The Blue Max and The Towering
Inferno. While not a major film, this is one of
the superior productions in the long-running
series and one of the best since Weismuller left
the franchise. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Online
Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) during March and
April for DVD/Blu-ray-specific comments
added to the video movies reviewed here,
as well as new reviews of current and
classic films, including: Ben Is Back, Creed
II, London Fields, Mary Queen of Scots,
Mortal Engines, Ralph Breaks the Internet,
and much more!
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NIGHT ON EARTH

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-563-3

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-561-9

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-570-1

DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-564-0

DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-562-6

I WANNA HOLD
YOUR HAND

THE KID BROTHER

JAPÓN

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-559-6

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-567-1

DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-560-2

DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-568-8

THE MAGIC FLUTE

DIAMONDS OF
THE NIGHT*

STRANGER THAN
PARADISE

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-571-8

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-569-5

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-565-7
DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-566-4

MY BRILLIANT
CAREER
BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-577-0
DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-578-7

*FIRST TIME ON HOME VIDEO
WWW.CRITERION.COM

BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-557-2
DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-558-9

A FACE IN
THE CROWD
BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-573-2
DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-574-9

DVD EDITION • SRP: $29.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-572-5

POLICE STORY/
POLICE STORY 2
BLU-RAY EDITION • SRP: $49.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-575-6
DVD EDITION • SRP: $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-68143-576-3

TV on Video
The Americans: The
Complete Final Season
HHH1/2
Fox, 3 discs, 527 min., not
rated, DVD: $29.98

Set in the era of Ronald Reagan’s America, The
Americans used the espionage thriller genre as a crucible to explore
marriage, parenthood, patriotism, personal
responsibility, and the toll of hiding one’s
true identity behind a façade of middle-class
normality. By the sixth and final season,
Elizabeth (Keri Russell) has gone solo as a
deep-cover KGB agent in 1987 Washington
D.C. while her husband Philip (Matthew
Rhys) takes a break, no longer able to handle
the violence and lies of the job. Both are
forced to make hard choices when Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev makes overtures to
end the Cold War and the KGB plots a coup.
Their daughter (Holly Taylor) has already
been recruited as a Russian agent (their son
remains in the dark), and the FBI, led by their
neighbor and friend Stan Beeman (Noah
Emmerich), is closing in on their identities.
The final season is more complex than similar
shows as the anti-heroes face the consequences of their allegiances, discovering the lies
behind the Soviet myth and being forced to
abandon their American lives. What may appear anti-climactic on the surface is wrought
with sacrifice and betrayal in the name of patriotism, and the audience winds up rooting
for these enemies of America to escape justice
as Soviet spies. It’s a superb conclusion to this
Emmy- and Golden Globe-winning series.
Presenting all 10 episodes from 2018, extras
include promo featurettes, deleted scenes, and
a gag reel. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Crown: The
Complete Second Season
HHH1/2
Sony, 4 discs, 607 min., not
rated, DVD: $45.99, Blu-ray:
$55.99

The second season of
the Netflix original drama
about the life and reign of Queen Elizabeth
II (Claire Foy) covers the 1960s, a time that
sees—among the crises and historical challenges—strains in her marriage to Prince Philip (Matt Smith). The veteran naval officer feels
sidelined and powerless (his son outranks
him) as husband to the Queen and leaves
for a six-month tour of the Commonwealth,
where he thrives being on a ship again and in
the company of military men. Creator Peter
Morgan takes on major historical events,
from meeting President Kennedy and First
Lady Jackie Kennedy and learning the truth
about the Duke of Windsor’s shameful actions during World War II, to the salacious
Profumo scandal that took down the British
government and threatened to embarrass
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Philip and, by extension, the Crown. The
series showcases the sacrifices that Elizabeth,
guided by the example of her father, made
when she stepped up to become the Queen,
and contrasts her dedication with the behavior of both her sister, Princess Margaret
(Vanessa Kirby), who revels in the attention
of being royalty without accepting any of the
responsibility, and Philip, who is presented as
a self-centered, self-pitying husband who is
constantly abandoning his wife. It remains
a superb show, with excellent performances,
sophisticated writing, and lavish production
values, and will definitely appeal to fans of
British drama. Presenting all 10 episodes
from the 2017 second season, extras include
behind-the-scenes featurettes and a photo
gallery (the Blu-ray edition includes an additional featurette and trivia on each episode).
Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Fuller House: The
Complete Third Season
HH1/2

Warner, 2 discs, 502 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.99

“It’s always open!” At
least a few side characters
speak up about the weirdness of a huge family with small children leaving their door
unlocked in the middle of busy San Francisco in this third season of the fluffy Netflix
sitcom reboot. Much of the first half of this
season focuses on fortysomething matriarch
DJ (Candace Cameron-Bure) as she wrestles
with feelings for her former high school
sweetheart Steve (Scott Weinger) and both
freak out their respective partners with sappy
situations including Grease-themed karaoke
and hijinks that involve DJ wearing Steve’s
fiancée’s wedding gown. Inexplicably, seven
household members attend Steve’s nuptials
in Japan, where the star-crossed couple ruin
everything with indecision. The other main
storyline finds jobless Aunt Stephanie (Jodie
Sweetin) being pressured by family members
into in vitro fertilization and enlisting wacky
pal and roommate Kimmy (Andrea Barber) to
have the baby. Plus the family teens, ‘tween,
and toddler have some mildly interesting
plots, although they are constantly overshadowed by appearances from Full House alumni
(such as executive producer John Stamos) and
the unrealistically hyper studio audience.
Still, the show has its fans—old and new—so
consider this to be a strong optional purchase.
(J. Williams-Wood)

MacGyver: The Complete
First Season HHH

Paramount, 5 discs, 1,045
min., not rated, Blu-ray: $55.98

As the updated reboot
of MacGyver—the action
series with a practical science twist—rolls out its third season on CBS,
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the first season of the original 1980s series
starring Richard Dean Anderson as Angus
MacGyver, the most resourceful secret agent
in the world, makes its Blu-ray debut. As the
cliché goes, MacGyver saves the world week
after week with a Swiss Army knife, a roll of
duct tape, a stray paperclip, a gum wrapper,
and other junk he picks up during his latest
assignment. In this first season, MacGyver is
the only regular character and the episodes
follow a familiar formula: a pre-credits action sequence is narrated by MacGyver as
he completes the final stages of one mission,
followed by a new assignment that he generally undertakes solo. This was made before
the fall of the Berlin Wall and there’s a Cold
War quality to many of the stories. Dana
Elcar joins midway through as his boss Peter
Thornton (showing up only periodically
in the first season) and Teri Hatcher makes
the first of numerous series appearances as
Penny Parker in the episode “Every Time She
Smiles.” Theory gets pushed to the limits in
some of MacGyver’s more inventive solutions,
but it makes for a different kind of spy show
with a swashbuckling Mr. Wizard, a boy scout
of an American spy with a disdain for guns
who resorts to his wits and ingenuity in the
face of brute force and impossible odds. The
series was immortalized when “MacGyver”
was adopted into the English language as
a verb meaning to improvise a repair with
objects at hand. Compiling all 22 episodes
of the 1985-86 debut season, this is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Picnic at Hanging Rock
HHH

RLJ, 2 discs, 319 min., not
rated, DVD: $39.99, Blu-ray:
$39.99

Peter Weir’s enigmatic
and haunting 1975 film
Picnic at Hanging Rock helped
put Australian cinema on the international
map. Many believed it was based on a true
story, but it was actually adapted from a 1967
novel by Joan Lindsay, telling the entirely
fictional story of three schoolgirls and a governess who go missing during a field trip on
Valentine’s Day in 1900. This six-part 2018
Australian miniseries expands on Weir’s film,
with the first episode concluding with the
disappearance, followed by the series slipping
into flashbacks to explore the characters who
are brought together in the finishing school
created by headmistress Hester Appleyard
(Natalie Dormer of Game of Thrones). Dormer
is superb as the controlling yet protective
Appleyard, a British woman who (like many
before her) recreated herself in Australia,
and whose identity and agency is threatened
when her past comes back to haunt her.
Lily Sullivan, Samara Weaving, Madeleine
Madden, and Inez Curro play students in the
school, exploring their suppressed sexuality
in the straightjacket of Victorian society
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recreated in this arid Australian world. Much
of the narrative focuses on class and race
(Madden, the sole Aboriginal student in this
otherwise white society, has limited options
compared to her moneyed schoolmates).
Well-acted and beautifully shot—with an
eerie atmosphere created with surreal imagery
and disorienting camera angles and compositions—this is a compelling drama that
should have wide appeal. Extras include cast
and crew interviews and behind-the-scenes
footage. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Star Trek Discovery:
Season One HHH1/2

Paramount, 4 discs, 671 min.,
not rated, DVD: $49.99, Bluray: $63.99

Set 10 years before the
events of the original 1960s
Star Trek series, Discovery is
situated at the beginning of the war between
the Federation and the Klingon Empire.
Sonequa Martin-Green stars as Commander
Michael Burnham, a respected Starfleet officer who is convicted of mutiny after defying
her Captain (Michelle Yeoh) in an attempt
to stop a war. Captain Lorca (Jason Isaacs),
the maverick commander of the science
ship Discovery, believes that she is essential
to winning the war and offers her a position
with his crew, but First Officer Saru (Doug
Jones), who previously served with Burnham,
is wary. This is a Trek show set in a time of
war and the dark style (visually and thematically) reflects that. There are nods to the
original series with appearances of Vulcan
diplomat Sarek (James Frain) and con man
Harry Mudd (Rainn Wilson), and the ship
becomes trapped in the same evil alternate
universe introduced in the original series
episode “Mirror, Mirror.” All in all, this is an
exciting, visually inventive show that offers
the evolution of a crew bonding in crisis and
puts the ideals of the Federation philosophy
to test, and it should appeal to Star Trek fans.
Since it was created for the subscription
streaming service CBS All Access, this home
video release will be the first opportunity for
many viewers to see the series. Compiling all
15 episodes from the 2017-18 debut season,
extras include behind-the-scenes featurettes,
and deleted/extended scenes. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Succession: The
Complete First Season
HHH

HBO, 3 discs, 588 min., TVMA, DVD: $47.99, Blu-ray:
$59.99

This HBO original series
is a different kind of family
drama, featuring an undercurrent of dark
humor and cutting satire. Brian Cox stars
as Logan Roy, the 80-year-old patriarch of
a family-owned media empire. Logan is on
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the verge of handing over control to his
heir apparent Kendall (Jeremy Strong), a
sharp businessman who lacks his father’s
killer instinct and negotiating skill. But
after suffering a stroke that causes concern
over his decision-making powers, Logan
changes his mind and hangs on to power. As
his (third) wife (Hiam Abbass) limits access
to the recovering Logan, his four children
(along with Kendall is Kieran Culkin as the
hedonistic Roman, Alan Ruck as the out-oftouch eldest Connor, and Sarah Snook as
savvy political consultant Shiv) rethink their
futures through alliances and plots. They are
a damaged bunch, from the bullying Logan,
to recovering addict Kendall, to irresponsible
Roman, and the scramble for power brings
out their worst impulses and reveals their
vulnerabilities—which is what humanizes
this otherwise unlikable bunch. The premise suggests such aging media powerhouse
players as Rupert Murdoch and Sumner
Redstone, and creator Jesse Armstrong plays
it as a mix of corporate satire, family drama,
and perverse dark comedy with a savage edge.
It takes a few episodes to kick in, but patient
viewers will be rewarded with a smart and
sophisticated series. Presenting all 10 episodes
from the 2018 debut season, extras include a
behind-the-scenes featurette. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Who Is America HH1/2

Paramount, 2 discs, 191 min.,
not rated, DVD: $24.99

Sacha Baron Cohen, the
British comedian and actor
who punked America with
the mock-documentaries
Borat and Bruno, slips into
all-new characters to interview politicians
and public figures in this original series
created for Showtime. As with his earlier features, his characters walk the line of satirical
exaggeration and cartoonish antics as they
engage their interview subjects, pushing
points of “common ground” into increasingly absurd territory as he films them making
outrageous statements or acting ridiculous.
His targets include figures on both the
left and right, from Presidential candidate
Bernie Sanders and newsman Ted Koppel
to Vice-President Dick Cheney and controversial Arizona sheriff Joe Arpaio. Many of
the subjects adopt a kind of bemused indulgence or incredulous politeness as they seem
to sincerely attempt to engage with such
personae as right wing vlogger Billy Wayne
Ruddick Jr., ultra-PC NPR reporter Dr. Nira
Cain-N’Degeocello, and Israeli gun rights
activist Erran Morad. The show captured
humiliating footage of former congressmen
Trent Lott and Joe Walsh in a fake commercial promoting guns for toddlers and gained
notoriety when Georgia State Representative
Jason Spencer resigned after Cohen filmed
him shouting racial epithets. The conserva-
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tive targets get the most scathing treatment
from Cohen in this mix of political satire,
performance art, and cultural commentary,
but frankly the joke gets old after a few
episodes. Still, it is fascinating to see how
many of his targets, most of them veteran
politicians and media-savvy public figures,
get pulled into his political cabaret as the
cameras roll. Compiling all seven episodes
from 2018, extras include extended interviews and deleted scenes. A strong optional
purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Woman in White
HHH1/2

PBS, 2 discs, 270 min., not
rated, DVD: $34.99

Wilkie Collins’s 1859
novel has been filmed numerous times; this five-episode 2018 BBC production
directed by Carl Tibbetts is one of the best
adaptations. Working from a feminist-oriented screenplay by Fiona Seres, the miniseries
offers more insight into the legal and societal
limitations placed on women in Victorian
England. The arranged marriage between
young heiress Laura Fairlie (Olivia Vinall)
to the considerably senior Sir Percival Glyde
(Dougray Scott) is at the core of the drama—
and the prenuptial agreement with Glyde
absorbing Laura’s entire inheritance in the
event of her death sets up a degree of gothic
uneasiness. Unlike earlier filmed versions,
Laura’s half-sister Marian Halcombe (Jessie
Buckley) is given a remarkably prominent
and proactive role in the murder investigation that winds through the story, and she
also provides a bold running commentary
on the era’s blatant gender inequality. The
production also dumps the traditional (and
politically incorrect) depiction of the Sicilian
villain Count Fosco, making him considerably younger and sexier than before (a
subtle performance by Riccardo Scamarcio).
A handsomely mounted miniseries with two
memorable turns by the female leads, this
is among the finest recent works made for
British television. Highly recommended.
(P. Hall)

Online
Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during March and April, including:
The Carol Burnett Show: 50th Anniversary Special, Castle Rock: The Complete
First Season, Instinct: Season One, Narcos:
Season Three, The Orville: The Complete
First Season, Our Cartoon President:
Season One with World Class Amenities,
The Resident: The Complete Season One,
Sharp Objects, and much more!
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CHILDREN’S
Redwoods HHH

(2018) 17 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-97491-860-7.

Author and illustrator Jason Chin’s 2009
picture book is adapted in this iconographic-animated short that features narration by
Qarie Marshall and a string-heavy soundtrack.
A nameless city boy picks up a book on the
subway that leads to an imaginative journey
into the world of redwood trees. With realistic
backdrops including smoky fog, and greens
and browns depicting intricate details of
moss, ferns, and ivy, Redwoods serves up a barrage of facts about the gargantuan trees, including their history, huge dimensions, root
systems, surrounding wildlife and plants, and
the ways that redwoods protect themselves,
including making their own condensed rain,
and even defending from fire thanks to thick
bark (the film does have a bit of a scary scene
with the boy running amongst flames). Also
touching on the dangers of large-scale logging
and lax environmental protections, the film’s
bonus features include a read-along option
and an author’s note. Recommended. Aud:
E, I, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY
Behold the Earth HH1/2

(2018) 63 min. DVD: $24.95 ($250 w/PPR from
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from
most distributors).

cept of “dominion” has become contentious.
To some, it means the needs of people should
rank higher than our relationship with animals and the environment. To others, it’s a
call to responsible stewardship, which must
be handed down to the next generation.
Filmmaker David Conover’s documentary
presents the view of environmentalists, who
range from author and biologist E.O. Wilson,
to a young woman who works in a Nashville
zoo, to an evangelical conservative who is
passionate about the Christian roots of his environmental awakening. Interwoven among
the testimonials are performances of beautiful traditional hymns (“He’s got the whole
world in His hands”), contrasted with scenes
of strip mining, environmental degradation,
and catastrophic flood damage that is likely
caused by climate change. Wilson describes
how he was led to a life exploring nature,
explaining the concept of “beholding,” i.e.,
taking time to appreciate nature—characterized here as “God’s hospitality,” a debt
that is humankind’s responsibility to repay.
Noah’s Ark is seen as a symbol of human
commitment to protect the biosphere, while
St. Francis of Assisi is hailed for his example
of humility while celebrating nature’s abundance. The film is not subtle in its defining of
scientific and moral issues, but it would serve
as an inspiring interpretation of how heartfelt
faith could help transform the world. A strong
optional purchase. Aud: P. (S. Rees)

Café Diego: The Cost of a Dream HHH
(2018) 30 min. DVD: $14.99. DRA. Vision Video
(avail. from most distributors).

Filmmakers Mike Elzinga and Casey
Stormes’s documentary raises hope that
innovative, entrepreneurial thinking can
have a positive impact on poor countries
when progressive thinkers from wealthy
countries get involved. Café Diego centers
on a Nicaraguan coffee farmer named Diego
Chavarria, who saw his industry bottom out
during the Sandinista era. As with hundreds

of other coffee farmers, Chavarria turned to
his local banks for help, and soon maxxed
out his credit line. Desperate, broke, heavily
in debt, and with a family to feed, Chavarria
prayed and vowed to follow God’s guidance.
An American Christian minister befriended
Chavarria, coming up with a complex but
do-able solution that later involved an experienced and sympathetic American importer to
help take things to the next level. Café Diego
is a film that will appeal to a wide range of
audiences: business people, Christians, and
viewers who follow the connections between
an economy and social aspirations. And
Chavarria is a wonderful central figure in
this inspiring personal story. Recommended.
Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

The Gate: Dawn of the Baha’i Faith
HHH

(2018) 61 min. DVD: $29.95 ($295 w/PPR). Spring
Green Films. SDH captioned.

While some proselytizing is evident
here, filmmaker Bob Hercules provides an
eye-opening, handsomely mounted look
at the historical origins of a spiritual sect
that is little known or understood in the
mainstream. Actors and narration dramatize
the rise of the Bahá’í religion in the 1800s
as a variant of Persian Islam—although in
keeping with Muslim tradition, there is no
physical representation of prophet Siyyid
`Alí-Muhammad of Shiraz (aka “the Báb,” or
literally “the gate”). A John-the-Baptist-like
figure named Mírzá Husayn `Alí Núrí had an
epiphany that a great holy man would appear.
After much searching, he encountered the
Báb in 1844 and was struck that someone of
merchant-class origins possessed voluminous
knowledge of Koranic wisdom (the documentary notes that Christianity’s “Millerite”
movement promised the Messiah’s return
at that exact same time; the inference here
being that the Báb was the actual fulfillment).
For six years the Báb spread his teachings
and dictated scripture until going peacefully

Let the Children March HHH

(2018) 20 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-97492-088-4.

This iconographic-animated adaptation of author Monica
Clark-Robinson’s and illustrator Frank Morrison’s 2018 children’s
book serves up a slice-of-life portrait during the Civil Rights
movement. Narrated by Janina Edwards, Let the Children March is
set in Birmingham, circa 1963, when a young girl experiencing
segregation (“I couldn’t play on the same playgrounds as the
white kids”) hears Martin Luther King Jr. speak in church, with
“his brown eyes flashing like fire and love.” While her folks worry
about losing their jobs for openly protesting, the girl and her brother volunteer to march
and sing with other young people, despite days of police water hoses, violence, and
overpacked jails. Providing important dates and looking at benchmark moments in
the historic “Children’s Crusade,” this is a poignant tribute to kids who risked much
to stand up in the face of callous adults. Including a read-along option and a timely
afterward suggesting ways to make a difference today, this is recommended. Aud: E,
I, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

In these polarized times, the biblical con-
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to execution by a Tabriz firing squad under
circumstances that might be considered
miraculous. Baha’ism emphasizes tolerance
(one of the Báb’s immediate disciples was
a woman who shed her veil) and harmony
across religions (many will be surprised to
learn that this offshoot of Islam today maintains its headquarters in Haifa, Israel). Much
is left untold about followers who spread the
Baha’i faith (including throughout America)
and their subsequent persecution, but as
an introduction to the religion this will fill
a gap in many collections. Extras include
behind-the-scenes footage featuring cast and
crew interviews. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(C. Cassady)

Hudson Taylor: Into the Heart of the
Dragon HHH

(2018) 59 min. DVD: $19.99. DRA. Vision Video
(avail. from most distributors).

James Hudson Taylor, born in Yorkshire,
England in 1832, was one of the most active
and creative Protestant missionaries to ever
move to China, where he spent a total of 51
years of his life and built a huge network of
British missionaries to help tend to the populous nation. Filmmaker Gary Wilkinson’s
documentary focuses on the highs and lows
of Taylor’s work, as he built schools, opened
medical clinics, and strenuously preached.
Taylor adopted some novel approaches to outreach, including abandoning Western clothing for native Chinese garb, and shaving part
of his head while wearing pigtails (customary
for local men). China, which was still subject
to British imperialism at the time, saw many
of its people convert to Christianity, and pronounced Taylor a “devil” for trying to bring
more cultural change to an already-occupied
country. Stories about Taylor told here include
his far-reaching campaign against the opium
trade and his own medical training that was
central to his vision of serving. The deaths of
family members added tragedy to the sacrifices that the Taylors were already making, and
historical events—such as a riot in Yangzhou
in response to Taylor’s missionary efforts
in 1868—brought international criticism.
Combining dramatic re-enactments, archival
material, and commentary by Taylor scholars,
this is recommended. Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

SOCIAL & POLITIC AL ISSUES
Capturing the Flag HH1/2

(2018) 76 min. DVD: $350. Bullfrog Films. PPR.
SDH captioned. ISBN: 1-948745-10-0.

Over the past few years, charges of voter suppression have percolated across the
country. During the 2016 election, results
in Florida and Georgia were held up for
abnormally long periods amid accusations
of chicanery at the polls and ballots being
intentionally ignored. Anne De Mare’s doc-
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The Advocates HHH

(2018) 87 min. In English & Spanish w/English subtitles. DVD: $24.95.
Cinema Libre Studio (avail. from most distributors).

This distressing documentary makes a strong case that a
perfect storm of economic, social, and policy failures has led
to our current crisis with homelessness in the U.S. But as the
film’s title suggests, The Advocates is also about some of the
people—specifically in Los Angeles—working in the trenches
to address the myriad problems connected to folks living on
the streets. Filmmaker Rémi Kessler sorts out different eras of
homelessness in urban America, including the Great Depression, which saw the loss of
manufacturing jobs and subsequent plans by city leaders to box the homeless in Skid
Row-like neighborhoods. Today, the homeless spill out onto L.A. streets everywhere,
with a large percentage mentally ill and “protected” by civil liberties that prevent
mandatory treatment. Other segments of the population are past or present drug
users who have lost everything, while still others simply lost their jobs or available
resources. The film follows the daily responsibilities of a social worker (a former addict
and homeless mother) and a housing coordinator, who are trying to get their homeless clients into apartments, arrange for medical treatment, and fix other unexpected
problems. Kessler does a terrific job of telling these personal stories, such as one of a
man named Rudy, who keeps all of his possessions in seven different dead or almost
dead cars, and has to push each one every day to a new parking space. Extras include
additional scenes and a photo gallery. Presenting an eye-opening look at a growing
crisis, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
umentary on the subject of voter suppression
is certainly timely as it follows New York
attorney Laverne Berry (a co-producer on
the film) and two of her friends as they travel
to Fayetteville, NC, to investigate reports of
alleged voter suppression in the days leading
up to the 2016 presidential election. While
no one is being subjected to Jim Crow-era
assaults when trying to register to vote, Berry
and her team listen to complaints from the
local NAACP leadership about questionable
purging of voter rolls and photo identification demands that appear to be targeting
the African American community. The film
blames the 2013 Supreme Court ruling Shelby
County v. Holder as the primary cause for this
situation, but De Mare never gets around to
asking why the Justice Department during
President Obama’s administration was not
more rigorous in responding to accusations
of voter suppression aimed at the nonwhite
population (and a long sequence shot at an
Obama campaign rally erases any suggestion
of objective nonpartisan investigative reporting here). Still, this can be a useful discussion
starter on the subject of voter suppression. A
strong optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Chasing Life HHH

(2017) 159 min. DVD: $24.99 ($199.99 w/PPR).
Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

A sequel to the 2014 documentary Chasing It, which followed the lives of a diverse
group of young people addicted to opiates,
filmmakers Buck Heller and Stephen Velichko’s Chasing Life looks at opiate addicts in
recovery and the variety of therapy services
available. Mostly shot at a single rehab center,
this largely interview-based film presents harrowing stories, as ordinary people reveal how
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quickly they became addicted to painkillers,
heroin, etc. It’s a cautionary lesson about
how easily drugs can take over every waking
second of a person’s life, and how hard it is to
crawl back to sobriety and gain control. The
personal storytelling is often unexpectedly
moving, and removes any sense of preconceived notions of “otherness” that some
viewers may harbor. Interspersed throughout
are comments from a drug czar in New York
State government, who expresses compassion
and optimism about how to solve the huge
problem of opiate addiction in America. The
most inspiring segment of the film is shot
at a horse ranch, where a Nebraska-born
cowboy and his partner talk about the value
of horses as therapy animals for addicts (as
well as those suffering from PTSD). Offering
a humane and loving profile of people who
suffer in opiate hell, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

El Mar La Mar HHH

(2017) 94 min. In English & Spanish w/English
subtitles. DVD: $99.95: public libraries; $350:
colleges & universities, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $400.
The Cinema Guild. DRA. PPR. Closed captioned.
ISBN: 0-7815-1574-2.

Joshua Bonnetta and J. P. Sniadecki’s documentary focusing on the Sonoran Desert that
encompasses northwest Mexico—as well as
southern areas of California and Arizona—is
presented in various voices: of residents, refugees seeking to cross into the United States,
and border agents. But it takes an unconventional, impressionistic approach to the
subject. Although there are occasional shots
of people—such as volunteers filling plastic
bottles with water to leave for those making
the journey—much of the footage consists
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of evocative images of the region, where the
landscape is sometimes littered with items
discarded by travelers. These scenes are
juxtaposed with excerpts of interviews—disembodied voices that are sometimes heard
over a plain black background, or against a
still image. One man talks of encountering
a mythic monster in the dark, and a woman
recalls a terrified young man knocking on
her door. Refugees describe evading detection
and struggling to continue the trek. Border
officers remember coming upon bodies and
taking frightened, dehydrated people into
custody. The final segment of the film, titled
“Tormenta,” is devoted to a woman’s voice
reciting a poem by Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz
about crossing the desert, a reading set against
grainy black-and-white footage of a storm
gradually building on the horizon. El Mar La
Mar demands patience, but this poetic reverie
on the troubles at the southern border has
a strong cumulative effect. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Hale County This Morning, This Evening
HH1/2

(2018) 75 min. DVD: $99.95: public libraries;
$395: colleges & universities, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$445. The Cinema Guild. DRA. PPR. ISBN:
0-7815-1602-1. Closed captioned.

Nominated for an Oscar for Best Documentary Feature, filmmaker RaMell Ross’s
intimate portrait of African American community life in Hale County, AL, is a mixed
bag—a beautifully lensed hybrid of cinema
verité and experimental film. Ostensibly, the
narrative (such as it is) focuses on two young
men: Quincy, who lives with his wife Boosie
(who has twins on the way) and their young
daughter Kyrie, and Daniel, a student at
Selma University who is trying to make the
basketball squad. Viewers see sequences of
kids playing video games, church members
singing, basketball practice, dancing, bowling, outside cooking, and more that capture
the flavor of life in Hale County, but some of
the scenes are inexplicably long (Kyrie toddles
back and forth on the living room floor in
one, and another is set in a loud locker room
where individual comments are hard to make
out—both sequences go on for minutes). And
the periodic appearance of cryptic text questions on the screen (“What happens when
all the cotton is picked?” “Where does time
reside?”) lead to more head-scratching than
serious reflection. Ultimately, one comes away
with a strong sense that Ross has a cinematographer’s eye—this is a luminous film—but
has difficulty conveying a director’s vision.
Still, given Hale County’s beauty and the Oscar
attention, this should be considered a strong
optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (R. Pitman)

I Lived On Parker Avenue HHH

(2018) 30 min. DVD: $14.99. DRA. Vision Video
(avail. from most distributors).

some, outdoorsy fellow raised by adoptive
parents Jimmy and Susan Scotton in Louisiana, has always known that he is adopted,
and knows the names of his birth parents.
Now ready to meet them, David reaches out
with the blessing of his extended Scotton
family, and arrangements are made for a
face-to-face encounter. What follows is a
lovely, heartwarming series of events, made
even sweeter by Jimmy and Susan’s demonstrative compassion shown to birth mother
Melissa Coles and father Brian Nicholas, and
by David’s bonus introductions to two little
sisters. The joy is palpable, and even if I Lived
On Parker Avenue carries a less-than-subtle,
anti-abortion subtext (Melissa was about to
abort David when she changed her mind and
put him up for adoption), this short documentary is not a diatribe but rather a human
story of reconciliation and the expansiveness
of love. Recommended. Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

Afghanistan “insider attack.” The documentary then shows the world Sapp came from,
where villagers struggle to eke out a living
from fishing or farming, and a school teacher
who loves his work decides to enlist to better
provide for his family. Sapp’s mother laments
that there are no convenient veterans support
groups on the island, and that Micronesians
don’t receive all available military benefits.
In one moving scene, a resident travels all
the way to Washington, D.C., to attend a
symposium on community services, only to
find his microphone cut off just before he can
speak. Another sequence follows Sapp’s army
buddy, who travels from San Diego to connect
with Sapp’s family. The documentary notes
that Micronesian financial assistance under
the compact will expire after 2023. Offering
a compelling and unusual perspective on
today’s volunteer army, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

Island Soldier HHH

Left Behind America HHH

Kosrae, Micronesia (population around
6,500), is a small island located 2,000 miles
west of Hawaii. Occupied by the Japanese
before and during WWII, it was taken back
by the United States before becoming an independent country in 1986. Although no longer
controlled by America (through a “compact
of free association”), natives can enlist in
the American armed forces, and the locale is
considered a recruiter’s paradise. Filmmaker
Nathan Fitch’s documentary looks at life in
Micronesia, which may physically appear to
be a paradise, but is afflicted with poverty
and high unemployment that drive many
to enlist in America’s military. At the outset,
viewers see a military funeral for Sapuro
Brightly Nena, known as “Sapp,” killed in an

In the early 20th century, Dayton, OH,
was the center of manufacturing and technological innovation, home to the Wright
brothers, as well as companies like General
Motors and National Cash Register. Things
began to slip in the 1970s, with white flight
to the suburbs, globalization, disappearing
manufacturing jobs, income inequality,
wage stagnation, and the heroin epidemic.
Soon after, Dayton’s broad, bustling streets
came to resemble empty boulevards from
some impoverished Third World country.
Alec MacGillis reports from Dayton in this
PBS-aired Frontline documentary, where the
poverty rate hovers above 30 percent (three
times the national average). When the big
factories closed, people either lost their jobs
or were forced to accept positions with lower

(2018) 82 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from
most distributors).

(2018) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS
Video. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0816-0. SDH captioned.

Piripkura HHH1/2

(2018) 82 min. In Portuguese & local dialect w/English subtitles. DVD:
$19.95. Cinema Libre Studio (avail. from most distributors).

Brazilian filmmakers Bruno Jorge, Mariana Oliva, and Renata
Terra helmed this fascinating documentary on the last surviving members of the Piripkura nomadic tribe, who live in the
rainforests of Brazil’s Mato Grasso region. Pakyî and Tamandua
are two men who belong to a tribe that has existed for centuries
without direct contact with modern society. Also profiled is a
tribal woman named Rita, who fled the rainforest when the
logging companies dispatched mercenaries to kill the remaining tribe members. The
Brazilian government was unaware of the tribe until contact was made in 1998. But
while the tribe now enjoys protected status, Brazilian law requires that this status
be renewed every two years. Much of the film involves the effort of an officer with
an indigenous affairs agency to determine whether tribal members are still living in
the same location, which would thus offer official protection to their section of the
rainforest. Piripkura disturbingly illustrates how corporate greed and governmental
bureaucracy have worked to speed the extinction of this indigenous group of people.
The cinematography is often breathtaking, and the surviving Piripkura tribal members
offer an eloquent elegy to their destroyed way of life. Highly recommended. Aud: C,
P. (P. Hall)

College student David Scotton, a hand-
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pay and reduced benefits. Of course, fewer
quality jobs meant less tax money to spend
on schools and essential infrastructure improvements. The drug plague further stressed
the system, made worse by Dayton’s central
location as a highway hub heavily used for
drug distribution. People are working multiple jobs, families are struggling, soup kitchens
are crowded, and some who once donated
to food pantries now rely on them for sustenance and survival. But there are a few rays
of hope: Dayton is an “immigrant-friendly”
city and some foreign companies, including
a Chinese glass factory, have opened locally,
offering some security (although at lower
wages). Mayor Nan Whaley is interviewed
along with business and industry figures, as
well as citizens, in this profile that offers a
timely look at a key political battleground
state. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

Man on Fire HH1/2

(2018) 54 min. DVD: $50: high schools & public
libraries; $350: colleges & universities. New Day
Films. PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-57448166-2.

On June 23, 2014, retired minister Charles
Moore doused himself with gasoline in a
parking lot in Grand Saline, TX, in a horrific
public self-immolation. His suicide note,
according to the subsequent article “Man
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on Fire” published in Texas Monthly, revealed
his agony over social-justice issues including
wealth disparity, church homophobia, and
the legacy of slavery and American racism.
Drawing from the Texas Monthly piece,
director Joel Fendelman’s puzzling PBSaired documentary examines the incident
exclusively through a lens of race (arguably
losing sight of any bigger picture). Filmed in
severe, slow-zoom HD—more like Kubrick
than Errol Morris—the Grand Salinas folk
interviewed here speak highly of Moore.
Still, they are equally proud of their little
everybody-knows-everybody-else community and its association with bygone days.
Nearby blacks describe Grand Saline as old
Jim Crow territory they learned to avoid, and
they appreciate Moore’s apparent sacrifice
in an ultimate expression of white guilt
(and one minister even compares Moore
to Christ). Yet there seems to be a general
agreement that lynchings and murderous
bigotry are long past, and nobody can cite
a specific trigger for Moore’s extreme act
(Confederate flags are seen on display, and
that’s about it). Whatever final, desperate
lesson Moore might have been imparting
ultimately seems to be lost. Still, given the
timely subject matter, this should be considered a strong optional purchase. Aud: C,
P. (C. Cassady)
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The New Fire HHH

(2018) 85 min. DVD: $129: high schools & public
libraries; $349: colleges & universities. DRA. Good
Docs (avail. from www.gooddocs.net). PPR. Closed
captioned.

David Schumacher’s nonfiction feature is
one of a handful of recent documentaries that
have advocated for a second look at nuclear
energy—which is vilified in the media, politics, the eco-community and, of course, other
documentaries—as an antidote to climate
change and an alternative to coal and oil.
After dismissing solar and wind power (no
mention of tidal generators) as unreliable and
inadequate, Schumacher turns the camera
lens on brave, young, idealistic, and mediagenic innovator-entrepreneurs from MIT
and other labs, who are formulating “nuclear
2.0”—i.e., power-plant designs that overcome
the hazards associated with disasters like
Fukushima, Three Mile Island, and all the
bad PR behind Simpsons jokes. Transatomic
is a startup with a “salt reactor” concept that
makes it (allegedly) meltdown-proof. Smaller,
cleaner reactors (servicing off-the-grid remote
communities such as in Alaska) are also the
passion of husband-and-wife scientists Caroline Cochran and Jacob DeWitte. Granted, it
is a bit much when a pro-nuclear activist takes
to singing opera in the Paris subway to hype
his manifesto, and—unsurprisingly—no op-
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ponents of nuclear energy are given a voice
here. A notable (if one-sided) entry into the
sustainability debate, the film also includes
comments from nuclear proponent Bill Gates
and author Tom Blees. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (C. Cassady)

No Man’s Land HHH

(2017) 82 min. DVD: $350. Bullfrog Films. PPR.
SDH captioned. ISBN: 1-948745-06-2.

Cinema vérité filmmaker David Garrett
Byars took cameras into the 2016 standoff in
eastern Oregon between anti-government
activists (particularly the family of maverick
rancher Cliven Bundy) and the federal government (or anyone the activists perceived
as representatives thereof). The (overwhelmingly white) militants occupied the Malheur
Wildlife Refuge in a fuzzy agenda to protest
government policies regarding public lands.
Interviewees from the region—especially
journalist Hal Herring—say there are legitimate issues and anger here over the law, but
also that the Malheur malcontents were often
unwelcome outside agitators, gun-crazed fantasists yearning for bygone frontier days. They
are accused of having no real plan aside from
seeking violent confrontation and following
the self-serving macho media stunts of the
Bundys and “co-leader” LaVoy Finicum (who
would die in a shootout, the only casualty
of the 40-day siege). Jason Patrick, one of
the saner protesters seen here, compares the
demonstration to similar occupations staged
by the Black Panther Party in the 1960s
(although the 2016 rebels would be equated
with right-wing white nationalism). But most
of the occupiers seem to be angry rural militia
goons with a manufactured victim complex,
determined to die in a firefight against “tyranny” (whatever that is), not unlike Islam’s
jihadists. The foreboding conclusion: more of
such generalized nihilist rage can be expected
from self-proclaimed “patriots” in the Trump
era. Recommended. [Note: this is also available on home video from Gravitas Ventures
for $14.99 on DVD.] Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

On Putin’s Blacklist HH

(2018) 73 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from
most distributors).

Canadian filmmaker Boris Ivanov’s documentary considers some of the negative
impacts of Vladimir Putin’s presidency,
specifically the limits placed on the adoption
of Russian orphans and the administration’s
hostility towards the LGBT community. In
the post-Soviet years, a flood of Western
parents seeking Russian orphans created an
exodus of unwanted children out of Russia.
The film interviews several Russians who
grew up to enjoy well-adjusted lives in the
U.S., although it does not cover concerns
raised by some Western parents regarding
the mental health of the Russian orphans,
nor does it consider the 2010 controversy
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Separated: Children at the Border HHH

(2018) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. ISBN: 978-15317-0794-1. SDH captioned.

Border security has emerged as one of the most raw and emotional issues of our time. The U.S. southern border stretches some
1,900 miles, and is guarded by 20,000 border agents. Despite the
hazards, men, women, and children continue to flock to the border, hoping to find safety and opportunity. In this PBS-aired Frontline documentary, Martin Smith reports on the immigration crisis,
which has been compounded by the cruel policy of separating
families. Most of the would-be immigrants are from El Salvador
and Honduras, fleeing violence and drug gang activity. Many walk countless miles on
foot, facing extortion or rape threats (it is estimated that 6 out of 10 women become
victims). Other migrants pay smugglers (“coyotes”), who often leave them stranded in
overheated trailers, while local ranchers find bodies of unlucky migrants who tried to
make it across the border on their own. Many clamber onto a railroad—nicknamed “the
beast”—only to fall or be kicked off by criminals who try to extort protection money.
Approaching the border, families may be separated at locales far removed from any
legal help or a meaningful day in court. The separation problem has been inflamed by
politicians seeking election (or re-election) with talk of “bad hombres” and fears of out
of control borders. The video notes President Barack Obama’s role as “deporter in chief,”
and reviews claims regarding the merits of “catch and release.” But always caught in
the middle are the children. Some immigrants say they were unaware of how bad the
situation would be, while others feel that anything is better than enduring poverty
and violence at home. Immigrants, civil libertarians, and administration officials offer
comments here, while alternatives to detention and separation are explored—along
with the possible lasting trauma effects on separated children. An alarming and timely
documentary, this is recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)
when a Tennessee mother sought to annul her
adoption of a 7-year-old Russian boy by sending him alone on a one-way flight to Russia.
Putin brought his homophobic policies into
play by refusing to allow Russian orphans
to be adopted by countries that recognized
same-sex marriage. The film also gives some
attention to Pussy Riot, the feminist punk
rockers who mix anti-Putin politics into
their act. Unfortunately, the overlap between
the adoptions and the LGBT controversies is
mostly limited, which creates a ping-pong
effect as the focus swings from one subject
to the other. On Putin’s Blacklist also offers a
belated afterthought regarding Putin’s interest in the 2016 U.S. election, a subject that
will likely be addressed in much more depth
in future documentaries. Optional. Aud: C,
P. (P. Hall)

Our Man in Tehran HHH1/2

(2018) 240 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR).
PBS Video. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0598-5. SDH
captioned.

Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, Iran has
presented a hostile face to the West—particularly the so-called “Great Satan”: America.
Dutch journalist Thomas Erdbrink hosts this
two-part PBS-aired Frontline documentary
by filmmaker Roel van Broekhoven, which
examines contemporary life in this often
isolated country. Erdbrink, who is married
to an Iranian photographer, sees the country
from the inside. In Iran, there are rules for
everything. While most Iranians are friendly
and curious about the West, asking the wrong
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questions or venturing into the wrong areas
can get one into trouble. The rules can be
unevenly applied, hard to understand, or
downright ridiculous, such as women being
asked to sit in the back of the bus because
they might “distract the driver.” Since expressions of physical affection between sexes is
forbidden on film, one actress has won fame
as the “queen of looks.” Being an alcoholic
(alcohol is officially forbidden) can land you
a membership in AA…and lead to a flogging.
Life is unpredictable as the government’s
“morality police” keep watch 24/7, and
America is blamed for everything, including
droughts. (Iranians with long memories also
remember America’s real role in overthrowing
a democratically elected president in the early
1950s.) Colorful characters abound, including a TV censor who dissects the morality
of zumba fitness dancing; an Islamic radical
known as “Mr. Big Mouth,” who scorns and
then embraces the Internet; and an Iranian
exile, hailed as the country’s answer to Rod
Stewart, who lives in America, but has a fervent underground following back home. Iran
is a young country, and while some dream
of martyrdom, others long to go to America,
and young women who want reforms will
risk arrest by waving their head scarves from
public platforms. Life has worsened since
Trump cancelled the nuclear deal and re-imposed sanctions, but as one Iranian notes,
“If you live with fear, you’re done.” Offering
a clear-eyed and affectionate look at the land
and its people, this is highly recommended.
Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)
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Purdah HHH

(2017) 71 min. In Hindi & English w/English
subtitles. DVD: $125: public libraries; $295:
colleges & universities. DRA. Collective Eye Films.
PPR. Closed captioned.

In the beginning of this documentary
directed by Jeremy Guy, viewers are told that
purdah is a veil or screen and can also refer
to something that Muslim women wear to
keep hidden. The film focuses on the Mirza
family in India, particularly Kaikasha, who
loves playing cricket and hopes to make it on
a Mumbai women’s cricket team. Filmed in
cinema verité style, the film follows Kaikasha
as she rides the train to cricket practice before
coming home to interact with her parents
and siblings, the latter including two sisters
whose dreams and aspirations don’t always
mesh with parental or religious viewpoints.
Just as Kaikasha is about to learn if she makes
the team, the screen goes black, the footage
speeds up, the background piano music intensifies, and the documentary fast forwards
three years, bringing viewers up to speed on
surprising family developments, including
abandonment, abuse, arranged marriage,
relocation, and childbirth. Ultimately, the
Mirza siblings, including a younger brother
who was forced to drop out of school in
eighth grade, persevere through hurdles and
against obstacles in this engaging portrait of a
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family and their future. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (S. Beauregard)

Undocumented: A Worker’s Fight HHH
(2018) 17 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-9749-1983-3.

This lively iconographic-animated adaptation of author and illustrator Duncan
Tonatiuh’s 2018 short graphic novel, narrated
by Tim Andrés Pabon, tells the story of Juan,
who grew up in Mexico and came to the U.S.
following the death of his father. After two
attempts, the resilient teen illegally crosses
the border and settles with relatives in a “poor
neighborhood” in an unnamed city. He works
for many years at a restaurant where he meets
his future wife and another woman who
convinces him to join protests demanding
better working conditions, shorter hours,
and increased pay. The restaurant owner
offers thousands of dollars if the group drops
the legal case, which is eventually settled
out of court with promises of back pay and
other compensations. Tonatiuh’s distinctive
illustrations, inspired by pre-Columbian art,
move across the screen with arms waving,
heads bobbing, eyes blinking, and other
slight movements set against authentic
sound effects and piano and guitar music.
A concluding author’s note lists the number
of undocumented workers in the U.S. and
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other statistics, and discusses Tonatiuh’s
inspiration for the story. Also featuring a
read-along option, this seems well-suited to
spur classroom and other group discussions
about immigration issues, border patrols,
workers’ rights, and related timely topics.
Recommended. Aud: J, H, P. (S. Beauregard)

TEEN ISSUES
Juuling and Vaping: What the Latest
Research Reveals HHH

(2018) 22 min. DVD: $149.95 (study guide
included). Human Relations Media. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62706-110-0.

The Juul brand of e-cigarette and other
vaping products containing nicotine, various
chemicals, and fancy flavors are explored in
this educational short examining the detriments and social aspects of this addictive
substance. Both teens who are users and a
group who choose not to vape provide information and context about the “fashion
trend” of vaping, which can come in a form
as small as a flash drive to easily conceal,
doesn’t carry the stigma or smelly smoke
from cigarettes, and can jack up the opiate
receptors with dopamine. One participant
admits “I’m not sure what’s in the vape
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juice,” but the program here lists aluminum,
carcinogens, and even antifreeze as sometime
ingredients; other downsides include the lack
of long-term studies on effects on the body
and the expensive cost of vape maintenance
(one non-user enthuses “That’s McDonald’s
money!”). Featuring comments from experts
including Insight Counseling director Elizabeth Driscoll Jorgensen, the program also
directs addicts to reach out to nurses, counselors, and other adults for help in stopping
the habit. Recommended. Aud: J, H, C, P.
(J. Williams-Wood)

EDUCATION
The School in the Cloud HHH

(2018) 85 min. DVD: $95: public libraries; $395:
colleges & universities. DRA. Tugg. PPR.

What is the future of education, especially
in developing countries where resources
are minimal? That is the question posed in
filmmakers Jerry Rothwell and Ranu Ghosh’s
documentary, which provides an overview
of an ambitious project devised by physicist
Sugata Mitra to promote Internet-based
instruction conducted largely by students
themselves, particularly (although not exclusively) in areas where conventional facilities
are absent—a program that was expanded
through a 2013 TED Prize. Mitra originated
his experiment in what he calls Minimally
Invasive Education (MIE) by installing a
computer in a hole in the wall of a building
in an Indian slum, where street children were
invited to use it. The film follows the expansion of this concept into Indian and African
villages where solar power is used in lieu of

electricity, but also as part of the ordinary
curriculum in an English school. In addition,
the documentary explores how “prompting”
has been added to the method through the
employment of Internet “granny volunteers”
and on-site ex-students. Years of testing have,
Mitra admits, revealed weaknesses as well as
strengths in MIE, but he also contends that
it provides a corrective to the rote forms of
instruction so often employed in traditional
schooling, and parents and educators here
testify to the program’s value. Along the
way, The School in the Cloud also highlights
related success stories, such as that of Priya
Pal, who wants to be a police officer, and
Mridul Mondal, who against all odds aims
to become an engineer. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (F. Swietek)

LAW & CRIME
Benevolence: A Journey from Prison to
Home HHH

(2018) 68 min. DVD: $75: public libraries; $125:
community colleges; $295: colleges & universities.
Perennial Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

Some fine documentaries have been made
about women in prison—such as Sweethearts
of the Prison Rodeo (VL-11/10)—but few have
addressed life after prison. Of the 40,000
women who reenter society each year, 75%
will end up behind bars again within five
years. As Benevolence Farm Program Manager
Tiffany Bullard notes, “Your sentence does
not end when you leave that prison.” Director
Joanne Hershfield profiles this North Carolina-based program, which aims to reduce
the recidivism rate. Founder Tanya Jisa, who

Fail State HHH1/2

(2018) 93 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $16.99. Gravitas Ventures (avail. from
most distributors). Closed captioned.

Dan Rather served as executive producer (and makes a cameo)
for this exposé on hucksterism in higher education, which targets
for-profit colleges (ITT Technical Institute being one infamous
example) that waste the money of students (who are often solicited
by recruiters from the most impoverished and desperate demographics) on inadequate degrees that are virtually worthless in
terms of potential employment. Easily obtained student loans—a
well-intended government program gone awry—spawned a rash
of such cash-grabbing operations in the pre-Internet 1970s and ‘80s, outfits that often
sold diplomas by mail-order, with no brick-and-mortar classrooms. Good grades are
awarded to the usually pro-business Reagan/Bush administrations and Secretary of
Education William Bennett for fighting scam schools via regulations. But as Wall Street
hedge funds and sophisticated big-businessmen entered the field, for-profit colleges
gained lobbyists who bought off Democratic and Republican administrations alike,
allowing new generations of would-be graduates to be mired in unpayable debt. Community colleges and even Ivy League universities are not considered totally innocent
here, accused of failing to recognize a changed tuition marketplace and helping to
accredit dubious institutions. The election of Donald Trump—of Trump University
infamy—does not bode well for reform (Trump nemesis Maxine Waters is prominent
among the interviewees here). An important social-justice documentary about a continuing blight on higher education, this is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)
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established the farm on 11 acres in Alamance
County, stresses the need for employment. As
farm workers, the women grow produce that
is sold to the community, producing both
economic and health benefits. It’s a worthy
goal, although Jisa faces more resistance than
she expects at a community meeting where
locals express concerns for their own safety
and also question why their input wasn’t
sought sooner. According to Executive Director Elly Goetz, the participants come to
them through referrals. Aside from the fact
that the women don’t have violent pasts, they
are looking for a new start in life. Hershfield
focuses on Missy, Keia, Brooke, Melissa, and
Donna, whose crimes range from identity
theft to possession of a controlled substance.
In terms of their future, Keia plans to become
a dental hygienist while Brooke hopes to
attend divinity school, but only three of the
five will stick it out until the end. Although
it isn’t without flaws, Benevolence serves an
important need and Hirschfield’s fair-minded
approach balances acknowledgement of the
deficits (some of which may improve over
time) with the life-saving service that Jisa
and her colleagues provide. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

The Sandman HH1/2

(2017) 19 min. DVD: $75: high schools & public
libraries; $195: colleges & universities. New Day
Films. PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1578448-169-3.

Lauren Knapp’s documentary short focuses on Dr. Carlo Musso, a physician who
is the most prominent member of the medical execution team assigned to administer
the fatal injections to Georgia’s death row
inmates. Although Musso claims that he is
personally opposed to the concept of capital
punishment, he also insists that he has no
professional qualms in administering what
he dubs “end of life care”—even though
medical organizations are overwhelmingly
opposed to using pharmaceutical products
to terminate human life. Musso’s involvement in the execution of death row inmates
brought him unwanted publicity, ranging
from e-mail harassment to efforts by capital
punishment opponents to have his medical
license pulled. As a result, Georgia passed
laws concealing the identities of all medical
personnel involved in inmate executions.
While the subject is certainly intriguing,
Musso is not the ideal personality, his manner
ranging from indifferent to dyspeptic (and he
frequently seems annoyed by the presence of
Knapp’s camera). Also on hand is Musso’s wife
Teresa, who once sat on a jury that approved a
death sentence; she seems more interested in
being on camera, detailing her brief work as a
person responsible for overseeing witnesses to
inmate executions. Winner of several student
documentary awards, this film could lead to
a larger discussion on capital punishment. A
strong optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)
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NATURE, MATH & SCIENCE
Saving Atlantis HHH

(2018) 75 min. DVD: $50 ($125 w/PPR): public
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA.
Collective Eye Films. Closed captioned.

Filmmakers David Baker and Justin Smith’s
documentary examines the disturbing
decline of the world’s coral reefs (and their
associated aquatic ecosystems, which hold
25 percent of marine life) due to global
warming. The crisis is exemplified in a most
alarming manner by the epidemic “bleaching” of Australia’s iconic Great Barrier Reef,
where even subtle rises in temperatures have
wreaked havoc on sensitive algae that coexists
in symbiosis with coral-building animals.
Pollution and overfishing also endanger reef
communities, although some of the economic victims of reef die-offs cited here are the
tribal fishermen of the tropics, who have lived
for generations off the bounties of reefs that
are now deserted by fish. Among the solutions
suggested are training indigenous shoreline
people in ecology and healthy sustainable
practices, and propagating corals from special
reefs (there are a few) that have somehow naturally evolved resistance to all the toxins that
humanity produces. Still, despite these few
glimmers of optimism, a melancholy sense
hangs over this film that a jewel of the oceans
is being lost, perhaps irrevocably. Offering a
powerful environmental wake-up call, this is
recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

The Secret Life of Materials HHH1/2
(2017) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($199.99 w/PPR).
Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

In the past, humans employed traditional
materials to build homes, create structures,
and develop objects. Today, materials scientists in Europe are drawing from nature and
using their ingenuity, determination, and
skills to create new products and processes.
Interested in trying new technology, a traditional violin craftsman decides to make a
violin out of thermal plastic polymer with
3D print technology, although he wonders
whether he can replicate the strength, resonance, and sound of the traditional spruce
wood (the violin maker’s story unfolds
throughout the film). In Sweden, a scientist
applies the principles of photosynthesis to
successfully create a solar cell using plant
pigments instead of silicon. In Italy, scientists successfully test a bionic arm with the
capability to sense touch; for the hand to
distinguish between hard and soft objects,
electrodes are implanted on nerves in the arm
that send signals to the brain. In Cambridge,
a scientist—who is also a DJ—utilizes nano
carbon ink to produce interactive album
covers that allow individuals to hear sound
when they touch the paper. And another
scientist works with the fashion industry to
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Learning to See: The World of Insects HHH1/2

(2016) 69 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95. FilmRise (avail. from most
distributors).

The dull title of this amazing documentary doesn’t begin
to do justice to the real story it tells. Back in the early 1990s,
American psychiatrist Robert Oelman left the U.S. and moved
to Colombia on little more than a whim. At age 52, Oelman
survived the country’s drug cartel wars and a couple of muggings
to establish a small compound in Cali, where he began photographing wildlife. Unhappy with the blurry results of his shots
of hummingbirds, Oelman devoted himself to figuring out how
to capture beautiful images of all kinds of Amazon rainforest critters. After mastering
the technical side, he turned his attention to the region’s insect world, going deeper
and deeper into the rainforest spread over Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador to find obscure
species. With his trusty assistant Christian Lopez, Oelman—over years of travel with
oodles of patience—caught remarkably sharp, close-up shots of thousands of insects,
some previously unknown. This film devotes a generous amount of time to Oelman’s
historic transition to Colombia, and to his adventures trekking deep into an Amazon
forest under constant threat from illegal logging and clearing. Oelman laments these
shortsighted, venal practices that are decimating animal (and insect) species, comparing such shortsightedness to removing bricks from a collapsing wall. Directed by
Oelman’s son, Jake Oelman, Learning to See gives the viewer a sense of investment in
the photographer’s work, as the elder Oelman and Lopez endure hardships to create
a visual record of the remarkable variety of insects in the massive Amazonian world.
Extras include additional scenes, a “making-of” featurette, the music video “All of It,”
and panoramics and slides. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
develop a material that conforms to the body
and changes color as the crystals in the fabric reflect light. One of the most interesting
segments involves an Italian scientist at the
Center for Integrative Biology who works
on reactive materials that he hopes could
ultimately enable structures to be self-producing and self-repairing (a student teams
up with him to develop the “amoeba shoe,”
which will adjust and adapt to the runner).
An incredible showcase for wonderful innovations, this is highly recommended. Aud: J,
H, C, P. (T. Root)

Woman and the Glacier HHH

(2016) 56 min. DVD: $375. DRA. Grasshopper
Film. PPR.

Lithuanian director Audrius Stonys’s artful
documentary prioritizes intriguing visual
imagery over conventional voiceover and
intertitles. In the Tian Shan mountain range
straddling Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Xinjiang in northwest China, Stonys captures
the rhythms of life in a harsh environment
as ruddy-faced climatologist Ausra Revutaite
goes about her daily routine in the absence
of human companionship, something she
has done for 30 years. She climbs rocks,
stockpiles potatoes, takes measurements of
various kinds, records data in notebooks, and
naps at her desk. The terrain that surrounds
her Soviet-era structure is rocky, barren, and
isolated, but she is accompanied by a black
dog and a gray cat (when they aren’t wandering the grounds alone, the two animals tear
into each other in a way that seems rather
vicious). With few exceptions, this is a quiet
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film that emphasizes natural sounds, such as
wind, footsteps on gravel, and the dripping of
melting ice (a wistful, minor-key score adds
to the contemplative mood). Sometimes the
filmmaker leaves his human subject behind
to explore the ice-crystal-encrusted caves and
other features of the area (as the temperature
rises, the ice cracks and water flows down
the mountains). From time to time, he also
cuts away to a white-haired man in a black
appliquéd jacket playing a mandolin-shaped
instrument. Towards the end of the film, Revutaite departs—presumably for good—and
two loud tourists arrive to stomp around
and take photographs. It’s clear that an era
has come to an end in this film that plays
more like a tone poem than a conventional
documentary. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(K. Fennessy)

HEALTH & FITNESS
Qi Gong for the Arms, Wrists, and Hands
HHH1/2
(2018) 45 min. DVD: $29.95. YMAA Publication
Center.

Many people suffer pain from repetitive
motion, arthritis, and tendinitis in the arms,
wrists, and hands, which this exercise program addresses by focusing on flowing movements to relieve discomfort and restore energy. Taken from Chinese medicine, Qi Gong
is an ancient set of movements designed to
strengthen and energize the body and calm
the mind. “Qi” stands for energy that is inside
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the body and flows throughout, while “Gong”
is the skill of working with this energy. Lee
Holden, a Qi Gong master and trainer, here
demonstrates how to use Qi Gong for averting disease and relieving stress and tension
with specific exercises that target vulnerable
areas in the arms, wrists, and hands. Barefoot
amidst a beautiful mountain range, Holden
expertly shows how to complete the simple
exercises with graceful rotating movements,
stretching in new ways while sending energy
to the upper limbs. Holden’s commentary is
overlaid as he performs the flowing routine,
which can be done indoors or outside. Also
including an introduction that explains the
benefits of Qi Gong, as well as the option to
select either the long or short version of the
routine, this program—featuring soothing
music, dazzling scenery, and Holden’s inspirational commentary—is highly recommended. Aud: P. (T. Root)

CHILDBIRTH & PARENTING
Being With Infants HHH

(2018) 3 discs. 215 min. DVD: $34.99. Music
Video Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Practitioner and trainer Beverly Kovach,
R.N., M.N., delivers a lecture on the best
practices for providing infant and toddler care
in a center. Kovach is a child specialist who
studied under Magda Gerber. Drawing on her
mentor’s work, her own knowledge of infant
pedagogy, and 20 years of experience, Kovach
presents a caregiver curriculum that allows
viewers to choose among topics that include
feeding, diapering, motor movement, sleeping, crying, play, language, center environment, and more. Kovach’s philosophy revolves
around caregivers focusing all of their attention on the child during caregiving moments,
which she acknowledges can be difficult in a
busy center. Kovach stresses the importance
of keeping the sleeping and diapering stations
away from high traffic areas in order to better
facilitate caregiver and infant interaction. In
a teaching demo, she instructs a trainee on
how to pick up a baby so that the baby feels
secure and trusts the caregiver. Kovach notes
that caregivers do not need to teach play
because infants will naturally do so, given
a proper environment. Safe and appealing
center environments are shown here as well
as footage of babies interacting with objects
of various size, shape, and texture. A helpful
tool for caregivers working with infants, this
is recommended. Aud: P. (T. Root)

RE L A T ION S HIP S & S E X U A L I T Y
Jamilia HHH

(2018) 84 min. In Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Russian &
English w/English subtitles. DVD: $390. Icarus
Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

if also deeply patriarchal, country. To the
women in French filmmaker Aminatou
Echard’s documentary, marriage feels more
like a cultural obligation than a union forged
from love. The men do the choosing and the
women follow along. They’re also encouraged
to marry young and to eschew higher education. Some women look to Jamilia, the heroine of Chingiz Aitmatov’s widely-read 1958
novella, as a model for a better kind of life,
although others see her story as cautionary.
When her husband goes off to war, Jamilia
elopes with her true love. “She did the right
thing for herself, but not for others,” notes a
30-year-old woman who declined a marriage
proposal from a Muslim because her family
disapproved (she would have also had to relocate); instead, she entered into an arranged
marriage that ended in divorce. Nurzat, a
37-year-old laboratory worker, provides the
income for her family, including three children, since her husband doesn’t work, but her
mother-in-law calls the shots. “Life is very
hard on girls,” Nurzat laments, adding that
she’s grateful she had sons. A Muslim woman
says that she admires Jamilia’s resolution, but
“I couldn’t live like Jamilia,” as she herself
doesn’t believe that Allah would approve of
her actions. Echard shot Jamilia in the 1:1 or
square aspect ratio, resulting in black borders
on each side of the frame. The Super-8 images
are grainy and deeply saturated, like faded
Polaroids. She also opts for static shots and
voiceover sound, which lends the proceedings a dreamily nostalgic if also somewhat
detached feel. The sentiments, however, will
surely hit home for anyone sympathetic to
women denied the full autonomy that they

deserve. “If men were sensible enough,” concludes one speaker, “there’d be no Jamilias.”
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Love and Sex in India HH1/2

(2018) 52 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from
http://edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail.
from most distributors).

From the alarmist tone of Sarah Fournier’s
documentary, viewers might reasonably
wonder if anyone in India marries for love.
Fournier focuses on arranged marriages and
related services, starting with Rajani Pandit,
a Mumbai love detective who wears a burqa
as a disguise and speaks with neighbors regarding potential matches. Over the course
of her career, Pandit and her team of about 20
have reputedly influenced 75,000 marriages.
A client who has paid 1,000 Euros for her services describes her as an “Indian James Bond.”
Fournier also meets with Mr. Singh, a lawyer
who defends parents who have killed their
children for disobeying relationship edicts.
If his daughter had premarital sex, Singh
states plainly, “I would burn her alive.” Singh,
who travels with a security detail wherever
he goes, has only lost two honor cases in 30
years. In the New Delhi area, Fournier meets
Nancy, a beautician engaged to Goran, a man
chosen by her parents. After their wedding,
she will quit her job, move into his home, and
get up early every morning to serve his family.
It sounds like indentured servitude, but she
swears she’s looking forward to it. Although
she and Goran belong to the same caste,
those who don’t, like Danas and Sagar, must
use subterfuge if they wish to make things
official. With assistance from the non-profit

The Breast Archives HHH

(2018) 57 min. DVD: $19.95. First Run Features (avail. from most
distributors).

Nine women talk about their breasts in Meagan Murphy’s
sensitively-handled documentary about self-image and sexuality. Murphy alternates between interviews and archival imagery
of the women, whose vocations include ordained minister and
clinical psychologist (the subjects appear both clothed and
unclothed). Initially, the word “shame” comes up a lot, largely
because so many of the interviewees grew up with little guidance about their bodies from the women in their lives. Girls
who developed early felt particularly uncomfortable due to the unwanted attention
and the need to wear a bra before their peers. One woman, 48-year-old Marsia, has
stopped wearing a bra on a regular basis as she felt tired of feeling restrained and now
has “breast consciousness,” as she puts it. Thirty-three-year-old Heather takes pride in
her breasts, but worries about the effects of breastfeeding. Sandy, a 64-year-old woman
with small breasts, felt she was missing out because she couldn’t wear certain kinds of
outfits and felt insecure around sexual partners. And a woman with inverted nipples
was self-conscious when she was younger, but after consulting with a plastic surgeon,
decided she would rather learn to live with a difference that is more about aesthetics
than functionality. All of the women talk openly about sex and motherhood, but
there’s no mention of mastectomy, breast augmentation, or breast reduction surgery.
That was probably intentional on Murphy’s part—particularly since several women
air their fears about breast cancer—but would have provided for an even fuller picture.
Still, the personal stories here will surely resonate with many viewers. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Jamilia presents Kyrgyzstan as a beautiful,
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THE EARTH’S FURIES
Love Commandos, they are able to find shelter and tie the knot, but it’s unclear if they’ll
ever be able to return home. While often
thought-provoking, Fournier’s documentary
would have been better had she taken a less
judgmental tone. A strong optional purchase.
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

FOOD & SPIRITS
The Carnivore’s Dilemma HH1/2

(2018) 70 min. DVD: $59.95. Passion River (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

French filmmaker Benoît Bringer—impersonated by a stolid U.S.-accented voiceover
that almost sounds computerized—defines
himself as a journalist, not an animal rights
activist. But he says that becoming a father
and watching his son interact with livestock
animals has made him rethink the ethics of
modern food production, especially regarding meat and poultry. Viewers accustomed
to hidden camera horror videos of American
factory farms may find it refreshing (if not
necessarily uplifting) that the criticism here
is directed at supposedly liberal France, where
big-ag swine pens are hellishly overcrowded
(the U.K. is cited as being more humane),
and that a few organic free-range farms that
allow animals to live fairly quality lives are
shown in the conservative U.S. heartland. No
mention is made of Temple Grandin’s famous
designs of “humane” slaughterhouses; rather
the innovation depicted here is a portable
abattoir that visits farms to do the killing
(shown on camera) so that animals do not
undergo terrifying transport (which also
reduces excessive fuel use that potentially
aggravates climate change, although the global warming eco-elephant in the room—vast
methane produced by cattle flatulence—goes
unremarked). While Bringer does provide
some food for thought (especially on the
unnatural practices of industrial chicken-raising), this subject has been better addressed
in numerous other documentaries, most
recently Eating Animals (see review on page
16), based on Jonathan Safran Foer’s titular
2009 exposé. A strong optional purchase.
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Gaining Ground HHH1/2

(2016) 76 min. DVD: $100: public libraries & high
schools; $350: colleges & universities. Feather & Fin
Productions. PPR. Closed captioned.

While there are many documentaries about
farmers struggling against all odds to grow
sustainable, GMO-free, pesticide-free produce
and grains for their own communities, few
truly show the sweep of organic farming in
various rural and urban situations, or make
a case for sustainable farming as a class/
racial/educational issue with transformative
potential. Showcasing the experiences of
Richmond, CA’s Urban Tilth farm (created by
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activists who were sick of the diabetes-baiting
poor food options in their neighborhood), interwoven with scenes from a one-time dairy
farm outside Portland, OR, and a grass seed
farm in Oregon, filmmakers Elaine Velazquez
and Barbara Bernstein’s Gaining Ground looks
at common problems, ranging from a lack of
knowledge about how to grow organic food,
to the outrageous issue of GMO seeds used
in industrial farming contaminating neighboring organic farms (which not only harms
organic farmers, but they can find themselves
sued by seed companies for royalties), to the
specter of environmental catastrophe, such
as the 2012 Chevron Richmond refinery fire
that chemically altered Urban Tilth crops.
In addition, organic farmers face a variety
of social justice issues related to the simple
but apparently commercially threatening
impulse to feed humans nutritious food. A
powerful documentary on a timely topic, this
is highly recommended. [Note: an abridged,
58-minute version of the film is also available
for $300.] Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

No Passport Required, with Marcus
Samuelsson HHH1/2

(2018) 2 discs. 330 min. DVD: $34.99 ($64.99
w/PPR). PBS Video. SDH captioned. ISBN: 978-15317-0529-9.

Chef Marcus Samuelsson was born in
Ethiopia, raised in Sweden, and is currently
employed in New York City. He is acutely
aware of the perils and promise of living
between several worlds and wondering where
to fit in, while also exploring the role of food
as a path to culture, history, and identity. This
PBS-aired miniseries takes Samuelsson on a
journey to immigrant and refugee American
communities to see how food slowly integrates people into local culture. The first stops
are the large Muslim communities of Detroit
and Dearborn, MI, where Samuelsson meets
restaurant owners and pastry chefs, learning
how bread is made, and how flavorful dishes
using chicken, eggplant, lamb, and spices are
prepared. Vietnamese Americans have found
a home in the rich gumbo of New Orleans’s
“NOLA east” community. While contending
with the aftermath of war, refugee boatlifts,
Hurricane Katrina, and a massive Gulf oil
spill that deprived Vietnamese fisherman
of their living, these resilient people have
hung on, thanks to hard work and close
family ties. Samuelsson celebrates their
“light and bright” cuisine of fresh herbs,
shrimp, steamed fish, and pho, foods heavily
influenced by the former French colonizers
of Indochina. Small producers here take advantage of NOLA’s tropical climate with backyard farming, selling produce to restaurants
and food markets. Mexican Americans have
moved north to Chicago, initially lured by
work in the stockyards, steel plants, and meat
packing industry. Gangs, gun violence, and
the immigration crackdown that deprives
restaurants of needed staff workforces have
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all taken a toll in the Windy City, but a new
generation of entrepreneurs are determined
to show that Mexican food is much more
than cheap, spicy junk food. Also including
segments on the Indo-Guyanese community
in Queens, NY, No Passport Required features
insights from immigrants, food lovers, chefs
and their customers, and should appeal to fans
of the late Anthony Bourdain’s series Parts Unknown. Highly recommended. Aud: P. (S. Rees)

COMPUTERS & TECHNOLOGY
Unity Ultimate Game Development: 2D
& 3D, Project Setup & Player Movement
HHH
(2018) 30 min. DVD: $99.99. DRA. TMW Media
Group. PPR. Closed captioned.

Part of the Unity Ultimate Game Development series, this program presents a class
taught by game designer and developer
Mark Hall, who also introduces the series
and points out that the best games have
great character control. Hall shows viewers
how to make a 2D character controller from
scratch using Unity software. In chapter one,
Hall guides viewers on where to obtain the
free version of Unity and how to install the
software. After creating a demo project, he
reviews the basic menus and tools on the
Unity screen. A “scene view” contains the
terrain and objects to be placed and edited,
while the “game view” depicts the completed
version. The left panel or “Hierarchy” holds
the game objects and the right panel or
“Inspector” contains the properties for all of
the objects. At the bottom is the Project tab,
which features all of the files and folders and a
Console tab for errors and other information.
Chapter two focuses on player movement,
as Hall discusses how rigid bodies in games
respond to physics such as gravity, and talks
about “Raycasting,” which deals with the
properties involved in shooting at objects.
With the widespread popularity of video
games—and the rise of indie games made by a
single person or a small team—this hands-on
tutorial will prove useful to budding game developers. Recommended. [Note: other titles in
the series include The Dash Mechanic, Handling
Physics Interactions & Handling Input, and The
Wall Slide Mechanic. Aud: J, H, C, P. (T. Root)

SPORTS, GAMES & RECRE ATION
Winning HHH

(2017) 78 min. DVD: $59.95 ($250 w/PPR from
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from
most distributors).

Nine-time Wimbledon champion Martina
Navratilova, Paralympian tennis player Esther
Vergeer, golfing legend Jack Nicklaus, Olympian gymnast Nadia Comaneci, and track
and field hurdler Edwin Moses are profiled in
this documentary by Jacqueline Joseph. Most
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The Circus HHH1/2

(2018) 2 discs. 240 min. DVD: $29.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. ISBN:
978-1-5317-0630-2.

While the circus didn’t originate in America, it reached the
height of spectacle, death-defying feats, and sheer “humbuggery”
in late-19th-century rural and small-town America. This two-part
PBS-aired American Experience documentary, directed by Sharon
Grimberg and narrated by Michael Murphy, covers the great
American circus, from its heyday of Big Top three-ring shows
featuring strongmen, acrobats, jugglers, and wild animal acts to
its slow decline beginning in the late 1950s. P.T. Barnum’s goal
was to construct a nonstop “village of entertainment,” spurred by inflated claims and
a blanketing of bills, posters, and advertising. Building word-of-mouth excitement, the
circus was a welcome respite for farm families, who waited all year for the big show. In
its 1880s golden age, the circus arrival was heralded by the multi-car train—a “kingdom on wheels”—followed by the all-important setting up and a parade down Main
Street. The early circus was unregulated, segregated, and often dangerous, staffed by
an army of poorly paid workers. Moralists scorned the circus’s alleged role in enticing
idleness, its “nomadic ruffians,” and skimpy costumes, although the menagerie acts
scored points for their educational value. Topics covered include Barnum & Bailey’s epic
rivalry with the Ringling Brothers, the brutal process of animal collection, the hectic
travel schedule from spring to fall, and the circus’s inevitable decline due to a wide
range of factors, including movies, TV, economic depression, wars, flu epidemics, and
a disastrous 1944 tent fire. Colorful personalities abound here—not just the exploited
sideshow “oddities,” but also the high wire divas and, of course, Jumbo the elephant.
Illustrating how the circus left its everlasting mark on American culture, this is highly
recommnded. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)
sports fans will recognize these respective
stars, except perhaps Vergeer, who was paralyzed at age eight following vascular surgery
in her native Netherlands and went on to
become an elite athlete. Rather than concentrating on one athlete at a time, the film goes
back and forth between the spotlighted athletes, mixing interviews with sports footage
that highlights memorable matches, games,
and feats. The relaxed conversations find each
champion discussing his or her career and
reflecting on athletic training, preparation,
coaches, goals, confidence, nervousness,
pressure, and much more. Past footage of the
respective athlete’s achievements as well as
captioned statistics and discussions with family members, friends, coaches, athletic rivals,
and a sports psychologist offer background
information. Sports fans will appreciate revisiting such crowning moments as Comaneci’s
perfect score in the 1976 Olympics, Navratilova’s record-breaking ninth Wimbledon
championship, Niklaus’s 1986 U.S. Masters
win at age 46, Moses’s record-breaking 400
meter hurdle events, and Vergeer’s wheelchair
tennis championships. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (S. Beauregard)

THE ARTS
Body and Soul: An American Bridge
HH

(2018) 58 min. DVD: $135: public libraries;
$270 w/PPR: colleges & universities. Seventh Art
Releasing.

Robert Philipson’s documentary focuses

52

on the history of the jazz standard “Body
and Soul” and its composer, Johnny Green.
Written in 1930, the song was first heard
when Gertrude Lawrence performed it in
a London revue and the first American
performance was by Libby Holman in the
same year during the Broadway show Three’s
a Crowd. The song was quickly adapted by
the big bands of the 1930s and became a
jazz favorite, thanks to Coleman Hawkins’s
innovative 1939 recording. Over the years,
“Body and Soul” was covered by Frank
Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, John
Coltrane, and Stan Kenton, and has the sad
distinction of being the final song recorded
by Amy Winehouse before her death in 2011.
Philipson all but ignores the creators of the
song’s haunting lyrics, Robert Sour and Frank
Eyton, and spends a lot of time on Green’s
Jewish faith, which is curious, given that
Green was not a particularly religious person
and he converted to Christianity later in life.
Philipson details connections between Jewish
songwriters and African American singers
and musicians, but he strangely downplays
Green’s other career achievements (the man
won five Academy Awards). Optional. Aud:
C, P. (P. Hall)

Drawn Together: Comics, Diversity and
Stereotypes HHH

(2018) 52 min. DVD: $95: high schools & public
libraries; $295: colleges & universities. New Day
Films. PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-57448025-2.

Harleen Singh’s documentary centers on
Keith Knight, Vishavjit Singh, and Eileen
Kaur Alden. A narrator spells out the direc-
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tor’s thesis when he asks, “Can comics, editorial cartooning, and cosplay be a medium
for embracing diversity and challenging
stereotypes?” Singh’s answer is yes. Knight,
an African American artist, describes his
semi-autobiographical strip K-Chronicles as
an attempt to “make a commentary on race
without making a commentary on race.” In
the weekly strip, he takes on police brutality,
white supremacy, and other issues. He furthers those ideas in (Th)ink, a single-panel
strip, and nationally-syndicated Knight Life.
Vishavjit Singh, who grew up in the United
States and India, created an online strip called
Sikhtoons, which tackles misconceptions
about Sikhs. As a performance artist, he also
dresses as an anti-hate-crime Captain America-like superhero in a turban. When the
character proves a hit on the streets of New
York, he travels to other cities to talk to people
and document their reactions. Alden writes
and co-created the comic book series Super
Sikh, which revolves around a Sikh action
hero (rather than a superhero). Although Alden isn’t a Sikh, she works with an artist who
belongs to the faith, and she still sees herself
as an outsider, since she’s a woman, mother,
and member of a mixed-race family. Drawn
Together plays more like an introduction than
a comprehensive look at diversity in comics,
but it’s likely to encourage viewers to seek out
other artists, such as Saladin Ahmed (Miles
Morales: Spider-Man) and G. Willow Wilson
(Ms. Marvel), who are doing their part for
representation. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(K. Fennessy)

Check Out These

NEW TITLES

added to the Films On Demand platform! *

Glastonbury Fayre HHH1/2

(1972) 91 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $19.95. Music
Video Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Less a concert movie than a sociologist’s
dream of studying the then-counterculture’s
blue-sky tribalism, Glastonbury Fayre was
filmed at Somerset, England’s 1971 Glastonbury festival. Co-directed by the late Nicolas
Roeg (The Man Who Fell to Earth), the documentary takes a deep dive into the temporary
colony (only 12,000 audience members) that
occupied rolling green hills while dancing,
sleeping, drumming, and getting naked in
front of an impressive, pyramid-shaped stage.
Although the film annoyingly fails to identify
the artists and music acts who performed,
viewers of a certain age should recognize
some folks. The best musical moment arrives
at the beginning with “Dean,” an infectious
blues-pop number by Terry Reid, arguably
among the greatest singer-guitarists, while
another highlight is Traffic’s rambunctious
live version of “Gimme Some Lovin’,” with
an exuberant Steve Winwood on vocals
backed by guitarist-songwriter Dave Mason.
A post-Richard Thompson, post-Sandy Denny
Fairport Convention offers blistering fiddle,
but mediocrity and silliness tend to define the
rest of the performers. (Arthur Brown? Really?) One sure sign that the festival occurred
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• America’s War on Drugs

• King in the Wilderness
• The Words That Built
America

• Sound Waves: The
Symphony of Physics
• Meet the Humans
• Mission Galapagos

• Inside the Storm: Lessons
from the Boardroom
…and many more!

• Smashing the Glass
Ceiling: The Gender Gap
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at the dawn of the 1970s is an appearance
by cult figure Guru Maharaj Ji, who appears
on stage to babble spiritual nonsense to the
crowd. Extras include audio commentary by
Roeg and a “making-of” featurette. Highly
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Papa: The Life and Loves of Ernest
Hemingway HHH

(2018) 105 min. DVD: $24.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Veteran actor Jordan Rhodes, who has
appeared in guest roles on many TV series, cowrote and stars in this biographical play about
writer Ernest Hemingway, filmed before a live
audience at the Odell Williamson Performing
Arts Center at Brunswick Community College
in Bolivia, NC. Set on July 2, 1961, the day
of Hemingway’s suicide, the two-act piece is
structured by Rhodes and his colleague Ken
Vose as a memory-trip monologue covering
the major episodes and relationships in
Hemingway’s life. The sole interruptions in
what basically amounts to a one-person play
are brief appearances by the various women
who Hemingway dallied with or married,
all played by Lynn Moore. As is often the
case in this kind of play, the writing can feel
contrived, with lots of name-dropping and
conveniently-remembered anecdotes, but to
its credit the script does capture the major
elements of Hemingway’s personality—his
gruff machismo, raunchy sense of humor,
egotism, and brooding over the decline of
his health and what he perceives as a loss
in his creative abilities as a result of medical
treatment. Rhodes, who also directed the film

(following the lead of the late Michael Sapp,
who did the original stage version), vividly
embodies the character, and this will likely
appeal to Hemingway aficionados. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

HI S T OR Y & C URRE N T E V E N T S
Ancient Invisible Cities HHH1/2

(2018) 165 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR).
PBS Video. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0623-4. SDH
captioned.

Ancient cities such as Athens, Cairo, and
Istanbul are in many ways “invisible cities,”
where modern buildings cloak half-forgotten functions and landmarks. Professor
Darius Arya hosts this PBS-aired BBC documentary series that uses 3D imaging to
uncover and recreate the past. Named after
Athena, the goddess of wisdom, the Greek
city-state of Athens is revered as the birthplace of democracy, although the modern
world might balk at its army of slaves (who
were often captured in battle), or the fact
that women had no vote and few rights.
Slaves were assigned back-breaking tasks
like extracting silver ore from nearby areas.
Like most ancient cities, Athens was adept
at exploiting local resources, quarrying
high quality marble for the Acropolis and
other monuments. Athens was often in wars
with Sparta and empires to the east; part
of a defensive wall can still be glimpsed in
an underground parking garage, and Arya
and others go underwater to examine now

Mister Rogers: It’s You I Like HHH1/2

(2018) 60 min. DVD: $19.99. PBS Video. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0384-4.

For decades, Fred Rogers was a reassuring presence on his TV
show Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, educating young viewers while
also offering messages of comfort and acceptance. Celebrating
the 50th anniversary of Rogers’s first telecast, filmmaker John
Paulson’s PBS-aired documentary examines the elements that
made Rogers successful and unique. Actor Michael Keaton,
who appeared as an early performer in Rogers’s neighborhood,
reviews a typical show, in which a casually dressed Rogers would
come out and sing a few songs in his gentle, light voice. Music
was always an important feature, and the series featured guests such as Yo-Yo Ma and
Wynton Marsalis. Rogers never talked down or lied to children. The special effects
were deliberately low tech, and Rogers always made the distinction between what was
“make-believe” vs. what was real. He also believed in the value of being vulnerable,
emphasizing a healthy expression of emotions, and never shying away from difficult
topics including birth, death, and divorce. The series also featured eagerly awaited regular characters, like delivery man Mr. McFeely, as well as factory tours, which showed
how things were made, ranging from crayons to pretzels. John Lithgow, Whoopi
Goldberg, and comedian Sarah Silverman recall Rogers’s playful and curious side,
and his minimal use of retakes, stemming from his belief that life isn’t always perfect.
When violinist Itzhak Perlman came to call, his crutches were displayed (children
with challenges and handicaps provided many memorable, inspiring moments on the
show). In a run of over 900 episodes, Rogers proved that he could never be replaced.
A fine companion documentary to 2018’s Won’t You Be My Neighbor? (VL-9/18), extras
include bonus footage. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)
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submerged fortifications that lie outside the
city. Cairo is a sprawling modern metropolis
still living in the shadow of the Great Pyramid of Giza, which is marked by intricate
labyrinths and mysterious chambers. Free
men (no slaves) are now thought to have
built the monuments; recently excavated
living quarters have been found nearby,
supplemented by baking and beer-making
facilities. The Nile’s life-giving waters ebb
and flow, a silent witness to engineering
feats spanning 32 dynasties and 3,000
years. Istanbul is a bridge between eastern
and western cultures, surviving earthquakes, sackings by Crusaders, and sieges
from the Ottoman armies. In this “layer
cake of civilizations,” an ancient racetrack
is transformed into a water storage area, a
modern carpet shop now perches atop the
mosaics of an ancient palace, and the Grand
Bazaar marketplace endures, expands, and
prospers through the centuries. Filled with
colorful views and spectacular monuments,
this informative historical travelogue series is
highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Around India with a Movie Camera
HH1/2

(2017) 72 min. DVD: $390. Icarus Films. PPR.
Closed captioned.

Sandhya Suri’s documentar y offers
perspective on British colonial rule in
India as captured on film, starting with
the 1899 travelogue Panorama of Calcutta,
India, from the River Ganges and stretching
through the pre-independence 1940s. Much
of the footage carries a sense of wonder,
with exotically costumed locals and the
formally dressed British looking on at the
local culture and ecosystem. The British
royal family shows up in a 1911 clip of King
George V and Queen Mary visiting in their
roles as Emperor and Empress of India, and
in a 1920s visit by the then-Prince of Wales
(and future King Edward VIII). Some of the
silent footage is hand-colored, often in a
whimsical manner that brings bright hues
to the fruit-bearing trees while keeping the
people in monochrome. Cultural stereotyping is on display in a 1914 experimental
sound film, shot in a London studio, where
an English song-and-dance performer in
brownface hammily lip-syncs to the musical hall ditty “The Rollicking Rajah.” While
much of the footage is fascinating, Suri rarely identifies her clips by year, location, and
filmmaker, making some of this otherwise
interesting film a bewildering montage. A
strong optional purchase. (P. Hall)

The Distant Barking of Dogs HHH1/2
(2017) 90 min. In Russian w/English subtitles.
DVD: $320. DRA. Film Platform (avail. from
www.filmplatform.net). PPR.

A touching coming-of-age profile set
against the backdrop of war, Simon Lereng
Wilmont’s documentary follows Oleg Afanas-
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yev and his loving grandmother Alexandra
Ryabichkina over the course of three years
as they struggle to live a normal life in the
tiny village of Hnutove, near the front line of
the conflict being waged in eastern Ukraine
against Russian-backed separatists who are
trying to establish their own republic of
Donetsk. Oleg, who was 10 when filming
began in 2014, visits his mother’s grave
with Alexandra and plays with his younger
cousin Yarik in the fields while the sound of
artillery shells rumble in the distance. At one
point, Yarik and his mother flee westward,
but soon return; at another, Alexandra falls
ill, and Oleg and Yarik are forced to fend for
themselves (a doctor tells the old woman
she must simply adapt to the chaos that
is exacerbating her anxiety). In classroom
scenes, teachers warn their students about
the dangers they constantly face. Kostya, an
older friend, encourages Oleg to try firing a
pistol, leading to a wound from a ricocheting
bullet. The Distant Barking of Dogs begins with
dashboard footage of a car being blown to
bits by an artillery strike (the driver of the
vehicle behind it abruptly switches into reverse to avoid the debris) and ends with the
sad observation that despite various efforts
to establish a cease-fire, the war rages on.
A sobering account of the human cost of a
mostly forgotten conflict, this is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Elizabeth I and Her Enemies HH1/2

(2017) 141 min. DVD: $34.99. Acorn Media (avail.
from most distributors). SDH captioned.

This three-part British documentary
miniseries serves up a biographical profile
of Queen Elizabeth I of England (1533-1603)
through speculative dramatic re-enactments
that are punctuated by commentary from
two historians, Dr. Suzannah Lipscomb and
Dan Jones. The emphasis lies on the obstacles
that Elizabeth had to overcome at each stage
of her life. The first hour focuses on the dangers she faced prior to her succession in 1559:
the execution of her mother Anne Boleyn on
charges of treason, the hostility of her father
Henry VIII, and the attempts to use her as
a political pawn during the reigns of her
half-brother Edward VI and half-sister Mary.
The second part is essentially an account of
her rivalry with Mary, Queen of Scots, who
challenged Elizabeth for the throne. And the
final episode concentrates on the abortive
effort by King Philip II of Spain to overthrow
Elizabeth in 1588 with the Spanish Armada
fleet, as well as the rebellion fostered against
the queen by her erstwhile lover Robert
Devereux, the Earl of Essex. As a whole, the
series is rather mediocre popular history: the
observations by Lipscomb and Jones are relatively simplistic and at times sensationalistic,
while the re-creations are far inferior to those
found in TV dramas like Masterpiece Theatre
and feature films. Still, this might encourage
deeper study of Elizabeth, making it a strong
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Studio 54 HHH

(2018) 98 min. DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $34.95 ($349 w/PPR from www.
kinolorberedu.com). DRA. Kino Lorber (avail. from most distributors).
Closed captioned.

Although it only lasted for 33 months, Manhattan’s infamous
nightclub Studio 54 remains a cultural icon from the late ‘70s
post-Watergate, post-Vietnam period—a time when everyone
wanted to have fun, or (as one interviewee astutely observes)
“a window of opportunity between the invention of the pill
and the advent of AIDS.” Filmmaker Matt Tyrnauer’s Studio 54
is a sex, drugs, and disco rise and fall saga centering on friends
and founders Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager. Transforming an old CBS studio into the
“Mount Olympus of the disco world,” Rubell and Schrager created a hotspot that featured
nightly spectacle and attracted dozens of big name celebrities, including Halston, Andy
Warhol, Mick Jagger, Liza Minnelli, Truman Capote, and Michael Jackson. Rubell, who
was gay, served as the ebullient front man, while the more reserved Schrager—who is
the key interviewee here—remained behind-the-scenes. As is often the case in these
kinds of stories, success bred excess with a dash of greed and stupidity. Drugs and cash
were stashed all over the place, and the IRS eventually charged the owners (and a third
partner) for skimming money and tax evasion, which—despite legal representation by
the notorious Roy Cohn (and 36 other lawyers)—ultimately stuck, especially after the
disastrous decision to publicly accuse President Jimmy Carter’s Chief of Staff Hamilton
Jordan of being a cocaine-snorting patron of Studio 54 (eventually, the Department
of Justice got involved). Rubell and Schrager would both do time in prison—serving
sentences that were cut short when they agreed to sing about similar wrongdoing at
other big-name clubs in NYC. In 1989, Rubell died of AIDS complications (described in
the papers as hepatitis and septic shock), while Schrager (who was officially pardoned
by President Obama in 2017) went on to become a major force in the boutique hotel
industry. Featuring oodles of archival footage and stills, coupled with interviews of
former employees, patrons, and officials, Studio 54 presents an often fascinating and
consistently entertaining time capsule look at the real story behind a short-lived cultural phenomenon that quickly became legend. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (R. Pitman)
optional purchase. Aud: H, C, P. (F. Swietek)

The German Neighbor HH1/2

(2017) 94 min. In Spanish w/English subtitles.
DVD: $150: public libraries; $350: colleges &
universities. DRA. PRAGDA. PPR.

In 1960, the residents of a working-class
Buenos Aires suburb were shocked to learn
that Roberto Klement, a German immigrant
who was well regarded within the community, had been kidnapped and spirited to Israel,
where he was revealed to be the fugitive Nazi
war criminal Adolf Eichmann. Filmmakers
Martín Liji and Rosario Cervio’s meditative
quasi-documentary considers the perception
of good and evil through the life of a man
who personified the darkest event of the 20th
century. The central character in the film
is Renate Liebeskind (played by Antonella
Saldicco), a young German translator living
in Argentina who is hired to translate a documentary film of the 1961 Eichmann trial into
Spanish. But Renate’s reaction to the footage
puzzles her—on trial, the bald and bespectacled Eichmann never gives the impression of
a crazed murderer. To understand this strange
disconnect, she embarks on her own study
by tracking down historians and reporters
who have greater understanding of the story,
as well as Eichmann’s former neighbors in
Argentina who were unaware of his infamous
past. The film presents extensive footage from
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the Eichmann trial, including testimony by
Holocaust survivors who detail the horrors
unleashed by the Nazis. Unfortunately, the
pacing is leisurely bordering on meandering,
and it is a shame that Liji and Cervio did not
pursue a more straightforward documentary approach. Still, viewers unaware of the
Eichmann story will find this to be a decent
introduction. A strong optional purchase.
Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Nowhere to Hide HHH1/2

(2018) 88 min. In Arabic w/English subtitles. DVD:
$150: public libraries; $350: colleges & universities.
DRA. Collective Eye Films. PPR. SDH captioned.

Much of Zaradasht Ahmed’s devastating
PBS-aired documentary was filmed by its
subject: Nori Sharif, an engaging Iraqi medic,
who viewers first see in 2011 working in the
emergency section at Jalawla Central Hospital
in Diyala. On the director’s suggestion, Sharif
takes a camera with him wherever he goes.
Since the American invasion in 2003, Sharif
notes, the nature of the injuries he treats has
changed. His patients include citizens who
have lost limbs, experienced paralysis, or
suffered other injuries that have adversely
affected their ability to earn a living and
provide for their families, but Sharif feels
hopeful when the coalition troops begin to
withdraw. “To be independent is a beautiful
thing,” he says, but the departure leads to an
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increase in violence and corruption, including car bombs, sniper fire, and beheadings.
The situation worsens when Shiite militia
members force out most of the hospital staff.
In 2014, when ISIS seizes the town, Sharif and
his family—including his wife and four children—flee Diyala. With nowhere else to go,
they move into an abandoned school with 20
other families, but when the shelling becomes
too intense, they hit the road again, ending
up in a Sa’ad refugee camp. By 2015, Sharif
remains cautiously hopeful, despite all that
he has seen and experienced. His first-hand
documentation of a country destabilized by
destructive forces from within and without
deserves a wide audience. Including both the
full-length version and an abridged classroom
edition, this is highly recommended. Aud: C,
P. (K. Fennessy)

SPK Complex HHH

(2018) 111 min. In German w/English subtitles.
DVD: $398. Icarus Films. PPR.

The violent activities of radical groups such
as the Red Army Faction (or the Baader-Meinhof Gang) in West Germany during the
1970s are well known, but almost forgotten
today is the Socialist Patients’ Collective or
SPK, the subject of Gerd Kroske’s fascinating
documentary. The group originated at Heidelberg University in the early ‘70s as the
brainchild of Wolfgang Huber, an assistant
in the university’s clinic, who claimed to be
inspired by Hegel in his belief that mental
illness was a symptom of capitalism and
he argued that only the destruction of the
system could effect a cure. Among Huber’s
followers, some eventually gravitated to the
Red Army Faction where they engaged in vi-

olence, while others—including Huber and
his wife—were arrested as terrorists, convicted, and imprisoned. Huber was released
in 1976, but subsequently disappeared (he is
seen here only in archival material). Kroske
investigates the SPK through an analysis of
official records as well as interviews with
former members (a woman who vigorously
defends Huber, a troubled man who was
invited to join the group by Huber but
now sorrowfully regrets his involvement,
and an individual who turned informant);
prosecutors, defense attorneys, and even
the judge in Huber’s trial; and guards at
the prison where Huber was incarcerated.
Also noting the group’s later history and
overall influence, SPK Complex provides an
intriguing glimpse into a nearly forgotten
footnote in the radical movements of the
‘70s. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

We, The Marines HH1/2

(2017) 45 min. 4K/Blu-ray Combo: $29.99. Shout!
Factory (avail. from most distributors). SDH
captioned.

Former Marine Gene Hackman narrates
this upbeat, handsomely filmed IMAX tribute
to the Corps that is more recruitment video
than in-depth documentary. Weighing in at
a mere 38 minutes, We, The Marines offers
a few general historical tidbits (touching
on the formation of the Marines in 1775,
involvement in major wars, and role in
contemporary humanitarian disaster relief
missions), but essentially offers brief glimpses of daily life at numerous Marine camps
and outposts, including boot camp at Parris
Island, SC; the grueling “Crucible” training
course; officer candidate school at Quantico,

Power to Heal: Medicare and the Civil Rights Revolution
HHH1/2

(2018) 56 min. DVD: $295. Bullfrog Films. PPR. SDH captioned. ISBN:
1-948745-14-3.

Narrated by Danny Glover, this compelling documentary by
legendary filmmaker Charles Burnett looks at the challenges faced
by African Americans trying to gain access to quality healthcare
during the Jim Crow era. Segregation extended deep into medical
care, with hospitals in both the South and the North routinely
refusing to provide care to African American patients. Hospitals
designed solely for black patients were mostly underfunded and
acutely inferior to facilities with a whites-only policy. And few medical schools were
willing to admit non-white students, while the American Medical Association refused to
open its membership to African American doctors, who founded their own professional
group with the National Medical Association. The 1964 Civil Rights Act and the creation
of Medicare in 1965 sought to bring about an end to segregation in healthcare, but
many hospitals pushed back at federal attempts to deny or limit treatment on the basis
of race. The film offers rarely-seen archival footage and photos that detail the struggle
to bring long-overdue change, along the way detailing the achievements of inspiring
figures who may not be familiar to many today, most notably Dr. W. Montague Cobb,
who was tireless in his efforts to break down the professional barriers that prevented
African Americans from succeeding in the medical field. While most documentaries on
the Civil Rights movement focus on the political and educational aspects of segregation,
this one addresses a much less remarked—if no less shameful—chapter in American
race-relations history. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)
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VA; and the mountain warfare training center near Bridgeport, CA. Three of the more
impressive sequences focus on working with
canines, escaping from a submerged helicopter, and a massive military drill operation at
Twentynine Palms, CA. With only very short
moments of people speaking, there is little
in the way of character here, although to be
fair, IMAX films are really about spectacular
visuals, and We, The Marines certainly boasts
some incredible sights—particularly in the
4K edition of this combo set. Extras include a
behind-the-scenes featurette with interviews
that is often more compelling than the main
feature. Likely to appeal to both veterans and
IMAX fans, this is a strong optional purchase.
Aud: P. (R. Pitman)

TRAVEL & GEOGRAPHY
A Covered Bridge Journey HHH

(2018) 87 min. DVD: $20. DRA. Inconceivable
Pictures (avail. from www.coveredbridgemovie.
com).

Part regional history lesson and part tourist
promo, filmmaker Nate North’s A Covered
Bridge Journey illustrates how a unique feature can become the catalyst for drawing
thousands of visitors and vacationers. In
the case of Indiana, more than 40 covered
bridges (similar to the one in Iowa-based
The Bridges of Madison County) have been a
major draw since the 1950s, ushering in an
annual Covered Bridge Festival that led to a
multi-faceted transformation of a town and
entire counties. The fascinating background
of the bridges (most found in tourist mecca
Park County) is a story of pioneering ambitions in the 19th century, followed by many
changes in ownership and focus (one bridge
at various times was associated with a mill, a
distillery, was burned down, and was rebuilt).
By the mid-20th century, Indiana residents
lost interest in the bridges, but then people
became enthusiastic about sponsoring a
festival in Rockville (which has 31 of the
bridges; some over rivers, falls, or serving as
overpasses). That first festival was an instant
success, creating a seasonal tourist economy
with added attractions (including live theater,
movies, and redesigned streets for bikes and
strollers). In addition to the history behind
this winning rural saga, the film focuses on
the individual characters of different bridges.
Likely to be of interest to armchair travelers
and regional history buffs, this is recommended. Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

Discoveries…America National Parks:
Grand Teton National Park & Other
Wyoming Destinations HHH1/2

(2018) 46 min. DVD: $24.95. DRA. Bennett-Watt
HD Productions. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-60490-215-0.

Another dazzling entry in Jim and Kelly
Watts’s HD-filmed Discoveries…America
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National Parks series, Grand Teton National
Park and Other Wyoming Destinations serves
up sumptuous visits to Wyoming’s national
parks, reserves, and archaeological sites,
beginning with Grand Teton National Park,
where viewers see long shots of elk wandering through a world of top-to-bottom snow,
as well as other protected critters, including
wolves, coyote, foxes, swans, etc. (footage of
a truck driving slowly in deep snow through
a herd of 900 elk—while game officers toss
squares of grasses and plants for the animals
to consume—is weirdly dreamlike). A handsome exhibit details the origins of the park
(through a deal worked out between local
community and the federal government in
1923), which is very different in spring, as
the elk migrate at will—sometimes blocking
roads—and human visitors enjoy the sunlight within a vast green valley. Elsewhere,
Fossil Butte National Monument features
many remarkable fossils, while the mysterious Devils Tower National Monument automatically calls to mind Steven Spielberg’s
Close Encounters of the Third Kind, although
here we see another kind of encounter, as
climbers shimmy up the steep surface of the
iconic butte, holding on for dear life. The
Vore Buffalo Jump is a strange monument
to historical slaughter, where Native Americans would frighten herds of buffalo into
a 40-foot deep sinkhole, where the animals
would then be fi nished off (buffalo bones
are on display, illustrating how hunters
and their community would fi nd uses for
every part of a kill). The sublime Flaming
Gorge National Recreation Area boasts a
spectacular canyon, pristine river (perfect
for fly fishing), and plenty of prairie dogs.
And there is a cameo appearance by Yellowstone National Park, the subject of the
premiere entry in this fi ne series aimed at
armchair travelers. Highly recommended.
Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

Sicily: Land of Love and Strife HHH1/2
(2018) 82 min. DVD: $24.99 ($199.99 w/PPR).
Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

Fi l m ma ke r Ma rk Spa no host s t h is
wide-ranging, lush tour of Sicily, described
as an island state whose cosmopolitan culture as a crossroads of the West (invaded
and affected over millennia by everyone
from the Romans to the “Viking” Normans)
goes unappreciated by many outsiders. Sicilian society is hailed not only for giving
pasta to the world, but also maintaining
a racially and LGBT-tolerant atmosphere.
Some interviewees (authors interviewed
include Joseph Farrell, Andrew Edwards,
and John Dickie) even speculate that the
reputedly severe Catholic heritage is—like
legendary Sicilian puppet shows—more
theatrical than anything else (local patron
Saint Agatha had her breasts tortured in her
martyrdom, so mammary-shaped cakes are
presented as a tribute). Although more time
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is spent on volcano eruptions than Sicily’s
infamous organized-crime syndicates,
everyone here disdains the Mafia (traced
in folklore to a trio of long-ago Spanish
knights gone rogue) and vows that the longstanding protection-money tradition (“pizzo”) is on its way out. Still, even Palermo
mayor Leoluca Orlando (lit as menacingly
as a Don in a gangster movie) admits that
hardly any economic project can be done
legitimately in the local bureaucracy. While
there is no mention of legendary bandit Salvatore Giuliano, of Mario Puzo’s bestseller
The Sicilian, a visit is made to the ornate
museum of nobleman-author Giuseppe
Tomasi di Lampedusa. Making an offer that
travel shelves cannot refuse, this is highly
recommended. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

BIOGRAPHY
Bad Reputation HHH

(2018) 93 min. DVD: $19.98. Magnolia Home
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors). SDH
captioned.

Bad Reputation opens with a story that the
former Joan Larkin tells about her desire as
a 13-year-old for a Sears electric guitar. Her
parents didn’t understand why, but they
bought her one, and she wailed away on it
until she became as good as the teen boys
who were also dreaming of rock ‘n’ roll
stardom in the Southern California suburbs
of the 1970s. Jett got her start by hanging
out at the Sunset Strip nightclub Rodney
Bingenheimer’s English Disco, where she
plunged into the glam-rock scene. Through
the club, she met the notorious Kim Fowley,
who helped her put together an all-girl
band. If Jett longed to be taken seriously as
a musician, the male-dominated media of
the time couldn’t see past the Runaways’
jailbait image. Director Kevin Kerslake
(Nirvana: Live! Tonight! Sold Out!!) proceeds
through the years as Jett struggles to remain
commercially viable. And then along came
the riot grrrl movement, which brought her
back to her punk roots through collaborations with Bikini Kill and the Gits. Over
the years, she has also played for the troops
and spoken out on behalf of LGBTQ rights.
On “Fragile,” from 2013’s Unvarnished, a
54-year-old Jett sings, “I’m at the point in
life now, I think about my own mortality
and how it all works out. I lived the best I
could, but is that a bluff? I see myself and
wonder, was that good enough?” Well, no
one is better at being Joan Jett than Joan
Jett, and Kerslake captures her essence well
in this documentary that also features Debbie Harry, Ian MacKaye, and Adam Horovitz
paying their respects to the pioneering performer. Extras include bonus performances,
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction footage, and music videos. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (K. Fennessy)
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The Bill Murray Stories HHH

(2018) 71 min. DVD: $16.99, Blu-ray: $19.99.
Gravitas Ventures (avail. from most distributors).
Closed captioned.

Filmmaker Tommy Avallone finds unexpected intellectual content in a topic
seemingly ripe for yucks and celebrity
gossip—namely, the confirmed habit of
star actor Bill Murray to appear randomly
in non-showbiz places (notably Charleston, SC, where he has business interests),
interact with strangers (in wedding-photo
shoots, house concerts, or even helping do
the dishwashing after a party), and then
quietly disappear, occasionally dropping a
catchphrase, “No one will ever believe you.”
Even Murray’s promotional appearances in
venues like San Diego Comic-Con (and an
under-construction poetry library) have an
unaffected, off-the-cuff feel. Avallone, with
assists from author Gavin Edwards (The Tao of
Bill Murray) decides that rather than a prank
schtick or PR, Murray is conveying tenets of
Eastern religions and philosophy: to live and
share in the moment and take what comes
on a Zen level. A (brief) survey of Murray
comedies find Buddhism and Taoism surfacing in the likes of Meatballs and Caddyshack
(and, of course, Groundhog Day), and one may
gain renewed appreciation now for Murray’s
early sortie into straight drama, the 1984
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95 and 6 to Go HHH1/2

(2018) 85 min. DVD: $145: high schools & public libraries; $345: colleges
& universities. New Day Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

A haunting, home-movie-style documentary by Kimi Takesue
about her nonagenarian grandfather Tom, 95 and 6 to Go initially
presents the seemingly resilient, quick-witted Tom exercising
with enviable stamina, and then puttering around his Honolulu
home, clipping coupons, and looking at family photographs.
Tom is a realist of few words, a survivor many times over who
knows that little can be done to mitigate loss. Takesue, unseen
behind the camera, asks him questions about his life, as well as
his opinion of a screenplay she’s written—one with obvious echoes of his personal
experiences. Tom speaks soberly about the fiery death of his mother when he was
two, his childhood loneliness, the love and companionship he enjoyed with his late
wife, and the death of a daughter who was in her 30s. “You grieve but you have to go
forward,” he says, somewhat unconvincingly. About Takesue’s script he is touchingly
creative, advising her on her story’s ending, on a title, and even music (hearing Tom
sing “The Way You Look Tonight” is a real treat). Takesue’s personal video-journal film
offers profound testimony about the ways of the world, while introducing viewers to a
modest gentleman who knows the score. Extras include audio commentary by Takesue
and a stills gallery. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
adaptation of the W. Somerset Maugham
spiritual-seeker novel The Razor’s Edge, which
mystified fans and critics. So, does Murray
ever sit down with the questing filmmaker
for an enlightening dialogue? In the end it
doesn’t really matter, Grasshoppper. This
fun, offbeat documentary is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Father’s Kingdom HHH1/2

(2018) 94 min. DVD: $129: high schools & public
libraries; $349: colleges & universities. DRA. Good
Docs (avail. from www.gooddocs.net). PPR. SDH
captioned.

One of the most controversial figures of
the 20th-century Civil Rights movement
was a preacher who called himself Father
Divine. At the height of his fame in the
1930s and ‘40s, he claimed to have brought
one million followers to his highly distinctive theological message, which included
the insistence that he was God incarnate.
Lenny Feinberg’s documentary traces the
unlikely rise of this colorful character from
the ramshackle African American sharecropper community in Maryland where he
was born as George Baker, up to a position
of moral and political power in Harlem.
Throughout his ministry, Father Divine ran
afoul with the law; many of these clashes
were the result of the repressive Jim Crow
environment, although Father Divine’s often erratic behavior certainly contributed
to some of his legal woes. He also advocated
for racial harmony and attracted a large
number of white followers, which was
highly uncommon for the era. Although
he passed away in 1965, Father Divine still
maintains a following of elderly loyalists
who gather at the Pennsylvania estate
where he lived out his fi nal years. Feinberg
wisely refrains from passing judgment on
the fanatic frenzy that his subject inspired,
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and he is a bit vague about certain areas of
Father Divine’s religious teachings and the
depth of his wealth. But overall this is a
fascinating tribute to an iconoclastic figure
most often overlooked in civil rights history
lessons. Highly recommended. [Note: this is
also available on home video for $14.99 on
DVD and $16.99 on Blu-ray from Gravitas
Ventures.] Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Gurrumul HHH1/2

(2017) 96 min. In English & Yolngu Matha w/
English subtitles. DVD: $320. DRA. Film Platform
(avail. from www.filmplatform.net). PPR.

Blind Aboriginal musician Geoffrey
Gurrumul Yunupingu is the subject of Paul
Damien Williams’s documentary, which
explores not only his subject’s brief and unusual career but also the cultural differences
between his Yolngu people of Australia’s
extreme northeastern Arnhem Land and
the outside world. The film is structured in
terms of the relationship between Gurrumul
and his collaborators: musician Michael
Hohnen, who discovered him in Galiwin’ku,
Gurrumul’s hometown on Elcho Island, and
Mark Grose, who joined Hohnen to start a
record label and became the manager of
Saltwater Band, in which Gurrumul was lead
singer. The purity of his voice stunned listeners, leading to success on disc sales and in
live performances. But his disconnect from
the commercial music scene, however, was
intense, as evidenced in his obvious incomprehension doing a duet with a patronizing
Sting, and his abrupt disappearance at the
beginning of a proposed American tour (a
later one on a more intimate scale was a
triumph, however). A sense of the cultural
divide that Gurrumul experienced is provided by comments from his parents and other
relatives, particularly an aunt who talks not
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only about her nephew’s childhood but
also of the emphasis on community over
the individual that characterizes Yolngu
society. According to Yolngu norms, visual
and aural representations of a dead person
should be erased from public exhibition
because that individual has become part of
a continuum with his ancestors, so special
dispensation had to be granted by family
elders after Gurrumul’s untimely death in
2017 to allow for his image and voice to be
preserved in this film. A fascinating ethnographic profile, this is highly recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

The Rest I Make Up HHH

(2018) 79 min. DVD: $89: public libraries; $395:
colleges & universities. Women Make Movies. PPR.

Filmed over a span of approximately
10 years by rookie filmmaker Michelle
Memran, this is an endearing snapshot of
Cuban-American playwright María Irene
Fornés, the recipient of nine Obie Awards
and a Pulitzer Prize finalist. The friendship
and affection between Memran and Fornés
are evident as the documentary follows the
playwright in her New York City neighborhood and other locales, including Cuba
where she reconnects with family. Early on,
Fornés visits her doctor where she reveals
her struggles with memory. As the film
progresses, her dementia becomes more
noticeable, even if her vitality and sparkling
personality never wane. Vintage footage
and photos documenting some of her avant
garde plays and TV interviews briefly touch
on her longstanding career, as do comments
from other playwrights, including Edward
Albee and John Guare. When trying to recall
how she met the filmmaker, Fornés briefly
discusses her romantic relationship with Susan Sontag. Even if the documentary seems
to skip all over the place, Fornés, whose
works are described as shocking, tender, and
delicate, always remains at the center. And
while the intent here is not to profile dementia, viewers watching the vibrant playwright
trying to remember her recent trip to Cuba
or identify her sister at a family dinner in
Miami can’t help but see the effects of her
faltering memory. Recommended. Aud: C,
P. (S. Beauregard)

The Revelation of Lee “Scratch” Perry
HHH
(2018) 101 min. DVD: $12.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Lee “Scratch” Perry has been and remains
a titan of music production since the late
1960s. A Jamaican architect of the reggae
and dub sounds beloved by international
fans and artists, Perry recorded his own
hits under the pseudonym the Upsetters
during the 1970s. At the same time, he
brought his distinctive touch as producer to
other reggae pioneers (Bob Marley and the
Wailers, Junior Murvin) and artists in the
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Coby HHH

Series Update

(2018) 81 min. DVD: $24.95. Film Movement (avail. from most
distributors). Closed captioned.

Twenty-three-year-old Suzanna Hunt is a small-town Ohio
woman who embarks on a lengthy medical, psychological,
and emotional journey to transition into Jacob Hunt. That
journey is not a linear affair in the interesting if sometimes
also self-absorbed documentary Coby, which shuffles different
chapters in Suzanna/Jacob’s life as captured in a running video
diary spanning years. Telling the story out of chronological
sequence actually enhances the essential humanity and courage of the film’s subject, as we see him as both a frustrated teen who can’t wait
for transition medication and surgery, and as a handsome young man sprouting a
close-cropped beard and recording his ever-deepening voice. Filmmaker Christian
Sonderegger wisely explores the subtle complexities of Jacob’s adjustment to change
(including his awareness that testosterone therapy has altered his experience of
empathy for others). Viewers also meet Jacob’s progressive parents, colleagues (he’s
an EMT), and his girlfriend, who all add to his heartwarming story. Where one’s
eyes might glaze over a bit is Sonderegger’s fixation with lengthy impressions of
Jacob’s body: what does his elbow look like in a close-up mirror reflection? What
about his hair flapping in the breeze? This becomes an annoying tic in an otherwise illuminating film. Extras include deleted scenes. Recommended, overall.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
U.K. (the Clash) and the U.S. (the Beastie
Boys). Late in his career, Perry recorded his
Grammy-nominated 2010 album Revelation at his mountaintop studio and home
in Switzerland, collaborating with British
producer and engineer Steve Marshall.
The latter is also a filmmaker who brought
in a cinematographer to capture footage
of Perry singing and chanting to mostly
pre-recorded instruments for this mystical,
prophetic album. Marshall also films Perry
performing some monk-like rituals around
his studio, and he entices the reggae pioneer
to sit for an interview about life during end
times (which Perry believes are here) and
the cleansing power of his music. Some of
this insular profile is a bit monotonous, but
devoted fans will be more than happy to
watch Perry putter around. Extras include a
bonus interview with Perry. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

The Untameable Kirk Douglas HHH

(2018) 52 min. DVD: $145: public libraries;
$345 w/PPR: colleges & universities. Seventh Art
Releasing.

As Kirk Douglas celebrates his 100th
birthday, family and friends pay tribute
to his career as an actor, director, and
producer in this film written and directed
by Hubert Attal. In the opening, Michael
Douglas praises his father for his service
to his countr y, patriotism, cinematic
achievements, and care for others, while
Michael’s wife, Catherine Zeta Jones,
sings happy birthday to her father-in-law.
Narrators—including Kirk himself—share
insights on his upbringing, personality,
and remarkable career, interspersed with
over 20 movie clips from notable films.
Kirk’s Jewish parents came to the United
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States from Russia, changed their name to
Dempsey and settled in Amsterdam, NY.
Kirk grew up poor, but had determination
and dreams; he saved money, earned a
scholarship, and put himself through
college at St. Lawrence University. After
college, he attended the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, changed his name from
Issur Danielovitch Demsky and met stage
actress Lauren Bacall, who helped give Kirk
his first break by recommending him for a
role in the film The Strange Love of Martha
Ivers featuring Barbara Stanwick. Success
followed success as he starred in and produced many films during the Golden Age of
Hollywood, including: Champion, for which
he was nominated for an Academy Award;
Lust for Life, playing Vincent van Gogh;
and his signature titular role in Spartacus.
He also devoted his life to helping others,
contributed funds to many charities, and
was named the Goodwill Ambassador for
the State Department. An engaging profile
of a beloved film star, this is recommended.
Aud: P. (T. Root)

Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during March and April, including:
The Al Purdy Songbook, Bloodlines: The
Art and Life of Vincent Castiglia, Hobbyhorse Revolution, Into the Hinterlands,
Nimble Fingers, Qi Gong: Mindfulness
in Motion, Return to Cuba, and much
more!
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The following titles are new additions
to series previously recommended. Titles
are available from most distributors
unless otherwise noted.
O c tonaut s: Reef
Re sc ue (9 0 m i n.,
DV D: $9.99) is t he
latest compilation of
episodes from NCircle
Entertainment’s computer-animated series
following the titular
underwater rescue team as they travel
to locales from the Amazon River to the
Mariana Trench. See review of Octonauts:
15 Underwater Adventures in VL-11/16.
Newly available from PBS is Daniel
Tiger’s Neighborhood: School Time
Fun (90 min., DVD: $12.99), following
young preschooler Daniel Tiger as he
enjoys a school field day activity, nature
walk, and visit to the library in this
computer-animated spin-off from Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood. See review of Daniel
Tiger’s Neighborhood: Life’s Little Lessons
in VL-5/14.
Scooby-Doo! And the Curse of the
13th Ghost (82 min., DVD: $19.98) is
Warner’s latest entry in the long-running series, here following scaredy-dog
Scooby and his Mystery Inc. friends
as they help old friend Vincent Van
Ghoul add the last ghost to the Chest
of Demons collection. See review of
Scooby-Doo! And the Gourmet Ghost in
VL-11/18.
PAW Patrol: Pups Save Puplantis
(95 min., DVD: $14.98) is the newest
title from Paramount and Nickelodeon’s
computer-animated series following
puppy patrollers Marshall, Chase, Zuma,
Skye, Rubble, and Rocky through six escapades, including “Pups Save a Wiggly
Whale” and “Pups Save a Sunken Sloop.”
See review of PAW Patrol in VL-7/14.
Exploring the stories
behind several Shakespeare plays, Shakespeare Uncovered:
Series 3 (350 min.,
DVD: 2 discs, $34.99)
marks the 2018 third
season of the BBC and
PBS series and features
hosts including Helen Hunt on Much Ado
About Nothing and F. Murray Abraham
on The Merchant of Venice. See review of
Shakespeare Uncovered in VL-7/13.
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ALA-FMRT Notable Videos 2019
The American Library Association (ALA)
Film and Media Round Table: Notable Videos for Adults Committee has compiled its
2019 list of 15 outstanding films released
on video within the past two years. Unless otherwise noted, titles are available
from most distributors or the companies
are listed in the “Distributor Addresses”
on page 69.
After Auschwitz (Passion River, 82 min.,
DVD: $24.95 [$325 w/PPR]). Jon Kean’s documentary focuses on six women who survived the Auschwitz concentration camp
in their late teens and early 20s. (VL-9/18)
Deej (Rooy Media [www.deejmovie.
com], 72 min., DVD: $19.95: individuals;
$119: high schools & public libraries; $329:
colleges & institutions). Robert Rooy’s documentary profiles DJ Savarese (Deej), who
conveys what it’s like to be a nonspeaking
autistic person and describes his dream
of pursuing full inclusion for himself and
others. (VL-3/18)
The Departure (FilmRise, 87 min., DVD:
$19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95). Emmy-winning
filmmaker Lana Wilson’s documentary
centers on Ittetsu Nemoto, a former punk
musician whose midlife career shift finds
him serving as a Buddhist priest in Japan,
where he helps people who are seeking to
end their lives. (VL-5/18)
Dolores (PBS, 96 min., DVD: $24.99
[$54.99 w/PPR], Blu-ray: $29.99 [$59.99 w/
PPR]). Peter Bratt’s PBS-aired documentary
on 20th-century labor movement heroine
Dolores Huerta combines interviews with
archival news footage from the 1950s and
‘60s. (VL-5/18)
Finding Kukan (New Day Films, 75
min., DVD: $95: high schools & public
libraries; $325: colleges & universities).
Robin Lung’s documentary explores how
independent Chinese female playwright
and producer Li Ling-Ai mounted the
previously long lost film Kukan (winner
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of an honorary Oscar), but was merely
credited as a technical advisor. (VL-1/18)
Hale County This Morning, This
Evening (Cinema Guild, 75 min., DVD:
$395, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $445). RaMell Ross’s Oscar-nominated documentary provides an impressionistic portrayal of everyday life in Hale County, AL,
through a non-narrative structure that
shows an inspired and intimate portrait
of a place and its people. (See review
on pg. 44)
Jackson (Collective Eye, 93 min., DVD:
$95 [$125 w/PPR]: public libraries; $350
w/PPR: colleges & universities.). Barbara
Ehrenreich co-executive produced filmmaker Maisie Crow’s Showtime-aired
documentary about abortion rights in
the Deep South, which focuses on the
struggles of Mississippi’s last abortion
clinic. (VL-9/17)
Lorraine Hansberry: Sighted Eyes—
Feeling Heart (California Newsreel
[www.newsreel.org], 118 min., DVD:
$24.95: individuals; $49.95: high schools
& public libraries; $295: colleges & universities). Tracy Heather Strain’s PBS-aired
biographical documentary chronicles the
remarkable life of Lorraine Hansberry,
a black writer/artist, profound thinker,
social activist, and compassionate individual. (VL-9/18)
McQueen (Lionsgate, 111 min., DVD:
$18.99, Blu-ray: $23.99). Fashion designer
extraordinaire Lee Alexander McQueen
(1969-2010) is paid tribute to in this
documentary by Ian Bonhôte and Peter
Ettedgui. (VL-1/19)
My Love Affair with the Brain: The
Life and Science of Dr. Marian Diamond
(Bullfrog, 57 min., DVD: $295). Catherine
Ryan and Gary Weimberg’s affectionate
profile of Dr. Marian Diamond showcases
the career of possibly the world’s best
known neuroscientist. (VL-5/17)
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Quest (First Run Features, 105 min.,
DVD: $24.95). Shot over a period of eight
years, Jonathan Olshefski’s documentary
follows the musical background, trials,
and triumphs of North Philadelphia’s
tight-knit Rainey family, a hardworking
African American household living in an
impoverished community. (VL-5/18)
RBG (Magnolia, 98 min., DVD: $26.99,
Blu-ray: $29.99 [$95: high schools & public
libraries; $350: colleges and universities w/
PPR from Ro*co Films Educational, www.
rocoeducational.com]). This laudatory documentary from Betsy West and Julie Cohen
chronicles the life and career of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
an unlikely trendsetter and icon. (VL-9/18)
Rebels on Pointe (Icarus, 90 min., DVD:
$29.98 [$328 w/PPR]). Bobbi Jo Hart’s exuberant documentary serves up a portrait of
a New York-based company of gay dancers
who don pointe shoes and tutus. (VL-5/18)
Rumble: The Indians That Rocked the
World (Kino Lorber, 102 min., DVD: $29.95
[$349 w/PPR]). Catherine Bainbridge and
Alfonso Maiorana’s documentary explores
the unheralded influence of Native American singing, chanting, and drumming
on American music, focusing on dazzling
guitar player Link Wray and his titular 1958
hit. (VL-1/18)
Won’t You Be My Neighbor? (Universal, 95 min., DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $27.99).
Morgan Neville’s uplifting documentary
on the man behind-the-scenes of Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood centers on Fred Rogers
(1928-2003), who for more than 30 years
worked to instill in young viewers a sense
of self-worth. (VL-9/18)
The Notable Videos for Adults Committee
members are: Tiffany Hudson, Salt Lake City
Public Library, Utah (Chair); Jodie Borgerding,
Amigos Library Services, MO; Cecilia Cygnar,
Niles-Maine District Library, IL; Bryan McGeary,
Waidner-Spahr Library, Dickinson College,
PA; Michele McKenzie, Library & Learning
Resources, City College of San Francisco; Kathleen Morley, The Seattle Public Library; Michael
Pasqualoni, Syracuse University Libraries; and
Michele Zwierski, Nassau Library System, NY.
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Japanese Anime
18if: The Complete
Series HHH

(2017) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

A cross-platform gaming
franchise inspired this bizarre anime series
in which each episode is rendered by a different animation director, often in varying
styles, serving up dazzling protean visuals
and enigmatic storylines. The premise is
that traumatized females across Japan have
“Sleeping Beauty Syndrome,” and have fallen
into inexplicable comas. But in their dreams
they reign as “witches,” all-powerful women
who can invade the dreams of others or—in
extreme cases—actually affect the outside
world. Haruto, a boy who can travel through
“the red door” (aka, into dreams), and scientist Katsumi (who has the avatar of a smart-aleck cat) investigate individual witches in
cases that don’t give up their riddles easily
(one about a teen “idol” singer who avenges
her exploitation by her old business cohorts
also indulges in some kinky S&M imagery).
Concluding segments take the material into
biblical territory, while also featuring the
oldest “surprise” ending in fiction. Presenting
all 13 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-MA,
extras include a commentary episode with
the English-dub cast, who amusingly recall
their own recurring dreams. Recommended.
(C. Cassady)

Alice & Zoroku: The
Complete Series HHH
(2017) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

A premise built on familiar “magical girl” anime tropes receives a
boost here via some fresh angles, particularly
the substantial inclusion of adult characters
(and emotions), instead of the usual high
school/junior high milieu. Sana, a little girl
(or, precisely, a life form who only outwardly
resembles a little girl) with godlike powers,
escapes from a joint Japanese/U.S. research
lab where such wonders are studied and
exploited. She finds an unlikely guardian
in Zoroku, a crusty, elderly florist who takes
her in and enforces parental discipline and
chores. Zoroku is basically unfazed by the
child’s awesome abilities and the pursuit
of her by various secret-agent factions, one
more or less benevolent, the other using
similarly paranormal-equipped individuals to
ruthlessly retrieve Sana, who is code-named
The Red Queen (references to Alice in Wonderland abound). Apocalyptic and occasionally bloody showdowns alternate with more
gentle, domestic elements in this engaging
and touching anime (albeit one with some
reality-bending confusion). Presenting all
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12 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-14, this is
recommended. (C. Cassady)

Angel Links: The
Complete Series HH

(1999) 2 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $44.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

This 1999 anime series—a
spin-off of the popular manga Outlaw Star—features central heroine Meifon Li, a 16-year-old who runs a service called
Angel Links that fights intergalactic pirates on
behalf of corporate cargo shippers. Atypical
teenager Meifon (whose breasts are among
the largest in anime history) is haunted by
memories of her grandfather, who helped set
her on the career path of a pirate-fighter, but
she also possesses a kooky personality that
bubbles up at unexpected moments. Angel
Links is obviously not meant to be taken seriously, but even parodies require some energy
to keep the fun going. Unfortunately, Meifon
is surrounded by secondary characters who
fail to come anywhere near her sheer outrageousness, and the Angel Links’ adventures
are strangely quotidian despite the promise
of outer space intrigue. Compiling all 13
episodes in a dual-language DVD set, rated
TV-14, this is an optional purchase. (P. Hall)

Classroom of the Elite:
The Complete Series
HHH

(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Adapted from the initial volumes of a light
novel series by Shogo Kinugasa and Shunsaku
Tomose, this anime series is set at a special
Tokyo school created by the government
to train youngsters who display leadership
potential. The students are divided into four
sections—from A to D—dependent on their
perceived aptitude, with groups awarded
monthly points for good performance, as
well as an opportunity to move up in rank.
The chief protagonist is Ayanokoji, a member
of Class D who seems entirely ordinary but
is eventually revealed to be the result of a
mysterious experiment designed to mold
children into teenagers of special ability.
Ayanokoji uses his superior intelligence to
manipulate those around him to achieve his
own ends, including his classmate Horikita.
The storyline concludes with a multi-episode
arc in which all of the classes are transported
to a deserted island for a Survivor-style competition. One might be disappointed that
the series ends with Ayanokoji—and other
students—determined to continue acting in
their own interest rather than cooperatively
for the common good, but this handsomely
animated series featuring interesting charac-
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ters is thought-provoking, with provocative
quotations from authors including Nietzsche
and Sartre. Presenting all 12 episodes from
2017 in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-14, this is recommended.
(F. Swietek)

Code: Realize—
Guardian of Rebirth:
The Complete Series
HHH1/2

(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Anime fans with a better-than-average
knowledge of European literary classics
may enjoy this wild and loopy series set in
19th-century London. Cardia Beckford is a
young girl who has become a pariah because
of her ability to melt everything that she
touches. Confined to her family mansion
and abandoned by her father, she is rescued
by the legendary French thief Arsène Lupin,
and together the pair embark on a madcap
adventure that brings them into contact
with Victor Frankenstein, Abraham Van
Helsing, Count Saint-Germain, and Queen
Victoria. A private detective known as Herlock
Sholmes also turns up, and the Royal Army
joins the shenanigans as the characters dart
around London engaging in larceny while
searching for vampires—all while Cardia
seeks an explanation for her most peculiar
health problems. Almost immediately, the
series throws logic to the wind and rushes
about with happy lunacy. But the animation
is richly detailed and the mix of literary and
historic figures affirms that a great deal of
time and thought went into this mad romp.
Compiling all 12 episodes from 2017 in a
dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated
TV-14, extras include a bonus OVA episode,
promo videos, and a “twinkle” music clip.
Highly recommended. (P. Hall)

Convenience Store Boy
Friends: The Complete
Series HH

(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Four young high school students run into
each other regularly at a local convenience
store. Two are boys: jokey but sincere Towa,
and quiet and thoughtful Haruki. Two are
girls: studious, serious, academic Mami, and
kind and outgoing Miharu. Towa and Mami
appear to get along like oil and water, with
his brashness and her brainy reserve both
informed by their family lives, but of course
they are attracted to one another and with
coaching (especially for Towa) they learn to
enjoy each other’s company. Haruki and Miharu seem better suited but take an entire year
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to finally admit their feelings. Unfortunately,
until a telegraphed hospital twist at the end,
watching this anime—which takes place over
the course of a single year—feels very slow-going, and too much repetitive animation is
spent in having characters (who can be otherwise charming) simply running from place
to place. Presenting all 12 episodes from 2017
in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo set,
rated TV-14, this high school romance series
scores some points for realistically depicting
friendship, but considerable flaws make it an
optional purchase. (L. Martincik)

Den-Noh Coil: Complete
Collection HHH
(2007) 3 discs. 650 min. Bluray: $89.99. Maiden Japan
(avail. from most distributors).

The success of the virtual-reality game Pokemon GO
adds depth to this award-winning but oftopaque 2007 Japanese TV series, which feels
disquietingly ahead of its time. In near-future
Japan, Daikoku City looks drab but is actually
rich with digitally projected “e-spaces” that
are full of software-based constructs and
control panels that are visible and accessible
to users of special glasses. Only late in the
narrative do viewers learn that primarily it is
children’s minds that can access the synthetic
parallel universe. And so it’s a playground for
young Yasako and her elementary-school cohorts, some of whom are involved in Yasako’s
tech-savvy granny’s “cyber detective agency”
that helps find lost digital pets and solve other
enigmas. But a deeper, darker side to the technology concerns urban legends of dangerous
off-limits e-spaces, unauthorized AI life-forms
(aka “illegals”), corporate crime, a phantom hacker named Michiko with a Slender
Man-like reputation, and even rumors that
humans (or their souls) can be imprisoned in
online limbo. Ultimately a desperate struggle
ensues to try to liberate missing victims. Even
with a mid-episode-cycle recap, this is denser
and more confusing than The Matrix, but the
visuals by renowned anime studio Madhouse
coupled with the series’ high reputation make
it a winner, overall. Compiling all 26 episodes
in a dual-language Blu-ray edition, rated TV14, this is recommended. (C. Cassady)

Fireworks HH

(2017) 91 min. DVD: $16.99,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $26.99.
Shout! Factory (avail. from
most distributors). SDH
captioned.

Shy junior high student
Norimichi and his outgoing
best friend Yusuke both fall for Nazuna, the
enigmatic new girl in their school, in this
2017 anime feature that combines schoolage romance, sci-fi, and fantasy. Nazuna is
confident and smart but also vulnerable and
unhappy, and Norimichi, aided by a magical
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orb, replays a day over and over to turn himself into her savior and help her run away.
The original Japanese title translates to “Fireworks, Should We See It from the Side Or the
Bottom?”, a reference to a tiresome argument
between the boys over whether fireworks are
flat or round when they explode, but a more
descriptive title would be “I Wish,” which is
what Nazuna says before throwing the orb
to reboot the story and start again. Fireworks
is from the producer of Your Name (VL-3/18),
another romantic drama with elements of
fantasy, sci-fi, and time travel, but it lacks the
depth of character and emotional nuance of
that earlier film. Nazuna is a passive figure
whose own story is barely explored and Norimichi himself has little dimension. And the
boys indulge in mean-spirited sexism when
they harass a large-breasted teacher, which is
never addressed. Presented in a dual-language
edition on separate DVD and DVD/Blu-ray
Combo releases, suitable for 13-up, extras
include a featurette on the English voice cast.
Optional, at best. (S. Axmaker)

Gamers! The Complete
Series HH1/2

(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Keita Amano is a friendless high-schooler consumed by video-gaming, in which “dating
sims” provide him with all the female companionship he thinks he can attain. His joy
is boundless when radiant, popular blonde
classmate Karen Tendo reveals that she is a
closet gamer and invites him to join her in
the student games club. Yet Keita turns her
down—repeatedly—on the über-nerd basis
that their games aren’t to his liking. The
surprise refusal only makes a shaken Karen
redouble her efforts to lure Keita into the club,
inspiring a very tentative romance. Meanwhile, other club members have their own dilemmas with clingy or non-gamer girlfriends,
and much of this juvenile rom-com series
involves gossipy talk over incipient triangles,
date etiquette, potential matchmaking, and
deep-dharma video game issues, such as
whether characters visualized in ultra-cute
“moe” artwork have hurt the Japanese game
industry. While other anime series concerned
with video games depict the joystick experience in high-fantasy total immersion spectacle, this one remains rooted in the mundane
world, sometimes even switching the low-key
action to board games, as the plot (based on
serialized novels) dictates. Viewers who dial
down their expectations to something akin
to an otaku Whit Stillman screenplay may
enjoy the savvy chatter. A closing episode
features softcore bathing nudity as heroines
discuss “deviant” qualities in games, which
is apparently the joke. Presenting all 12 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language Blu-ray/
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DVD Combo set, rated TV-14, this is a strong
optional purchase. (C. Cassady)

Garo: Vanishing Line,
Part I HHH1/2

(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

The focus of this anime
series is Sword, a knight who
holds the title of Garo the Golden Knight.
Sword, who lives in the dystopian environment of Russell City, travels by motorcycle
and fights against “Horrors,” which are evil
spirits that can possess humans and create
gruesome havoc. Sword teams with Sophie, a
red-haired teenager searching for clues about
her missing brother. Both Sword and Sophie
are aware of the phrase “El Dorado,” which
is a keystone to a greater mystery that drives
the mayhem surrounding them. The series
features inventive plot twists, including the
use of rain-making bullets that can erase
memories from those who are caught under
its downpour. Sword is almost a poster boy for
toxic masculinity, while additional character
Gina is a bad girl who has a soft spot for Sword
and helps him in his work. Compiling the
first 12 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-MA, this
briskly-paced, witty, violent, and artistically
animated series is recommended. [Note: Garo:
Vanishing Line, Part 2 is also newly available.]
(P. Hall)

Gatchaman Crowds:
Complete Series,
Seasons 1+2 HH1/2

(2013) 4 discs. 615 min. Bluray: $99.99. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

This near-unrecognizable
2013 reboot of the venerable Gatchaman series
from the 1970s (VL-7/14) takes plot cues from
social media. Gatchaman—a semi-secret
“sentai” team of superheroes that defends
against extraterrestrial threats—recruits
bubbly high-schooler Hajime into their
diverse ranks, although the effervescent
girl only wants to be friends with invading
aliens, not kill them. Hajime takes the squad
out of the shadows and into the light as celebrities. Perennial villain Berg Katze (here
resembling The Joker) lands on Earth with
an intent to destroy humanity, endowing a
well-intentioned female visionary with the
ability to spawn “Crowds”—actually avatars
come to life—through cell phone users via a
social-media app. Supposedly, human nature
will compel Crowds to ultimately commit
mayhem and destroy all mankind...or something like that (the action and character interactions are fast and frankly confusing). An
equally ADD-addled second-season episode
cycle was released separately as Gatchaman
Crowds: Insight (VL-3/17) and is included here.
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Compiling all 25 episodes from 2013-15 in a
dual-language Blu-ray edition, rated TV-14,
this is a strong optional purchase. (C. Cassady)

King’s Game: The
Complete Series HHH
(2017) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Based on Nobuaki
Kanazawa’s cell phone novel Osama Game,
this anime series serves up a grim tale about
a series of challenges that are sent to Kure
Academy students, who are threatened with
death if they fail to comply with the demands
of a gamemaster calling himself the King.
The hero, also named Nobuaki Kanazawa, is
a transfer student who survived a round of the
game at his previous campus and desperately
tries to convince his new classmates to take
the phone messages seriously, a mission he
succeeds at only after some die. Nobuaki tries
to get everyone to work together to discover
the origin of the game and track down the
gamemaster—which involves a trip to a mysterious village—but while some are willing to
make sacrifices for the common good, others
are only interested in their own survival.
The large number of characters in the series,
along with the complexity of the game rules,
makes for an occasionally confusing series,
but it does generate considerable suspense,
offers ample opportunities for solid action
sequences, and boasts animation that creates
a suitably dark atmosphere. Compiling all
12 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-MA, this
is recommended. (F. Swietek)

Made in Abyss HHH

(2017) 2 discs. 350 min. Bluray: $59.99. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

This 2017 fantasy anime series based on Akihito
Tsukushi’s manga series
centers on Riko, an orphan girl living in the
town of Orth, which is home to a gigantic
hole in the earth known as the Abyss. The
Abyss has many levels where relics left behind by an ancient civilization are eagerly
sought by treasure hunters, who descend into
its depths despite a curse—a deadly disease
that strikes some of the searchers when they
return. A few who have reached the lowest
regions have won recognition as “White
Whistles”—including Riko’s mother Lyza,
although she supposedly died during her
last descent. Riko is introduced exploring the
Abyss with fellow orphan Nat, where she is
saved from destruction by Reg, a little robot
in the form of a human boy. When Riko receives word that Lyza might still be alive at
the bottom, Reg joins her in trying to reach
her mother. The episodes follow the course
of their descent as they encounter other
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treasure seekers along the way (some helpful,
others not), along with a variety of fantastic
and often dangerous creatures. Although it
features a bright, candy-colored animation
style, Made in Abyss grows progressively darker
and grimmer. Presenting all 13 episodes from
2017 in a dual-language Blu-ray edition,
rated TV-MA, extras include “making-of”
featurettes, a Q&A with the filmmakers, an
interview with composer Kevin Penkin, and
a segment on the music score. An engaging
anime tale, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

Princess Principal:
Complete Collection
HHH

(2017) 2 discs. 300 min. Bluray: $69.98. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

Set in an alternate version
of Victorian England called Albion, this original anime series serves up an espionage tale
that features an ensemble of strong young female characters. Albion is the world’s preeminent nation due to its fleet of huge airships
powered by a substance called “Cavorite,”
but socioeconomic inequality has led to its
being divided into two realms—the autocratic
Kingdom and the Commonwealth—that are
separated by a wall running through London.
The Commonwealth plans to take over the
Kingdom by inserting a team of girls—Ange,
Dorothy, Beatrice, and Chise—into the
Queen’s Mayfair School with the goal of replacing Princess Charlotte (who is in the line
of royal succession) with Ange, who bears a
strong resemblance to the princess. But Charlotte upends the plan by offering to become
part of the team if they will help her ascend
to the throne. Princess Principal is oddly
structured—some episodes cover individual
assignments, such as dealing with a double
agent, absconding with official documents,
undertaking diplomatic negotiations, or even
tracking down a serial killer, but others travel
back in time to illustrate the backgrounds of
team members. The result is a back-and-forth
rhythm that can be irritating. Overall, however, this is a visually striking anime with an
interesting setting and engaging characters.
Presenting all 12 episodes from 2017 in a
dual-language Blu-ray edition, rated TV-14,
extras include Japanese promos and “picture
dramas” (a succession of stills with plotlines).
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

A Sister’s All You Need:
The Complete Series
HH

(2017) 2 discs. 300 min. Bluray: $54.99. Funimation (avail.
from most distributors).

The best parts of A Sister’s
All You Need find light novelist Itsuki and
his friends playing board games, drinking,
bonding, and discussing the hardships of
being a novelist. The drives, methodologies,
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and varying levels of success of the three
main writer characters provide an interesting look into the field. Scattered among
these good times is plenty of sex talk, dick
jokes, and nudity, sometimes as successful
humor and other times as pure fan service.
The opening episode offers a window into
the mind of Itsuki, whose fetishistic longing
for a little sister appears in all of his novels,
much to his editor’s frustration. It’s a fairly
explicit and splashy entrance into the series
that is nowhere matched in other episodes,
but this titular fetish hangs over everything
(and it feels like both a fake-out to draw in
viewers and a true aspect of Itsuki’s life). The
story does gradually gain some weight as an
unusual slice of life dramedy, and the character design, animation, and other production
values are solid. But the positives are undercut
by fetishization bordering on incest, fan service nudity, and cheap sex jokes. Compiling
all 12 episodes from 2017 in a dual-language
Blu-ray edition, rated TV-MA, extras include
a Twitter anime short. Optional. (L. Martincik)

UQ Holder! Complete
Collection HH1/2

(2017) 2 discs. 375 min. Bluray: $69.99. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

Adapted from a 2013
manga, which was itself a
sequel to Negima!—also made into an anime
series (VL-9/08)—UQ Holder! is set a couple
of generations after the initial story about
Negi Springfield, a boy who goes through a
series of adventures in his quest to become a
full-fledged mage. Here, the focus is on Tota
Konoe, an orphan adopted by Yukihime,
who turns out to be a centuries-old vampire
mage. When Tota is injured, she turns him
into a vampire, and together the pair travel
from their village to a version of Tokyo, where
Yukihime is revealed as a leading member
of the titular society of immortals, bringing along with them Kuromaru Tokisaka,
another youth they convince to become
their ally (who is eventually shown to be a
girl enamored of Tota). Over the course of
the series, Tota is revealed as the grandson
of Negi, and he faces off against a raft of
opponents, some contemporary along with
others returned from his grandfather’s world;
Negi himself appears as well, though not in
completely friendly guise, and the run ends
with Tota determined to save Negi from his
foes, setting the stage for a possible sequel. UQ
Holder! presents a mixture of rather benign
fantasy (complete with some syrupy music),
teen romance, and action, and while the combination is not always smoothly managed,
overall the series is colorful and reasonably
engaging. Compiling all 12 episodes from
2017 in a dual-language Blu-ray edition, rated
TV-MA, extras include three bonus OVAs and
Japanese promos. A strong optional purchase.
(F. Swietek)
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Music Dance
Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland HHH

(2017) 126 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Originally premiering in
2011 at the Royal Ballet at
London’s Covent Garden
(VL-1/12), Christopher Wheeldon’s ballet
has been restructured from two acts to three
(along with a few other minor modifications)
in this 2017 revival. Otherwise, there is not
a lot of difference between the two stagings,
especially since Alice (Lauren Cuthbertson)
and Mad Hatter (Steven McRae) are the same
in both, although Federico Bonelli and Laura
Morera are now the Knave and Queen of
Hearts, and conductor Koen Kessels replaces
Barry Wordsworth. Wheeldon’s choreography and Joby Talbot’s original score (with its
sly references to other composers) are pleasant
if not altogether memorable, but the major
attraction remains the spectacular physical
production, with its colorful sets and costumes, busy video projections, and eye-catching puppetry (with the on-and-off Cheshire
Cat being an especially clever effect). The
loss of Lewis Carroll’s text means that his
brilliant wordplay is largely gone (aside from
a few video projections), although familiarity
with the book will certainly help the viewer
to follow the episodic action. Overall, this is
a winning ballet that is likely to entertain
the entire family, and it is rapidly becoming
part of the regular repertory, and not only
in England. Presented in DTS 5.1 and LPCM
stereo on DVD (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray
release), extras include an introduction to
the ballet and behind-the-scenes featurettes.
Recommended, especially for those who don’t
own the 2011 release. (F. Swietek)

Billy Budd HHH1/2

(2017) 174 min. DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99; Blu-ray: $39.99. Bel Air
Classiques (dist. by Naxos of
America).

Benjamin Britten’s masterful operatic adaptation of
Herman Melville’s novella
about the clash between good and evil—or
physical beauty and moral ugliness—set at
sea on an 18th-century British man-of-war
makes a strong impression in Deborah Warner’s excellent 2017 production at Madrid’s
Teatro Real. Artistic director Ivor Bolton conducts the company orchestra and chorus in a
scrupulous but intense reading of the intricate
score, and the three leads are remarkable in
terms of both vocalism and characterization.
Baritone Jacques Imbrailo makes a handsome,
virile Billy, and bass Brindley Sherratt a genuinely menacing Claggart, while tenor Toby
Spence conveys the punctilious weakness of
Captain Vere, who will forever be haunted
by his rule-bound decision to execute Budd
after the titular stuttering innocent strikes
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out angrily at Claggart, who falsely accuses
him of plotting mutiny. Warner and designer
Michael Levine have updated the scene to the
deck of a World War II vessel, with uniforms
from the era, but apart from a few incongruities with E.M. Forster and Eric Crozier’s
libretto, the change works surprisingly well.
In all this is an estimable production of one of
Britten’s most powerful stage pieces, although
it has strong competition from both the comparative old English National Opera version
(VL-10/90) and the superb Glyndebourne
production (VL-11/11), with the latter also
featuring Imbrailo in the title role. Presented
in Dolby Digital 5.1 and PCM stereo on DVD,
and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM stereo on Blu-ray,
this is highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

Death in Venice HH1/2

(2014) 152 min. DVD or Bluray: $24.99. Naxos (avail. from
most distributors).

Benjamin Britten’s adaptation of Thomas Mann’s
novella brilliantly combines
opera and ballet in telling
the story of Aschenbach—a writer consumed
by a desire to produce works of ultimate
beauty—whose rationalistic (or Apollonian)
restraint is overcome by the Dionysian frenzy
he experiences when he encounters young
Tadzio (a symbol of absolute physical perfection) during a sojourn in Italy. While never
achieving the popularity of Britten’s earlier
stage works, it has fared remarkably well on
disc, with excellent recent productions from
Venice (VL-9/13) and the English National
Opera (VL-5/14) joining Tony Palmer’s
groundbreaking 1981 filmed version (VL3/03). This 2014 staging from Madrid’s Teatro
Real is good, but not quite in the same league,
although it boasts an evocative design, with
some moments—such as a gondola ride—
imaginatively done. It also offers intelligent,
well-sung work by John Daszak in the demanding role of Aschenbach, while Tomasz
Borczyk cuts an ethereal figure and dances
beautifully as Tadzio. On the other hand,
Alejo Pérez’s conducting at times sounds a bit
cautious, even tentative, and Leigh Melrose
overdoes the seven personas of the writer’s
Mephistophelean nemesis. Most problematic,
however, is director Willy Decker’s decision to
be overly explicit in depicting the homoerotic
nature of Aschenbach’s obsession, something
that Britten and librettist Myfanwy Piper took
pains to keep muted. Presented in DTS 5.0
and Dolby stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.0
and PCM stereo on Blu-ray, this is a strong
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Giovanna d’Arco HH1/2

(2016) 127 min. In Italian w/English subtitles.
DVD: $31.99, Blu-ray: $41.99. C Major/Unitel
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Peter Greenaway and his wife Saskia Boddeke bring their penchant for flamboyance
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to this 2016 production
at Parma’s baroque Teatro
Farnese of Verdi’s early opera about Joan of Arc—a
fanciful rewriting of history
in which Joan is in love
with the French king and
is exculpated from charges
of witchcraft at the last moment in order to
lead his army in victory over the English,
although she is fatally wounded in battle.
Due to space limitations, the directors situate
the chamber orchestra—I Virtuosi Italiani,
which is nimbly but unimaginatively conducted by Ramón Tebar—onstage, and they
relegate the chorus, for the most part, to
back bleachers, oratorio-style. But they also
compensate with spectacular, cinematically influenced effects. The twin banks of
arches behind the bleachers are filled with
video projections—some effective, such as
paintings of the Madonna and child, others
simply puzzling, like winking cartoon girls
and fields of scissors. They also add dazzling light shows and holographic images
hovering above and behind the action—a
bloodied crown, a butterfly, images of
contemporary refugees from war. And they
have Giovanna, nicely sung by Vittoria Yeo,
constantly accompanied by two women
whose gestures and occasional dancing are
meant to reflect her emotional state—an
unnecessary duplication of what is already
felt in the music. (Happily this device is not
extended to Luciano Ganci’s King Charles
or to Giovanna’s father Giacomo, sung by
Vittorio Vitelli—both in fine voice.) The
result, oddly enough, is at once static and
overly busy, although musically the performance of this rarity is good enough to be
welcome. Presented in DTS 5.0 and PCM
stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM
stereo on Blu-ray, this is a strong optional
purchase. (F. Swietek)

Hansel & Gretel
HHH1/2

(2009) 101 min. In German
w/English subtitles. DVD:
$29.99. Bel Air (dist. by Naxos
of America).

Marionette films are relatively rare, and this 2009
presentation by the Salzburg Marionette
Theatre of Engelbert Humperdinck’s 1892
fairy tale opera deserves attention for putting
a delightful new spin on the timeless classic.
This is not the first time that puppetry was
used to bring Humperdinck’s work to the
screen—a 1954 stop-motion animated film
adaptation was a TV and home entertainment
perennial for years—and the unmoving faces
of the marionettes offer a greater challenge
to the filmmakers in their interpretation of
an emotionally-charged work that is rich
in danger, fear, captivity, and the threat of
cannibalism. The puppet designs by Pierre
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Monnerat are charming, while the staging
and production design by Hinrich Horstkotte is richly inventive, especially when
the sets rotate to speed along the scenes. The
introductory dance by the title characters
offers an astonishing display of marionette
artistry, which is maintained up through
the witch’s demise in her stove and the
liberation of the children who were turned
into gingerbread cookies. Kristina Naudé
sings the role of Hansel and Annette Dasch
is Gretel, and while their voices are a little
too similar, they both exude a sense of pluck
and determination. And Giedré Povilaityté
is a formidable witch, creating the right
sense of horror without going overboard. It
is hard to say whether today’s CGI-focused
young viewers would have patience for a
marionette film, but grown-ups will savor
this unique production. Presented in stereo,
this is recommended. (P. Hall)

Iolanta/The Nutcracker
HH

(2017) 188 min. In Russian w/
English subtitles. DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99; Blu-ray: $39.99. Bel Air
Classiques (dist. by Naxos of
America).

In this 2017 Paris production, director Dmitri Tcherniakov recreates
the double bill—of Tchaikovsky’s final opera
and his last ballet—commissioned for Saint
Petersburg’s Mariinsky Theatre in 1892. The
rarity is Iolanta, a lovely one-act fairy-tale
about a princess whose blindness is kept from
her by her father, but who is miraculously
cured when the king threatens her beloved
with execution. Tcherniakov sets the piece
in a 19th-century drawing room rather than
a medieval kingdom, but the performance is
a fine one, with lyrical conducting by Alain
Altinoglu and soprano Sonya Yoncheva as a
superb Iolanta. Unfortunately, it is literally
merged with one of the most ill-conceived
re-imaginings of The Nutcracker in memory as
the opera’s characters morph into those of the
ballet, and the party for young Marie—the
counterpart to Iolanta, danced by Marion
Barbeau—turns into a literal catastrophe:
devastation that is apparently caused by
a giant meteor that leaves an apocalyptic
wasteland in its wake. That basic concept
is astronomically bad, but is made worse by
choreography that, aside from a couple of nice
duets, is thoroughly mediocre, often consisting of little more than people stomping on
the floor or playing musical chairs. This is
an utterly depressing Nutcracker that has less
to do with Tchaikovsky than Tcherniakov,
working in full Eurotrash mode. Presented
in Dolby Digital 5.1 and PCM stereo on
DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM stereo on
Blu-ray, extras include a behind-the-scenes
featurette. A case in which half a loaf is simply
not enough, this is an optional purchase, at
best. (F. Swietek)
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La Bohème HH1/2

(2017) 111 min. In Italian w/
English subtitles. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

In Richard Jones’s 2017
staging at London’s Covent Garden of Puccini’s ever-popular opera about the
doomed love of Mimi and Rodolfo, the strongest element is orchestral. Royal Opera House
artistic director Antonio Pappano has the full
measure of the score and elicits superb, impassioned playing from the company orchestra,
but the vocalism is variable. Nicole Car,
exhibiting a pure, vibrant soprano, makes
Mimi a touchingly fragile figure, but Michael
Fabiano comes across as a preening Rodolfo
while failing to add much shading to singing
that is almost unrelievedly forte. The standout among the supporting vocalists, who are
generally little more than adequate, is Simona
Mihai, a delectable Musetta. And the best that
can be said of the physical production is that
it does not try to be radically different in a
Eurotrash mode. The sets are not unattractive,
but neither are they eye-catching, although
aside from a few miscalculations (an ugly pink
bonnet for Mimi) the costumes are fine. But
the stage movement is simply prosaic and the
performers’ gestures are unimaginative. In
sum, this is at best an average La Bohème in a
very crowded field. Presented in DTS 5.1 on
DVD (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray release) and
LPCM stereo, extras include an introduction,
an interview with Pappano, and a cast gallery.
Optional. (F. Swietek)

Madama Butterfly
HHH1/2

(2017) 138 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

P ucc ini’s poig na nt—
some would say mawkish—tale of Cio-Cio-San,
the young Japanese bride betrayed and
driven to suicide by her caddish American
husband Pinkerton, is one of the world’s
most popular operas, and this 2017 revival
of Moshe Leiser and Patrice Caurier’s staging for the Royal Opera House in London
will certainly appeal to those desiring a
traditional approach. The pastel setting,
with its pink cherry blossoms and a view
of Nagasaki harbor, is lovely, as are the
perfectly-in-sync costumes. And the visuals
are matched by the musical elements as
Antonio Pappano draws lushly romantic
playing from the company orchestra along
with magical sounds in the famous Humming Chorus. Ermonela Jaho offers an
electrifying performance in the title role,
her limpid soprano combined with deeply
moving acting. Although the supporting
cast—Marcelo Puente as Pinkerton, Scott
Hendricks as the American consul Sharp-
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less, Carlo Bosi as the sniveling marriage
broker Goro, Jeremy White as Cio-Cio-San’s
imperious uncle Bonze, and Yuriy Yurchuk
as haughty Prince Yamadori—do not quite
match Jaho, all are still excellent, with Elizabeth DeShong standing out as Butterfly’s
faithful servant Suzuki (she and Jaho deliver
an exquisite Flower Duet). One might ask
for a bit more edginess in what is essentially
an indictment of colonial arrogance, but
when the opera comes off as touching as
it does here, there is not much room for
complaint. Presented in DTS 5.1 and Dolby
Digital stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and
LPCM stereo on Blu-ray, extras include an
introduction to the opera, rehearsal footage
with Jaho and Pappano, and a cast gallery.
Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

Orlando Furioso
HHH1/2

(2017) 161 min. In Italian
w/English subtitles. DVD: 2
discs, $34.99; Blu-ray: $39.99.
Dynamic (dist. by Naxos of
America).

When staged today, baroque operas are often performed in modern dress, but Fabio Ceresa’s
2017 production of Antonio Vivaldi’s 1727
work from the Festival della Valle d’Itria
in Martina Franca—a version of Ariosto’s
once-popular tale of the sorceress Alcina
who bewitches men, including the knight
Orlando (aka Roland, the chief lieutenant
to Charlemagne), who land on her magical
island—unapologetically aims to present
something similar to the original staging.
Not in length—the score has been pruned
to under three hours—but certainly in visual
terms. From Alcina’s golden seashell-shaped
throne and sumptuous costumes, to the
huge white eagle on which one of the men
arrives, and the giant monster Orlando must
battle toward the close, Ceresa revels in the
kind of spectacle customary to 18th-century
opera-goers. The musical side is also historically informed, from Diego Fasolis conducting the period orchestra I Barocchisti from
a harpsichord continuo, to the employment
of countertenors as two of Alcina’s victims.
The plot is admittedly ridiculous by modern
standards: under Alcina’s control, Orlando is
driven mad with love for Angelica, who in
turn is enamored with Medoro; ultimately
he will break the spell by destroying a statue
of Merlin. But the vocalism is stylish, with
contralto Sonia Prina as Orlando and mezzo
Lucia Cirillo as Alcina standing out in an ensemble that handles the coloratura demands
of Vivaldi’s writing with exceptional élan.
Presented in Dolby Digital 5.1 and PCM
stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM
stereo on Blu-ray, this is one of the most
authentic-looking (and sounding) versions
of a baroque opera available on disc. Highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)
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Rodelinda HH

(2011) 2 discs. 189 min. In
Italian w/English subtitles.
DVD: $42.99. Belvedere (dist.
by Naxos of America).

In the 1960s and ‘70s, Nikolaus Harnoncourt and his
original-instrument group
Concentus Musicus Wien were pioneers
of historically-informed performances of
baroque music, but this 2011 production of
Handel’s 1725 opera suggests that stylistically
they have not kept pace with advances in
the movement. Here, the orchestral sound
lacks transparency, the tempi veer between
driven and sluggish, and Harnoncourt’s habit
of indulging in abrupt pauses in mid-movement (even in a post-curtain call reprise of
the finale) feels like a crude affectation. Nor
is the singing of the highest quality. In the
title role of a medieval queen whose husband
Bertarido has been deposed—and presumably
killed—by Grimoaldo, who is trying to force
Rodelinda to submit to his advances, soprano
Danielle de Niese is dramatically powerful but
vocally insecure. And while countertenor Bejun Mehta is superb as her (still living) spouse,
tenor Kurt Streit (Grimoaldo) is strained by
the vocal demands, as are other members
of the ensemble (no wonder there are cuts
to the score). Adding to the sorry state of affairs, stage director Philipp Harnoncourt (the
conductor’s son) has transferred the action
to what appears to be a seedy cinderblock
in a modern slum, turning the characters
into dueling factions of a criminal gang who
constantly point guns at one another. The set
revolves to situate singers in different grimy
alcoves, and there is incessant stage business
on the fringes that the camera occasionally
focuses on while ignoring the principals.
Rodelinda is one of Handel’s greatest operas,
but one sees only fleeting glimpses of that
greatness in this performance. Presented in
PCM stereo, this is not a necessary purchase.
(F. Swietek)

Sheryl Crow: Live at the
Capitol Theatre HHH

(2017) 121 min. DVD: $24.99
(2 audio CDs included),
Blu-ray: $29.99 (2 audio
CDs included). Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Reviewing Sheryl Crow: Miles from Memphis—Live at the Pantages Theater (VL-7/11),
I wrote, “While she lacks charismatic stage
presence, a distinctive voice, or great chops
on guitar or keyboards, Sheryl Crow has
nevertheless been delivering bestselling CDs
and successfully touring…ever since her 1993
breakout Tuesday Night Music Club. The reason for Crow’s staying power is simple: like
Carole King, she knows how to craft catchy
songs that draw from a wide variety of genres,
including rock, folk, pop, country, blues, soul,
and gospel.” All of which still holds true
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for this 2017 performance from the Capitol
Theatre in Port Chester, NY. Touring in support of her latest CD, Be Myself, Crow plays
guitar, bass, and keyboards, solidly backed
by a six-person ensemble on a generous 21song set that includes the title track along
with four other cuts from the new album.
Crow has a deep catalog of hits to draw from
and she serves up several here, including
“Everyday Is a Winding Road,” “All I Wanna
Do,” “Leaving Las Vegas,” “My Favorite Mistake,” “If It Makes You Happy,” and “Soak
Up the Sun,” as well as her fine cover of Cat
Stevens’s “The First Cut Is the Deepest” and
a rockin’ rendition of the Allman Brothers’
“Midnight Rider.” Interspersed throughout
(thankfully infrequently) are brief interview
excerpts with Crow talking about her career.
What is most disappointing here is the
audio quality: unlike most Blu-ray releases,
which offer lossless audio—usually DTS-HD
5.1—this release only features Dolby Digital
5.1 and stereo on both the DVD and Blu-ray
releases. While the sound is decent, the Dolby
Digital soundtracks are also less full-bodied
and noticeably sharp on higher volume.
Extras include the expanded interview with
Crow, a slideshow, and two bonus audio CDs
featuring the entire concert. Recommended.
(R. Pitman)

Turandot HH1/2

(2018) 115 min. In Italian w/
English subtitles. DVD: $31.99,
Blu-ray: $41.99. C Major/Unitel
(dist. by Naxos of America).

In one important respect,
conduc tor Gia na nd rea
Noseda’s 2018 performance
of Puccini’s final opera at
Turin’s Teatro Regio hearkens back to Arturo
Toscanini’s at the 1926 La Scala premiere.
Eschewing the completion of the third act
by Franco Alfano (or the more recent one by
Luciano Berio), Noseda stops abruptly where
the dying composer left off, with the lights
going down and the curtain suddenly falling
in the middle of the lament over Liù’s death.
One suspects that Noseda’s incisive treatment of the score also resembles Toscanini’s.
Otherwise, however, this is a thoroughly
modern—or post-modern—Turandot, one as
baffling as the riddles that the cruel titular
princess poses to her suitors under threat of
death should they fail to unravel them. Stefano Poda’s staging sets the story in a sterile
white box, in which virtually everyone either
wears white or is painted that color, except for
a few cast members garbed in black—notably
Calaf (Jorge De León), who is fascinated by
Turandot despite the misgivings of his father,
and Liù (Erika Grimaldi), the slave who loves
Calaf and eventually turns the tables on
Turandot, at which point other figures dress
in black as well. In the first scene, Turandot
(Rebeka Lokar) appears in a striking red gown,
but afterward she practically disappears, with
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secondary characters lip-synching to her
singing. What all of this is intended to mean
is unclear, but it is certainly eye-catching,
and the principals sing well. Overall, this is
a Turandot that is intriguing but ultimately
unsatisfying. Presented in DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD
5.1 on the Blu-ray release) and PCM stereo,
this is a strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Xerxes HHH

(2017) 180 min. In Italian w/
English subtitles. DVD: 2 discs,
$46.99, Blu-ray: $41.99. C
Major/Unitel (dist. by Naxos of
America).

Handel’s 1738 opera was
an abject failure in its day—
indeed it was instrumental
in prompting the composer to abandon the
form in favor of oratorio—but its successful
revival in the 20th century helped to spearhead a renewed appreciation of his works
for the stage, partially because its ravishing
opening aria, “Ombra mai fù,” had become
famous in a purely instrumental guise as
“Handel’s Largo.” The plot is a romantic roundelay typical of baroque convention: Persian
king Xerxes falls in love with Romilda and
abandons his wife Amastre, who disguises
herself as a soldier to be near him. Romilda
in turn loves Xerxes’s brother Arsamene, who
the king exiles. Her sister Atalanta is also enamored with Arsamene, and unsuccessfully
encourages Romilda to marry Xerxes. After
all the characters bemoan their misery at
length, Xerxes issues death sentences against
several, but relents after Amastre threatens
suicide and everyone is forgiven, including
Romilda and Arsamene. This 2017 production
from the Frankfurt Opera exhibits some odd
textual choices, clumsily transferring several
scenes from the end of Act II to the beginning
of Act III. But the playing of the Frankfurter
Opern- und Museumorchester under Constantinos Carydis is admirable (apart from a
few slow tempi), and the vocalism of Gaëlle
Arquez (Xerxes), Lawrence Zazzo (Arsamene),
Elizabeth Sutphen (Romilda), Louise Alder
(Atalanta), and Tanja Ariane Baumgartner
(Amastre) is exceptional. And Tilmann
Köhler’s staging, with characters in modern
dress around a long dinner table, at least
has the virtue of elegance. Presented in DTS
5.1 and PCM stereo, this is recommended.
(F. Swietek)

4K Ring
Naxos of America has
released a 4K edition of the
opening opera in Richard
Wagner’s Norse-mythology-inspired Ring Cycle,
Die Walküre (4K: $41.99), a
2017 production staged by
Vera Nemirova for the 50th
anniversary of the Salzburg Easter Festival.
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Final Frame

Streaming in
Seattle
At the ALA Midwinter conference in Seattle
(January 25-29), I attended two related programs about streaming that were sponsored
(or co-sponsored) by FMRT (the Film & Media
Round Table; formerly VRT). The first was a
panel discussion titled “The State of Video
Streaming in Academic Libraries,” and the
second—“Streaming Video Open Forum”
was essentially a continuation of the topics
covered in the first.
And those topics could almost be boiled
down to one word: Kanopy.
One librarian perfectly summed up the
feelings of attendees (and drew a big laugh)
when she said of Kanopy: “I am in awe and
so angry.”
In a recent online article about Kanopy at
“My Modern Met,” Jessica Stewart began by
saying: “In case you needed one more reason
to head to your local library, did you know
that simply having a library card can get you
access to over 30,000 films…for free? Thanks
to the streaming service Kanopy, you can take
advantage of digital content from universities
and public libraries in their network.”

The key word in this—and numerous
articles about Kanopy published everywhere
(including Entertainment Weekly)—is “free,”
which Kanopy is not. Many librarians are
upset that Kanopy not only does little to
refute this misconception but also—as they
see it—actively promotes it.
The reality is that lots of publicity leads to
greater patron expectations that quickly place
unsustainable strains on struggling budgets.
A fair amount of the discussion in both
programs centered on Kanopy’s patron-driven acquisition (PDA) model that would automatically trigger the purchase of a title after a
certain number of views (with as little as 30
seconds counting as a view). Many librarians
initially embraced PDA because it offered the
widest selection of titles (including free ones),
but found that the “triggers” could quickly
deplete available funds, so they have reluctantly switched to a “mediated” approach
built on selecting individual titles (this seems
to be the case more in academic libraries than
in public, as some of the latter have been able
to handle the demand, usually by limiting
patrons to a set number of titles each month).
Mediated title acquisition gives up the
“long tail” of patrons being able to browse
through a giant collection, but returns control to librarians over how budgets are spent.
And then there is the elephant that has

always been in the digital
room: expiring licenses.
One librarian noted she
currently has 255 Kanopy
titles in her collection, but
that number would drop to 50-some soon due
to licenses expiring that she cannot afford
to renew (and still continue to purchase new
content). Regardless of the convenience of
streaming, physical media continues to be
considered the gold standard for one simple
reason: ownership. Unless a library has purchased a perpetual license for a digital file
that has been downloaded to a library server,
anything can happen (copyright owner withdraws title, distributing company goes out of
business, etc.).
Everyone agreed on one thing: budgets for
media acquisition continue to be completely
out of touch with the realities of increasing
demand by patrons and students.
Kanopy, hoopla, Films on Demand/Infobase, Overdrive, Docuseek2—all of these
companies offer wonderful collections of
streaming video titles. Librarians and vendors
need to continue to work together towards
affordable access to these riches, whether
that involves changes in pricing models or
increased budgets or—preferably—both.
Randy Pitman
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